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> The present report describes extensions to and generalizations of a radi-
ation transport calculation procedure developed over a period of several years
at first the Aerotherm Corporation, then the Aerotherm Division of the Acurex
:- Corporation, Mountain View, California. The initial effort was done under Con-
tract N _9-6719 for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Structures and Mzchanics
_ Division. This effort included the development of the basic radiation properties
and transport modeis. A subsequent effort was performed under Contract NASI-9399
;t for Langley Research Center, Applied Material and Physics Division. On this ef-
_- fort, an equilibri,/m chemistry capability was incorporated into the procedure.
The present effort was performed under Contractl-12160 for the Langley Research
Center, Hypersonic Vehicles Division. On this effort the radiation transport
procedure was generalized to allow the equivalent width approximation, and i
>
molecular species properties associated with the Teflon and Silicon systems |
were added to the radlat_on model and the manner in which the far wings of i












A procedure is described for implementing the RAD/EQUIL/1973 program,
a general purpose radiation transport calculation procedure. Instructions are
given which allow th? program input to be prepared, the output to be interpreted,
the operating procedures identified which must be followed and tl%e meaning of
the error messages to be understood. The structure of the program is described
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This report describes the RAD/EQUIL/1973 compute/ program which can be
viewed as a modified and generalized version of the Aercth_rmdeveloped RAD/
EQUIL program which has been described elsewhere (References I and 2). The
novel features of the RAD/EQUIL/1973 include (l} the capability to solve the
transport equation by means of the (very rapid) equivalent width method as
described in Reference 3; (2) the consideration of the far wings of hydrogen
lines as part of the continuum transport events, which allows accurate calcu-
lations for elemental systems dominated by hydrogen; (3) the generalization
of the code to allow many of the radiation properties to be specified by card
input; and (4) the provision for efficient f!ow field coup]in_.
A general elemental system is allowed, although certain constraints must
be satisfied (see Section 2). As of this writing, solutions have been obtained
for various con_inations of the C-H-O-II-He-Si system which is representative of
shock layers adjacent to many ablatin_ bodies. Local thermodynamic equilibrium
is assum_ to exist at all times. Molecular, atomic and ionic species are all
considered with those _hich appear in the 3000°K to 15,000°K temperature range
and 0. I to I0 atmospheres pressure range being given primary consideration. A
description of the properties model was given An Reference 1 and updated in
Reference 3.
z
The RAD/EQUIL/1973 code requires as input information sufficient informa-
tlon to describe the spatial distribution of the thermodynamic state. This i
information can be obtained in a variety of forms, e.g., pressure, temperature,
concentrations of base species (or elements), or enthalpy can replace tempera- _ '
ture_ or shook wave conditions can be specified. From'these data it calculates
. the intensities along a ray; or if the gas is confined in a plane -parallel i
slab_ it can calculate radiant fluxes directly. If the radiation is to be ob-
• , _.
served behind a window, frequency dependent transmission factors are included
which can be used to simulate its transmittance. The wall radiation can also i
be included and allowed to interact with the gases.
" m !
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The following seven sections describe the operating aspects of the code
in terms of INPUT, OUTPUT, SAMPLE CASES, OPERATING PROCEDURES, ERROR MESSAGES,





The program uses punched cards as the input media. Two data decks are
required, A and B. Deck A contains basic radiation and spectroscopic data,
e.g., f-numbers, line widths and centers, definition of line groups, energies
and statistical weights of levels, etc. Deck A is not changed unless changes
to the basic radiation model are to be performed; consequently, it is often
referred to as permanent data. Deck B contains case data such as path length,
temperatures, pressures, etc.
Figure 2-1 shows a typical data deck setup. Permanent data is always
read in first, followed by case data. The first set of case data must be
complete; that is, it must include a setup of the spatial nodes and the
boundary conditions. The following cases can be read, in abbreviated form.
Edch case starts with a control card (KR, titl_) and ends wi_, a C4 card.
Successive cases are read in and run until a 1 appears on the C4 card. This














DECK A - PERMANENT DATA
Group 1 - Basic Radiation Data
Card i, Format (I2, 2X, I2, 2X, 12, 2X, I2)
Field i, (Columns i- 2), NHV
This is the n1_aber of line groups to be included in the
calculation (maximum of 25). A discussion of the 3udge-
!
ments involved in selecting the appropriate re,tuber of
line groups is given in the discussion of the FHVM and
i FIIVP values.
Field 2, (Columns 5 - 6) , NXI
This is hhe number of special hydrogen lines for which
no (half) half width data is read in. When the hydrogen
lines are to be included, NXl = 4. Otherwise, it equals
zero. The four lines given special treatment are the
Lyman _ and _ and the Balmer _ and 8. Half wiath informa-
tion is read in for each of the remaining hydrogen lines.
Field 3, (Columns 9 - ]0), IZZ
i This is flag which determines how the far wings of the
I special hydrogen lines are handled. If IZZ = 0, the fari
I • wing contributions are added into the next lower lying
i
_ line group. If IZZ = i, they are added into the continuum.
i _ Field 4, (Columns 13 - 14), NOUT
ix_o_ This variable determines if Deck A is to be read in. If
_ NOUT equals zero, Deck A is read in. If NOUT is greater
_ _' _ than zero, the remainder of Deck A is not read in.
_ _ Grou p 2 Z At omic,Statistigal and Continuum Radiation Data
'_ A sequence of cards is to be used to describe the atomic energy levels,%
i degeneracies and continuum radiation _ovided for each of the radiat-
_ ing species. The input is grouped by .'amilies where a family is
{ made up of species having the same atomic number but different atomic
charge. For each family, the first set of data is input for the most
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highly charged specie, then additional data follows for the
succeeding (lessor charged) species down to the neutral atom.
Radiation data for the first specie of each family is obtained
by estimate, so it should not be present in significant con-









For each specie the following data is required:
Card l, Format (313, Eli.3, E10.3, 40X, 2A4)
Field 1 (Columns 1- 3), IAT !
Atomic number of the specie.
Field 2 (Columns 4 -6), NN
Number of photoionization edges to be considered explic-
itely for the specie.
Field 3 (Columns 7-9), NBN
NBN is set to 1 if the low frequency contributions are to
be treated with the approximate theory due to Biberman
and Norman (the usual case). NBN is set to 0 if the low
frequency contributions are to be treated differently.
! Field 4 (Colums ii-20), Z
• The charge on the residual ion. Thus, Z = 1 for neutrals,
: 2 for singly ionized ions, 3 for doubly ionized ions, etc.
' Field 5 (Columns 21 - 301, XION
'_ The ionisationenergy for the speolesin ev.
!_ I Fields 6 and 7 (Columns 71-78), BETA, BETB
! _ Two part alphanumeric name for the specie.
_ Card 2, Format (8EI0.3)
"_ _ Fields I, 2, 3... (Columns I-i0, 11-20, 21-30, etc.), GEE "f
These are th _ statistical weights of the atomic _nd ionic
levels For unlumped l_els GE_ = 2J + 1 where J is t_e i
inner quantum number of the level and can he obtained from
tabulations (Reference 4 ) For lumped levels, GEE is
1
: 1ti ,, _ ,
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obtained by summing the contributions from individual
J
levels, The program is currently dimensioned to handle
8 quantum levels per specie, maximum.
Card 3, Format (8_10.3)
Fields I, 2, 3... (Columns 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, etc.), EPS
These are the energies of the levels (in ev). For nlumped
levels, vall,_ can be obtained from tabulations (Referenue 4 ).
For lumped values the equation
ZGEE * EPS
EPS Ilumped _GEE
is applicable where the summations are taken over all the
levels to be lumped.
Card 4, Format (8EI0.3) (Skip if NBN = 0)
Field 1 lColumns 1- I0), HVG
In their theory, Biberman and Norman supply two approximate
relations valid in the very low frequency range and the
moderately low f_equency range, repsectively. This value
(|IVG) specifies whe;-e (in uv) t/Ae code tran_is5s from une
relation to the other for the particular specie in question.
Field 2 (Columns Ii-20), TTIII(ES
l'his value and the two following in succeeding fields form
a temperature dependent correction %,hich can be applied to
the low frequency Eiberman and Norman relations. The
correction has _/_e form
= UIB N
• for T < Tth_eshol d and
= x (coef I + coef 2 * T)
_l._ _ _ IBN
IP- _ '_" for T > Tthreshol d
,_/_:_, _ where TTHI_S i_ the threshold temperature.
Field 3 (Columns 21-30), COEFA
_ _ See the discussion given for the previous field. Tl_is value





Field 4 (Columns 31-40), COEFB
See the discussion given for the previous two fields. This
value is the second coefficie,._ - coef 2.
Card 5, Format (8E10.3) (skip if NBN = 0)
Fields I, 2, 3 (Columns i- I0, 11-20, 21 - 30, etc.), XIS
These are the _ factors employed in the Biberman and Norman
theory. Eight values must be given for each specie at the
frequencies 0, l, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, i0 ev.
Card 6, Format (59X, E14.5, I3) (skip iz NN = 0)
Field 1 (Columns 60 - V3) _ HVT
This is the threshold frequency for the first photoionization
level to be considered expllcitely (ev).
Field 2 (Columns 74 - 76) , LEV
Index on the absorbing level assigned to the first photo-
ionization level.
Card 7, Formet (17X, 7E9.2) (skip if NN = 0)
Field I, 2 .... 8, (Columns 18-26, 27-35,...), CSS
These are the cross sections 0 in cm 2 x 10 *8used to define
the first photoion%zation level to be considered explicitely.
! Eight val_es must be given at the following frequency incre-
, ments measured from the threshold frequency (ev)- 0, i, 2,
l 4, 6, 8, I0, 20.
Cards 8, 9 (skip if NN < I)
The input data given on these two cards is identical to that
l given on cards 6 and 7, except that it is applicable to the
second photoionization level to be considered explicitly
i
; Cards i0, ii, ..., NI-I, N1 (skip if NN < 2, ... etc.)
_ This defi;.es the input ;or th_ remaining photoionization levels
! ?_,%f , assigned to the first specie. _ot, ' _hat a maxlm_m_ of 30: individual photoionization levels (sun,ned over all species) are
• _ allowed in a given data deck. Card N1 is the last card assigned
* 1 to the continuum data for the first specie.
Cards N1 + i, ... N2
>
The input data given on this card set is identical to that given
on cards i to N1 of Group 2, except that it _pp.lies to the





Cards N2 + I, ... N3
Data for the remaining species _n the first family and in the
subsequent families are given on these cards, again in the
same form as that given on cal'ds 1 to N1 of Group 2.
i Card N3 + 1 f
i A blank card is read to the end of the 2identify _|roup data.
i
Group 3 - Molecular Species Radiation
i Card I, Format (20A4)
i Fields I, 2, ... (Columns I-4, 5-8, ...}, BA!
These are the alphanumeric names of the species which have t
i molecular band system absorption coefficients programmedinto subroutine MU. A maximum of 16 are allowed. A typical
+
i list might include the following: N2, NO, 02, N2, CO, H2, C2,
CN C-, H-, C3, osi O-| , , .
!
} Card 2, Format (20A4)
J
Fields I, 2, ... (Columns 1-4, 5-8, ...), BB I
I
: These are the alphan_.7_ric names of the species which
j have .molecular band systems which are to be included in
I the calcualtions. This list must be selected only from
i the BA list and must be in the same order, e.g., H 2, C2, C-,
i H-, Cy
•! ' Group 4 - Line Gro,Ip S,_ecification
[ Cards i, 2, ... N4, Format (6E12.8)
Field, 1,2, ... (Columns 1-12, 13-24, etc.}, FHVM
These are the low frequency boundaries on the line groups.
An FHVM value along with an FHVP value defines a frequency
: _4_. increment. All the lines with their centers within that
, . _: increment detine a line group. The aontinuum properties
_",," _ and the black body functions are evaluated at only one fre-
,_ _ quency point for each line group. Therefore, the frequency :
_ _ boundaries on the line group should not be so wide as to
_ _ allow appreciable changes in these quantities. In addition,
contributions to the transport from _ources outside the
boundaries of the llne group are not taken into account, i
_ Therefore, the boundaries, on a line group should never be
too close to the center of a llne within the group. i
9
Z 4II . m _ m I --i ..................................... "........................................
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Cards N1 + ]_ N1 + 2, ....*_2, Format (6E12.4)
Field I, (Columns 1-12, 13-24, etc.), FHVP
These are the high frequency boundaries on the line groups.
Cards N2 + i, N2 + 2 .... F.3, Format (6E12.4)
Field I, (ColumDs 1-12, 13-24, etc.), FHV
These are the frequeilcies at which the continuum properties
and the black body function are evaluated for each line
grcup. They are usually t_ken to be roughly midway between
FHVP and FINM. Thu% FHV is often referred to as the "average"
frequency of the line group.
Group 5 - Hydrogen Inde x (..S_ki__thisgroup if NXI = O)
Card I, Format (4012)
Field 1 (Columns 1-2, 3-4, etc.), IA
: These arc the indices on the line groups which contain the
special hydrogen lines (one per line group, maximum). The
line groups are always numbered sequentially starting with
: those at the lowest frequency.
Group 6 - Number of Lines Per Line Grou_
i
Card i, Format (4012)
Field I, (Columns I-2, 3 -4, etc.), NU
i
This is the number of lines which are situated within each
line group and which are treated individually. This number
must equal the numbur of line data cards read in for each
group. Whenever' a line is incorrectly assigned to a line
group the program will stop and write out the message "LINE
CENTER OUT OF GRouP FREQUENCY RANGE." To satisfy the dimen-
sion limits, the condition must be satisfied
_j.c-
_{'_'/ No. lines in group x No. freg points per line _ 200.
!± : where the number of frequency points per llne is usually taken
to be 15. If IZZ = 0 and NXI _ 0, the far wings of each of
_.
_... th_ hydorgen lines are included in each of the adjacent and i
just lower lying (in frequency) llne _groups (AJLL line group).
:; i
The program views each of the AJLL line groups as having an i
extra line and, consequently, allows a maximtu, of lines from





(NO. of lines input to group + 1)
t x No. of frequency points per line < 200
!
I
j Group 7 - Base Data for Line Tran::itions
i Cards i, 2, ... No. of Lines, Format (?2%4, 12, FI04, 2E12.1, 3E12.2)Field 1 and 2, (Columns 1- 8), BL, BM
Thesc are a two part a_phanumeric name for the species to!
I which the line is assigned.
!
. Field 3 (Columns 9 - i0) , ND
i This is the index for the absorbing level for each line.
It is relative to the input data read in under Group 2
for each specie. Thus, ND = 2 indicates that the line is
to be assigned to the second level of species BL, BM with
an energy and statistical weight obtained from the Group 2
data. Obviously, sufficient data must be input in Group 2
to support al] the assignments in the groap.
Field 4 (Columns ii - 20) , ZXPN
For nonhydr._gen lin,_s the (half) half width data for the I




Tk (T) = "fk(10000oK} {i0--_)
where EXPN is the temperature exponent for each line• i
For common hydrogen lines, set
2 I
t _ EXPN = n u {
!
: where n u is the principal quantum of the upper level assigned
_ : to the line transition
•_ _ ,or a special hydrogen line,set
EXPN ffi 0 _,
._'_ _ Field 5 (Columns 21 - 32), _
_ _ FrequenOy Of 1:he center of the line (in ev).
Field 6 (Columns 33-44), FF _I
This is the f number of the line when the lower level of





where GEE is the statistical weight of the unlumped lower
level of the transition.
Field 7 (Columns 45 -56), GAMP
For non hydrogen lines, this is the (half) half width per
free electron of each line due to Stark Broadening, evaluated
at 10,000°K.
For con_on hydrogen lines this is
GAMP =n_ + _5U
that is, the sum of the 5th powers of the upper and lower
principal quantum numbers assigned to the line transition.
Field 8 (Columns 57 -68), XNOL
Each of these is the number of lines in a given line group
which have identical properties. It is used only when the
properties of several lines are to be averaged and trans-
port calculated for the averaged line, then multiplied by
the number of original lines to obtain the total. Only
lines in the low frequency region _less than 5 ev, roughly)
should be averaged in this manner.
Field 9 (Columns 69 -80), GUP
_ach of these is the statistical weight of the upper level
of _he llne (used in zesona_ce broadenln_ calcdlation, only).
Group 8 - Frequency Nodes for the Continuum
: Card I, Format (2413)
_j_, i Field 1 (Columns 1 - 3), NIHVC
"9/_ This is the number of continuum frequency points (a maximum
_-_ of 50 is allowed).
!_ Cards 2, 3, ..., Format (6E12.1)
_ Field 1 (Columns 1-12, 13-24, et_.), FHVC ,
_/ These are the continuum frequency points which are selected.
i Care must be taken to insure that th6 photoionization edges
_ in the ultraviolet are adequately resolved. In addition,
, , if NXI _ 0 and IZZ = I, pairs of sequential continuum fre-
I quency points must be selected to coincide wi_h the boundary




DECK B - CASE DATA
Grou p 1 - Control Card and Title
Card i, Format (20Ii, 15A4)
Field I (Columns 1-20), KR
Column 1 determines the type of the calculation
0 Calculate intensities
1 Calculate £1uxes
2 Calculate absorption coefficients
! 3-6 Do not use
.Column 2 sets the conditions for the radiating layer
" 0 Allows arbitrary specification of thermo-
dynamic state across the layer
1 Allows arbitrary specifications of thermo-
: dynamic state but requires that the proper-
.i ties be uniform across ere layer
2 Allows the thermodynamic state to be determined
from specified shock wave conditions. Thei
properties behind the shock wave must be uniform
_" acEoss the layer.
Column 3 determines if molecules are to he included in the
calculation
i_ 0 Molecules can be included with the bandless model
' i,_ app_tion (standard case)
1_ 1 Molecules are not included
!
il 2 Molecules can be included using the JORL approxi-
mation (this option is not active for all code
I versions)
i . 3 Molecules can be included using an Elsasser Band
,: model applicable for infrared band systems (this
"_ _'-t .._ option is not active for all code versions).
i*_ _ Co,.--4 determines how line contributions are calculated
_'_L_._ _| 0 Include lines but allow weak lines to be treatea
i appzoximately_-°_ I I_olude lines in full detail" 2 _lude lines
i_ 3 Eap$oy equivalent w4dth approx£aatlon (mutt) faatez




Column 5 determines the optical conditions of the wall
0 Requires a cold, black wall
1 Requres a black wall but allows it an arbltrary
=
temperature
2 Allows a wall with an arbitrarily specified
: temperature, emittance and/or transmittance
3 Arbitrary wall emittance and transmittance, sets
TW = TEE(I) if KF(1) = 0
4 Black wall, sets TW = TEE(l) if K_'{I) = 0
; 5 Tz'ansparent wall
6, ?, 8 Same as 3, 4, 5 (respectively) except that the
boundary condition on the outer boundary is
assumed to be black body at TEE (NY) '_
Column 6 specifies the type of flux or intensity calculated
at the wall .
0 Incldent flux or intensity
1 Flux or intensity transmitted through the surface
Column 7 determines how the thermodynamic state conditions of ,, ',
' the radiating species are obtained I']
0 Uses the resident values
I Performs chemistry calculation t'j.
. 2 Reads in mole fractions, temperature pressures and 2_
(when required) density. The density is required liin the density stretched coordinate system (KR(13) > 2)
Column 8 determines whether frequency or wave length is used
' for output
_!.'._I 0 Uses frequency, hv (ev)
_ / , 1 Uses wavelength, A (microns) ..
:_ " 2 Uses frequency, prints out I+- B or F+-E (more7 _ 4
'_" accurate when transport is approaching the diffu-
) _ slve limit). This option is not active for KP'IT) = I. .
" Column 9 determines if the program is to check the validity of











_ 0 The grid is checked - use for energy transfer
_ calculations
1 The grid is not checked - use when only a selected
part of the spectrum is of interest.
Column i0 determines where the program obtains (I) normalized
spatial nodes, (2) index on spatial nodes to determine where
fluxes or intensities are to be printed out and (3) the
optical properties of the wall.
i 0 Uses resident values
i 1 Reads in new values (required for first case).
r
Column 11 - Not used.
Column 12 determines if the chemistry input package is to be
read
0 Read in new data for element and molecular, atomic and
ionic species; input data will not appear in output.
1 Use resident elemental and species data
2 Same as KR(12) = 0 except that data will appear in
output.
Column 13 determines nature and source of spatial length
parameter, DEI_A
0 Reads it in as optical path length
1 Takes it equal to the stand off distance of the bow
shock of a sphere (the spherical radius (cm) is read
in).
2 Same as KR(13) = 1 except that the spherical radius
is in feet




where ZJ pdyne = I
o




Column 15 Not used
6
Col_nn 17 determines the amount of radiative output
i
_ 0 Normal radiative output
1 Extensiw radiative output
2 No output from radiation calculations.
Column 18
: Column 19 Not used?
Column 20
Field 2 (Columns 21 - 80), CASE
This is the title of _%e case (alphanumeric) used for identi-
• fication of printed output.
Grou_ 2 - Chemistry Control Card (skid this group if KR(7) = 0)
_ Card I, Format (20II, 5EI0.3)
Field 1 (Columns 1 - i0), KQ




2 Enthalpy (if KQ(5) = 0) or shock wave conditions
!
(if KQ(5) = i)
.... Column 2 determines if chemistry package is to be read in (see
__'_ KR(12) , also)
_ 0 Use resident data
1 Read in new data (required for first case) !
_" Column 3 must be the same as column 2
Column 4 determines if second order partial derivatives are to
be calculated for external use (they are not required for the
i radiation calculations)
I 0 Does not calculate them (allows faster calculations)







Column 5 determines if the shock wave option is to be used
0 Not used
t
1 Shock jump conditions will be calculated
Column 6 determines tJ_e form of the A(I,J) array for external
- use (it is not required for the radiation calculations)
0 Partial derlvatives are obtained assuming that the
, elemental mass fractions can take on any value.
: 1 The mass fraction of the last heavy (non-electron)
element is forced to vary so that the elemental
, mass fractions always sum to unity.
Column 7 determines the output from the chemistry subroutines
0-8 Normal output
9 No output
Column_._ 8-20 Not used
Field "_.(Colunu_s 21 - 30), THETA
This J_ the a_,]_ between the sho_k wave normal and the free
stream velocity vector (e. g. TIIETA = 0 for a stagnation
point at zero angle of attack). An entry here has meaning
only when the shock wave option .is to be used. This is also
true [or the n_:xt four fields.
l
Field 3 (Columns 31 - 40), SVI
This is the velocity (ft/sec) upstzeam of the shock wave.
i Field 4 (Columns 41 - 50), SPI
This is the pressure (atm) upstream of the shock wave.
I _/'_ ; Field 5 (Columns 51- 60.), SRI ,
/ _! This is the density (Ib/ft s) upstream of the shock wave.
Field 6 (Columns 61 - 70), HS ,;_
_i;_ _ This is the static enthalpy (Btu/ib) upstream of the shock :
wave. ii
i_ !_
_ Group 3 - Chemistry Input (Skip this if KR(Th 9 1 or _R(12) = i) .:._
i _" Card i, Format (I3,F7.0) i_
_- Field 1 (Columns 1 - 3), IS _





Cards 2,3. .,IS, (One for each element, see Card I, Field 1 of this
group), Format(I3, 3A4, 4FI0.5)
Field 1 (Columns 1 - 3), KAT(K)
Atomic number of element (99 for electron), cards must be
ordered with this number ascending with electron last (when
considered)
Field 2 (Columns 4 - 15) ATA(K), ATB(K), ATC(K)
Name of element (used for output only). For best looking
output, elements with 3 or 4 letters (e.g., iron) should
start in Column 6, elements with 5, 6, or 7 letters (e.g.,
carbon) should start in Column 5, and elements with 8 or
more letters (e.g., nitrogen) should start in Column 4.
Field 3 (Columns 16 - 25), WAT(K)
Atomic weight of element
Grou_. 4 - Thermodynamic Data (Skip this if KR(7) @ i or KR(12) = I)
There are three cards for each molecular, atc',_ic, condensed, or ioni_.
species. A total of 40 species of all types are allowed. The number
of allowable condensed-phase materials is (12-1S). A blank card after
the last set concludes the thermodynmuic data. The arrangement of
these cards sets is of consequence in so far as it determines the
base species upon which mass balances are performed, the first in-
dependent set of base species being selected. Singular matrices can
result from certain sets of theoretically-acceptable base species due
to round-off errors. Furthermore, mass balances, etc. for the (NSP)th
' i
base species is obtained by difference. Therefore, the element
i represented by this base species shoul_ be present in appreciable
.;_._._ quantities. For example, for air, molecular nitrogen is a good choice{
_'.-_.t. for the (NSP)TH base species. Except for these considerations, atomic, ,
; _ _ _lecular, and condensed species can be arranged in any order. When
!_ : ionized flows are considered, the atomic, molecular, and condensed
_i_- species data must appear first and be followed by, first, electron
_': species data, and then the ionic species data (which can be in any
_: order). ._'hedata format accepted by the program (described below)
are as g_nerated by the Aerotherm TCDATA program and are the same
i _ as that used in NAVWEPS Report 7043. Thermochemical data decks have ,_







Cards i, 4, 7, ... One for each molecule, Format (7(F3.0, I3),
30X, 2A4)
Fields i, 3, 5 ... One for each element in molecule (Columns
i-3, 7-9, lJ-15 ...), ALPT(N) in each field
Number of atoms (of atomic number given in subsequent field
in a molecule of this species. If field one is zero this
card is pres_ed to be end of thermodynamic data.
Fields 2, 4, 6 ... One for each element in molecule, (Columns
4-6, 10-12, 16-18, ...), JAT(N) in each field
Atomic numbers of elements in molecules (listed in ascending
sequence) .
Last Field, (Columns 73- 80)
Molecular designation (e.g., SIO2) for output
Cards 2, 5, 8, ... One for each molecule, Format (6E9.6, 6X, F6.0, Ii)
!
Field I, (Columns 1 - 9), RA(J)
Heat of formation of molecule at 298°K from JANAF base state
(elements in most nat,,ral from at 298°K), cal/mole.
Fields 2 - 6, (Columns i0 - 18, 19 -27, 28- 36, 37 - 45, and
46- 54), CII(J,I), RC(J,I), RD(J,I), RE(J.I), RF(J,I)
Constants appropriate to lower temperature range of thermo-
dynamic data. Taking F2, F3,..., as Fields 2, 3, etc., the
s curve fits are as follows with T in °K, H in cal/mole, and
i S in cal/mole °K.
Heat capacity, CP = F3 + F4* T + F5/T**2
! Entha]py, H - H298 = F2 + F3*(T - 3000) + 0.5"F4"
--_._ (T**2 - 3000**2) - F5*(I/T - 1/3000)
"_ Entropy, S = F6 + F_*LN(T/3000) + F4* (T - 3000) :
_ - 0.5*F5*(I/T**2 - 1/3000"'2) :
"__)_ Field 7, (Columns 61 - 66), TU(J,I)
Upper limit of lower temperature range_-in °K. (For condensed-






Field 8, (Column 67), KPHA(1)
Ii 1 signifies gaseous species
I=
IF 2 signifies solid species
I 3 signifies liquid species
Cards 3, 6, 9, ... One for each molecule, Format (6E9.6, 6X, F6.0,
I Ii)
Fields 1 - 8, (Columns 1 - 67)
Same as Cards 2, 5, 8 ... except use constants for upper
temperature range and Field 7 is ignored.
Last Card - A blank card is used to signify the end of thermodynamic
data.
; Group 5 - Nodal Input and. Surf gee Properties (Skip this- 9roup if KR(10) _ i)
Card 1, Format (2413)
: Field i, (Column_ 1 - 3 ), NICi.
j- Thi.o. j._ the turn,her of spatial stations at which transport is
I/ to be printed. This number must be equal to or less than
i! 20 for normal output or i for extensive output.
li Card 2, Format (2413)
Field I, (Col_nns i -- 3, 4 - 6 ...1, NICN
' !_ These are the indices on the spatial stations where transport _
i_ is to be printed. The nodal points usually start with 1 _-
I_ at the wall and increase away from the wall
:ii' Card 3, Format (513)
Field i, (Columns 1 - 3), NY ,:,
"'i This is the number of spatial nodes used to describe the slab ;',:
(er ray). It must be equal to or less than 20. _
Field 2, (Columns 4 - 6), NI :i
This is the index on the spatial point at which the line i
frequency coordinate system is to be evaluated. For a layer
in which the elemental composition does not vary greatly, use ;_'
,g
the high temperature boundary, lqhen the elemental concentra-
tion does vary significantly, select a point where the temp-
_, eratures are th_ highest but all the elements are still present, i{
i, !
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C_'ds 4,... NS, Format (6E12._I"
Field i, (Colu_ms ] - I _3 - 24 .... ), (YY(I), I = I,NY)
... .-
i[ _R{13) .. _ ' ._ the normalized distances from the
_,all to each sp ...., .';hation. If KR(13) > 3
YT(I_ -- n(I)/n e
where _(1) is ¢_density stretched coordinate normal to thel
'I wall. For both cases: values should be selected so that
the thermodynamic variation of the slab (or ray) is well
desc_-ibed.
.... Skip the Rest of Group 5 if KR(5) # 2, 3 or 6....
Cards N5+I, 1_5+2, ...,N6, (Formah (6E12.1)
Field I, (Columns 1- 12, ]3- 24, ...), AHV
These are the absorptances or emittances of the wall - one
' for each cont_,_uum frequency point.
Cards N6+] , ...,N7, }.olmat (6E12.1)
Field ], (Columns _ - 12, 13 - 24, ...), I|VL
These a_'e the absol'Dtances or emittances of the wall - one
for each line group center frequency.
Cards N7+l, N7+2, ... NS, Format (6E12.1)
Field i, (Columns 1 - 12, 13 - 24, ...), TMSW
Continuum transmittances of the wall - one for each con-
tinuum frequency point
Cards N841, N8+2, ...,Ng, Format (6E12.1)
_._ Field I, (Columns 1 - 12, 13 - 24, ...), TMSWL
_;._ Line group transm_ttances of the wall - one for each line
_ group center frequency.
_!! Group 6 - Uniform Conditions Input (Ski_) thi s group if KR(2) = 0)
/:i_ Card l, Format (6E12.4)
Field I, (Columns 1 - 12), DELTA
'" DELTA is the radiation path length paramter. Its meaning is




Field 2, (Columns 13 - 24), PRES(1)
The variables in this field and the following three fields
have meaning only when KR(7) > I. PRES(1) is the pressure
i! (atm) to be assigned to the uniform layer, if KR_2) = 2,
this value will be overridden by the downstream shockwave
pressure.
i, Field 3, (Columns 25 - 3_), TEE(l)
If KQ(1) = 0, TI.:E(1) is the temperature (_K). If KQ(1) = 2,
i TEE is the enthalpy (Btu/ib).
i Field 4, (Columns 37 -. 48), SLOPE
The va[iable in this field has me_ninc_ only if the radiation
path length is to be set equal to the standoff distance of a
spherical body (KR(!3) _ 0 or 3). If ._;LOPE= 0., the classical
standoff formula is employed, i.e.
_ = SDR * D[.:LTA/(I. + _._)
where S[_R is the densit_ ratio &cross the normal shock wave.
If SLOPE > 0, the standoff dist._nce formula employed is
= SDR * DELTA * SLOPE
which is consistent with the recommendations of some of the
more recent studies.
Field 5, (Columns 49 60), V
This is the density (Ib/ft 3) of the gases in the radiating
; layer. It has meaning only if a chemistry solution is not
..'".% going to be obtained (KR(7) = 21 and if a density stretched
I.._
.,!_;..! coordinate syste_ is to be used (KR(13) >_ 3),
I!_I Card 2, Format (6E12.4) _;!_ Field l, (Columns 1 - 12), TW ,
_:_- The temperature (°K) which is used to calculate the emission '_
'_';._ from the wall. If KR(15) -- 3, 4, 6 or 7, this value will _
i_ be overridden by the program. _
I! '
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.... IF KR(7) _ I, Skip the Next Card ....
Card 3, Format (8E10.3)
t
_ield_ i, 2, ...(Columns 1 - I0, Ii - 20, ...], (SP(I), I = I,
i is._1)
i
' These __•:-_ the mass fractions of the base species. Their
i order must be identical to that used for the species in the
i chemistry input (Group 3). "qhen elements are used as base
i sp_cles, these variablcs become the usual elemental mass
I fractions.!
!
I .... IF KR(7) _ 2, Skip _he Next Card ....
!
j 4, (2413)Card Format
i Field I, (Columns 1 - 3)NSFEC
I This is the PundJer of raoiating species to be read in.
l
i .... IF KR(7) _ 2, Skip the Following Card Sets ....
I
! Read one card set per radiating species to be read in for
! a total of NSI,F.C caru s,.ts. A card set mnst be included
i for the electron specie.
I
! Card 5, 6, ...Format (2A4, 2X, 7EI0.2)
I
I
I Fields I and 2 (Columns 1 - 4, 5- 8), FAMOA_J), FAMOB(J)
4
I These are the two-part names of the radiating species. They
must correspond cxactly wit), the names used in DECK A.
: Field 3 (Columns II - 20) FR(J,I)
These are the mole fractions assigned to each of the species.
Group 7 - Nonuniform Conditions Input (Skip this group if KF (2) _ 0)
_"_ Card I, Format (IEI2.1)%
:., Field I, (Columns 1 - 12), DELTA _
._ ! DELTA is the radiation path length parameter. Its meaning is
_'_i discussed along with the discussion of the KR(13) variable.
.... Skip the Next Three Card Sets if KR(7) = 0.....
_ Cards 2, ...Nll, Fo-mat (6E12.4) _'
Fields I, 2, ...(Columns 1- 12, 13 - 24, ...) (PRES(I), I = 1,N¥}









Cards t:ll + ] .... NI2. Format (6E12.4)
Fields 1, 2 .... (Columns 1 - 12, 13- 14 .... )(TEE(I), I = I,NY)
i
If KQ(]) : 0, these are the temperatures (_K) at each
i s[,atial nod_:. If KQ(1) = 2, they are the enthalpiesi
: (Btu/Ib) .
.... Skip the Next C_,rd Set if KR(7) _ 2 or KR(13) < 2....
! Cards NI2 + i .... NI3, Format (6E12.4)
i Field 1,2 .... (Columns 1 - 12, 13 - 24, ...)(RHOII), I = I,NY)
"i
':hc_seare the gas phase densities (lb/ft 31 at each spatialpoint.1
Card NI3 + 3, Format 16E12.41
i _ Field 1 (Colu,nns 1 - 12) TW
1 , This variable was described previously in Group 6.1 "
1 _ .... Skip these Card Sets if KR(7) _ i....
! Redd ill one card set per spatial node,I.
i Card N1342, ...I_14, Format (8E10.3)
Fields 1, 2 .... (Columns i - I0, II - 20, ...)(SP(I,o}, J = I, ISM)
i These are the mass fractions of the base species at each
spatial node I. The odering of the species must be the same
i - as that used in Group-3.
i . .... Card NI5, Format (2413)
Field I (Columns I - 3) NSPEC
i
I _ This is the number of radiation species to be read in .
_ .... Skip the Following Card Sets if KR(7) _ 2....
__'-¢'_' Read one card set per radiating specie to be read in for a
%" .l
)' •
_.,, total of NSPEC card sets. A card set must be included for
:_ c lectr0ns. A minimum of two cards per specie is required.
-'' " # • • 8
!_!_.i cara_NIS + 1 .N16 Format(2^4,2X,_10._/(8_.i0.2)_: Fic'Id:3 I and 2 (Columns I - 4, 5 - 8) FAMOA(J}, FAMOB(J)
._: _ These are the, two-part na,nes of the radiating species. They




"_.< Fields 3, d., ... (Columns ii - 20, 21 - 30, , ..) (FR(J,I), I = I,NY)
These are the mole fractions of the Jth specie at each of the
Ith spatial points across the radiating layer. The wall is
usuall/ positioned at I = i.
Group 8 - Termination of Run
"_;- Card 1, Format (6E12.4)
_..
i_ Field i, (Columns i - 121. C4
)
_ If C4 = 0, begin reading in a new case starting with Group 1














For a given case, the normal output consists of five sets of data,
each of from one to three or four pages in length. The first set summarizes
the permanent data deck being used. The second set gives the radiation and
chemistry control numbers and defines the radiative boundary conditions for
the tune being run. The third set defines the spatial variations of the thermo-
dynamic. :irate l,ro;,ertJcs, starting with chemistry solutions at the wall and
each ._;ucc_.ss_ve spatia] mode and finislaing with the ray length (or the wi:_th
of the radiating layer) and a summary of the number densities of the radiating
species. The fourth set gives the results of the continium transport calcula-
tions, and the fifth gives the results of the line transport calculations.
l.q%cn_,_,Jcthat. on _ case _o calculated in a given run, the first set of data
is prinled out for the first case only. The other four-_ets are printed out
for each case.
Tile fir:;t set of data is given the title "DECK A". Twelve columns of
_ data al't.printed out under th_ following headings:
GROOP, [IV, |IV4.,IIV-, N, NAME, K(1), IIV(I), F(I}, GAM(I), I.:XPN(1), NOL
_ The fir:;t five columns define the properties of th_ li_le groups_ the second
seven define the properties of the l_nes wit.,in each line group. With one
• exception, these variables are the same as the input variables, although
sllght]y different _erminology is used. In to_tinsof input variables the
_ headin,]s are the following:
LINI':
GROUP SPEC IES
INDEX, FlIV, FIIVP, FIIVM, NU, NAME, ND, IIVL, FF, GAMP, EXPN, XNOL
,The exception is the K(I) or ND variable wher_ the input variable is an index
on the .;0_'bin9 level relative to the ground level of its species| where as,
the ND variable i_ the index of the absorbing level relative to all the levels
consith.red in the data deck. The remaining variables were defined in Section 2.
, ._
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The second set of data is titled "CASE-XXXX" where XXXX is the case title
which was read in cn the first card of Deck B. The radiation control numbers
(KR(I)) and the control numbers (KQ(I}) are given which describe the case.
An output block is also given for flow control numbers which are set internally
in the code anJ arc not used to define cases. These are followed by the
"RADIATIVE EDUNDARY CONDITIONS" give,, _n terms of the emittance and the
transmittance of the wall and the outer boundary and as a function of both
th_ continuum and llne group frequencies (corresponding wave lengths are also
: _iven).
, The third set of data is always given in title "THERMODYNAMIC STATES
ACROSS THE LAYER-STARTING WITH WALL." The thermodynamic data printed out at
each space station includes temperature (°K), pressure (atm)• molecular
weight• enthalpy (cal/gm) entrop_ (cal/gm-°K) density (gm/cm 3) and the names
of the species with their mole fractions. At the end of these thermodynamic
data, the path length parameter DELTA is given followed by a block of number
densities given for each radiating specie at each space station across the
layer.
The fourth sut of data is given either the title "CONTINUUM CONTRIBUTION
TO THE SPECTRAL FLUX" or "CONTINUUM CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECTRAL INTENSITY"
depending on the type of calculation being performed. The next row gives
the normalized distances to the space nodes where the transport integrals were i
evaluated. The first column gives the nodal points in frequency used i.l the
continuum calculation. When thc transport integrals are to be evaluated at i
6 points or less (NIC < 6), the next 2 times NIC columns represent F_ and F +-- v
or l_ and I_) given alternately, one combination for each node at which the i
transport integrals were evaluated. When NIC > 6, there are two rows of output _,i!
for each continuum frequency point. The top row is F_ (or I_) and the bottom ii
+ (or I_| Frequency in-row (which is slightly displaced to the right} is Fu . ![
tegrated values are given at the bottom of the page for the NIC spatial nodes !I
' :I
i ._.,:- being considered.i
_! _:" The fifth set of data is given the title "LINE RADIATION." The next
i ,_' row gives the normalized distances to the nodes where the transport integrals I
::_ , were evaluated. The first column gives the index on the llne group being
consldezed. The next column gives the center frequen¢, of the line group.
The first the line correction (F_ I - se Eq,ation 66 o_ Ref. i)
_ Integrated over the frequency increment of the line gr_ ip and in the negative
direction. The second llne is displaced slightly to th right and gives the ;;
: corresponding value in the positive direction. The tot_l line correction to il
_! , the directional fluxes are given at the bottom of the page.
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I_ 3o2 EXTENS_EOUTPUT
The extensive output package may be activated at a single specified
spatial point. This consists of seven sets of output data, five of which
are roughly one to three or four pages in length, one of which is roughly
twenty pages in length (extensive continuum output} and one of which is
I roughly one pages length (extensive output), threehundred in line The first
sets of data are identical to the first three sets of the normal output data.
The fourth set g_ves the extensive continuum output; the fifth gives the
continuum output summary; the sixth set gives the extensive line output,.andthe seventh set gives the line ou put sm_ary.
g In the fourth data set, three dependent variables (B,FMU, and TAU)
are presented as functions of frequency (}IV in ev, as printed out) and spatial
position. For each of the continuum frequency points, the. entire spatial
array of each variable is given, startin, with the wall value. The variable
B represents the Planck function (or the blac& body emissive power); the
variable FMU represents the continuum (only} absorption coefficient, and
• the variable TAU represents the optical depth along the ray of interest
(or the 60 degree ray for a plane-parallel slab).
The fifth set ef data i_ given either the titl_ "CONTINUUM CONTRIBUTION
TO TIIE SPECTRAL FLUX" or "CONTINUUM CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECTRAL INTENSITY"
depending on the typc of calculation being performed. The second row of the
title gives the normalized spatial station specified for the transport print-
out. The spectral points for the continuum are given in the first column.
The next three give the continuum transport quantit_.es in the negative
direction (away from the wall}. The spectral fluxes (or intensities) are
given first; then the integral of the spectral flux (or intensity) over
frequency is given as a function o_ frequency (each entry represents the _
integral from the first frequency point to the current frequency point;
finally, the third column gives the same information as the second, excopt
that its entries are normalized against the final value of the integr;,l.
The information given in the last three columns is the same as in the three
just described, except that the _ransport quantities in the positiv_ dlrect!on
are considered. When KR(8) = I, the spectral quantities are presented as
functions of wavelength instead of frequency. - _
The sixth set of data gives additional details about the line group
and'the line transport calculation. For each line group the continuum
absorption coefficients and the app_Qpriate black body function at the
"average" frequency of the llne group are given as a function of the spatial
points. Th_ positive and negative continuum fluxes (or intensities) are
given at the s_ecified spatial station. At each of the frequency points
29
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within the line group (frequency interval), the total (line+continuttm)
absorption coefficients and optical depths are given as a function of spatial
i points. The spectral flux (or intensity) is also given for each of the two
directions. Finally, an integral over the line group is given.
[ The seventh set of output data give_ a summary of the line calculations.
i The first column gives the line group index. The second and third columns
i give the lower and upper frequency (or wavelength) boundaries for each linegroup with labels NEG (lower) and POS (upper) assigned. The next two columns
give the spectral and total (frequency integrated over the line group)
I contributions to the positive (wall directed) component of the flux (or
intensity). In this output block, the spectral flux (or intensity) is an :
i artifice, defined as the total assigned to the line group divided by the
, frequency increment assigned to the line qroup. These spectral output
quantities are meant to be used only for easy graphical display of the results
of the calculations and/or for its qualitative interpretation. The last two
i columns give the spectral and line group integrated totals for the fluxes
) (or intensities_ _ in the neqative direction (away from thf: wall). The spectral
fluxes (or intensities) are subject to the same considerations and restrictions
discuss_ previou_!y for the Ooctitive spectral fluxes (or intensities).
! Finally, the total (summed over line groups) flux (or intensity) in each












Presented in this section are six sample problems which were run on
a UNIVAC 1108. These problems are relatively simple but do exercise many
of the program options. For each sample problem, the following is presented:
• A brief discussion of the nature of the problem and solution
• A listing and/or description of the input deck








4.1 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1
A 20 group line model and 48 point conti_um model are employed to
calcu]&te the radiative flux emanating from a plane-parallel slab with the
thermodynamic conditions (temperature, pressure, elemental composition) specified
across the layer. This con_ination of elemental system (C-O-h-E-), the values
of the thermodynamic variables and cold black wall boundary conditions make the
calculation a reasonable representation of the thermal events occuring in the
inviscid flow region of a Venus entry body. The results of the c:alculation
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4.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2
This sample problem is identical to the first sample problem, except that
: the results are presented in the extensive output format. The input data decks
are identical except for the following changes:
Sample Problem 1 Sample Problem 2
ER(17) = 0 KR(17) = 1
NIC = 10 NIC = 1
NICN(I) = 1,2,3,...i0 NICN(L)= 1
¢¢
which must be made to implement this option. The first set of continuum output
includes black body emissive powers (B), continuum absorption coefficients (FMU)
and optical depths of the 60 degree ray (TAU) as c funu%iun ot frequency (HV)
{
_ and for each spatial point across the layer. The second set of continuum output
i summarizes the flux values at the spatial position (y/6 = 0) specified for print-
. out. The next set of output data gives the line transport at the spatial point
i specified for print-out. Finally, a line radiation summary is presented. Recallthat the spectral flux presented in this output block is an altifice, defined
as the frequency integrated fJux assigned to the line group divided by the
' frequency increment assigned to the line group.
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4.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM 3
This sample problem is identical to Sample Problem 2, except the wave-
length was selected for the independent output variable in place of the frequency.
Note that wavelength begins wit], a maximum value the,l decreases. The input deck
is identical to that used for Sample Case 2 except for the following change.
Sample Problem 2 Sample Problem 3
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4.4 SAMPLE PROBLEM 4
),
This sample problem is also identical to the first sample problem, except
that the equivalent width approximation was employed and only some (six) of
_5 the spatial points were selected for outpuh. The input data decks are identical
_ except for the following changes:
Sample Problem 1 Sample Problem 4
i KR(4)= 0 KR(4) = 3
NIC = 10 NIC = 6
NICN(I) = 1,2,3, ...i0 NICNII) = 1,3,4,6_8,10
I which must be made to implement these options. The computing time requirements







! Cace 1 Case 4
chemistry 3.994 3.994
{ Continuum Radiation 3.782 3.782
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4.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM 5 i
This sample problem was selected to i.lustrate the use of the IZZ=I
option in calculating transport in the hydrogen rich atmospheres. A complete -i
input _eck is presented for the C-II-O-N _!emental system and for a uniform 1
slab at i0000 OK and 1 a_nosphere pzessure. The continuum absorption i: coefficients with and without the addition of the far wings of the hydrogen !
lines are shown in Figur_ 4.1. For this case, the effect can be appreciable. !
I
Note that only the true continuum exists wiLhin the frequency increments i
defining those line groups which contain the special hydrogen lines |there
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This ::ample l,roblem =s identical to the fifth sample except that the
eq,livdlont width approximation is etnployed. The input decks are identical
except for the following change:
Sample Problem 5 Sampla Problem 6
KR(4)=0 KR(4)=3
which must be made to implement the equivalent width option. The computing









Case 5 Case 6
Chemistry 6.41] 6.354
Continuu,, ]{ndiation 5.786 5.713









This program is written in FORTRAN V source language. It has been run
in the UNIVAC 1108, the CDC 6400, 6C00 an_ 7600. It easily fits within the
66K core capacity of the 1108 computer; consequently, an overlay procedure is
usually not required for uncoupled applications. When the program is to be
used as a subroutine in coupled flo%-ficld applications, an efficient overla_
is easily devised, as shown in Figure 5-1.
Card input is on unit M and output is on unit N where M and N are defined
as 5 and 6 in the main routine. No scratch tapes or other input/output devices
are needed.
A control deck setup is shown in F_gure 5-2 for the UNTVAC IIOR. C,_m-
piled decks are often obtained from tape storage as shown in the figure. Drum
storage is also commonly used for this machine and would require a deck setup
which is quite similiar to that shown.
:; A control deck setup for the CDC 6600 is shown in Figu_'e 5-3. In this
_L
_I oase the compiled decks are obtained from files. Again, the deck setup, for
h
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[ This program has a number of internal consistency checks which must be
I satisfied before it will allow calculations to proceed. In addition, there
I a,e a number of internal iterativc _alculations which must be successfully
completed before the progr__m will allow the calculations to proceed. Wheneverthe program enc unters an inconsistency or is unable to obtain an iterative
solution, it wi__ print out an error message and execute a program stop. Each
i of the error messages is presented on the following pages, accompanied by thename of the subroutine which prints it out plus a descriptive comment. These
!
I should enable the user tO correct mal_y of the more con_mon mistakes which t/,e
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The RAD/EQUIL code performs four nearly autonomous functions. These
are the following:
i. It obtains basic radiation property data, viz. frequency grid, line
group properties and absorption coefficient da_a.
2. It obtains the properties of the radiating layer, viz. its size,
spatial grid, radiation boundary conditions and thermodynamic
property distribution across the layer.
3. It calculates continuum transport.
i
4. It calculates line transport.
The code performs these functions through the use of three primary computational
modules. A complete listing is given in the appendix.
The first module performs function 2. with Subroutines NODEN (calculates
partition functions and number densities) and EQUIL (obtains iterative solutions
to the equilibrium chemistry relations and, when required, the shock jump condi-
tions) being the primary computational elements. When the RAD/EQUIL program
is to be used by itself, Subroutine DADIN is used to read in the remaining data
required to define the properties of the layer and also to drive the calcula-
5 tions. When the RAD/EQUIL program is to be employed as a subprogram to a flow
: field procedure, DADIN is usually eliminated, with its functions being performed
by the flow field code.
&
_f.,_ The second module calculates continuum transport and is driven by Sub-
•-l: routine CONTN2. Its most important elements are Subroutines MU (calculates
• continuum absorption coefficients), TRANS3 (calculates optical depths and spec-
_ tral fluxes or intensities) and CONTN2 (drives the calculation and performs
_ frequency integration to obtain total transport quantities). When the IZZ = 1
_ option is employed, the far wings of the special hydrogen lines are treated as
_ continuum components. The necessary absorption coefficients are obrained from
Subroutines MULE2 and GF.
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The third _odule calculates the line correction to be added to the con-
tinuum transport and is driven by Subroutine LINT2. Its most important ele-
ments are Subroutine _REQ (sets up the nodal grid in frequency), ISLDV/SLOPQ/OGLE
(performs integrations and interpolations within FREQ), MU (calculates continuum
components of the absorption coefficients), MULE2 (calculates line component of
the absorption coefficients), GF (provides interpolations for MULE2), TRANS3
(calculates optical depths and spectral fluxes or intensities) and LINT2 (drives
the calculation and performs a frequency integration to obtain transport quanti-
ties). The line corrections are obtained by taking the difference between the
combined (line + continuum) transport quantities an@ they continuum transport
quantities evaluted at the "average" frequency of the line group. This calcula-
tion is also done in Subroutine LINT2.
7.2 PRIMARY SCRATCII ARRAY
A large array named AM (123 x 123) appears in common NONCOM. Numerous
smaller arrays are equivalenced into this array throughout the program, as
shown in Figure 7-1. While the A201array must be available during the execution
I of the RAD/EQUIL program, only temporary data is stored within it, so that the
', core space can be released at the end of each radiation transport calculation




! This subroutine organizes and drives the continuum calculation and inte-
grates the spectral transport quantities to obtain frequency integrated totals.
! When IZZ = i, subroutine MULE2 is called to include the far wing contributions
: of the special hydrogen iznes.
DADIN
This subroutine reads in case data, viz. that data which defines the
/.4
, thernlodynamic state of the slab or ray being considered. It also checks the
_ frequency grid (when appropriate} and performs the shock wave standoff distance
calculation (when appropriate) and drives the chemistry calculation for the
_ program when it is not used as a subprogram.
EQUAL
This subroutine obtains an iterative solution to the equations governing
chemical equilibrium. When required, the shock jump relations can be solved as
part of the system in place of the relations assigning the energy and pressure







This logical fnnction evaluates the error function.
FREQ
This subroutine calculates the nodal points in frequency used in the
finite difference evaluation of the line transport equations.
GF
This subroutine performs interpolations as a special service to Subrou-
tine MULE/.
INPUT
This subroutine reads in the chemistry input package.
ISLDV
This is a general service subroutine. It is essentially the same as
SLOPQ except that the logarithms of the dependent variables are fitted to ob-
tain the slopes and integrals rather than the dependent variables directly.
The resulting slopes and integrals are those of the funcuion, however.
LINT2
This subroutine organizes and drives the line calculation and integrates
the spectral transport quantities to obtain frequency integrated totals. It
has separate logical blocks te _erform finite difference calculations and/or
equivalent width calculations.
MAIN
This is the main program. It defines the input/output devices and drives
the calculation when the code is used alone.
i_ This subroutine evaluates the continuum components of the absorption
_: coefficients. Three general classes of absorbing transitions are considered-
"_'_" Biberman and Norma_ individual cross sections and molecular species. The first
two classes of transitions can be activated, modified or eliminated in a general
_anner %/_rough the normal program input; whereas modifications to the mol2cular
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MULE2
This subrc,utine calculates the line components of the absorption coeffi-
cients. There are two logical blocks contained within the subroutine. When
the first iogica] block is entered, the subroutine calculates line strengths
and the parts of the line shapes which are not functions of frequency and stores
them for subsequent use. When the second logical block is entered, the fre-
quency part of the absorption coefficient is calculated, allowing the final re-
sult to be returned to the calling program.
NODEN
This subroutine calculates the number densities and the partition func-
tions of the radiating species.
SUBROUTINE OGLE
This is a general service subroutine. Given a single function of an in-
_ dependent variable, it will obtain intermediate points by cubic interpolation.
SUBROUTINE RADIN
This subroutine reads in data decks A and B, identifies the species in
the various arrays, tests the data deck for self-consistency, sets up the flegg
which will be used in the calculational subroutines, and writes out the output
block defining the radiation boundary conditions.
SLOP___ Q
This is a general service subroutine. Given a single function of an in-
dependent variable, it wall calculate slopes and/or integrals of the function.
_ Cubic:. are used as interpolation functions.
I i,
TRAN S 3
_., _ This subroutine evaluates the spectral transport quantities using the
_ finite difference relations. The quantities evaluated include optical depths










Two lists of Fortran variables are gi%_n. The first was selected from
those variables which appear in the primary logical blocks of the program.
The second list represents the scratch arrays which includes many variables
used to form the influence coefficients for noupling to fl6_ field codes which




where the Variable Location is described by either L Name (local variable in
Subroutine "Name"), or by C Namel (Gommon variable in Common Block Namel), or
by ALL which means that the variable has the given meaning whenever it appears.
i PRYING PAG_BLANKNOT_ _o5
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A(Ner_N) PAPIIAI FI(_I"AI}VF. (1F FfJUATION N t_;(TVARIABLE NN e USED C E(,!TCL)M
{ lh [.hli"],';IhYI'llk'AIJi:h
I ACH L MLit,I-?..
)
i ACM NUti{4LI(DENSITy (_F C" L MU
ACN r_UPBER DENSITY OF CN L MU
ACO NlJhlq'R DEI'ISITY l_h C(.I L MU
AC_ NUF'uER DENSITY {IF C2 L MU
AC3 NUI_BIR DF.NSITY (')FC3 L MU
AETA FIRST HALF OF A l,Jk")PART, ALPHANUMERIC NAME OF 1HE SPECIES C CONTM
IN IHE RADIAIIhb SPLCIF5 ARRAY
AMM NUHRER DLNBITY OF H- I, HU
AHV WALl. [MITTANCE F('IRTHE CONTINUUM RADIATION C RAD
AHVL WALL. EMITI,ANC[-"I'(.SRTHE LINE RADIATION C RAD
AM_. I'JUHBER DENSII,Y [If"H2 L MU
AL C(JNSTANI,3 ASSIGHFD TFI EACH (1F SPECIAL H LINES L FREQ
ALF C(,)t'IRDIhJATE,'ITRETCHING PRAR_IIt.IER(NUT ACTIVE) L CONTN2
ALPH NORMALIZFD FRE(II_[NCY UBFD A_ INDLPENDENT FREQUENCY L MULE;"
VARIABLE TO DEFINE LYMAN ALPHA LINE
ALPHI GRAM ATOHS PER IItJITMASS OF AN E_.EMENT L EQUIL
AM PRIFI,ARY SCRATCH ARRAY C NONCOM
ANY NUMFIER DENSITY tJF NO L MU
AN,_ NUMBER DENSITY HF N2 L MU
ANZP NUHTIETR DENSITY (.IFN_  LMU
AOM NUtilIEhiDENSITY (IF 0', L MU
A02 NUt_hE'R DENSITY {IF 02 L HU
A$IO NUMBER DEN,'IITY Or SII'I L MU
AQ FHOT{))| ENt,RGY NORMALIZED BY KT L CONTN_.
"i. ,, Ag PHOT[IN ENERGY NrIRMALZZED BY KT L LIt_T2
'('_,"='i"" ATA NDT ACTIVE C EQPCOM '
_'!_ ATB NUT ACTIVe. C EQPC()M
;' ''" ATC NOT ACTIVE C EGPCOH
AO-Ab COEFFICIEkT$ USED TO EVALUATE THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL L MULE2
H LINE SHAPE FUNCTII)N CAB IT APPEARS IN E(;UATION a2 L MULE
OF NEF w 1 )
_r
)' 106 '(
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BEF P_A':(k F_,'J('T_r,,fOR INTf'_._ITY C^I.CIJI.ATIO_'S_ BLACK BODY L CONT_
_,'_I._]Vl Pf_,,twFr)R FLtl_ ('AL.[_q.ATIt)N5
BEE PLAhC_ rllNCTIqh _.L;RIIJTLN,_ITY CAI.CULATION,_, BLAI_K BODY L klhTZ
LP_ISSIVE F'_.SwtP FPR FLUX CAL.CULATII_NS
BLLD{_ BFE EVALUAT_.D AT (JUTER III)UNDARY L CONTN2
BEEI]L_ B_E EVAL#IAT[D AT OUTER BNUN[_ARY L LINT2
BEE_'; f_EF' EVALUATED AT THE _ALL L CI3NT_IP.
BEEW BFE EVALUATEL_ AT THE WALL L LINE2
BFTA ALPHANU_ERIC NAHES DF ATOftIC AND I(JNIC RADIATING SPECIE8 I DADIN
BEIA NURHALIZFD F_'LQItE,ucYUSE_ AS INDLPFNDENT FREQUENCY L MUL.F2
VARIABLE TO [)[fINE LYHAN BETA LINE
BETS SFCOt'_b HALF L)F A TwO PART ALPHAhUMEHIC NAME [}F THE C CONTM
@P[.CIFB IN THE RADIATIhG SPECIES ANRAY
BRACE NUT ACTIVE L EQUII
C(K) GRAH ATOM& OF FLEHENT K IN A MOLf'CULE, L INPUT
CASE ALPHA_;UMERIC NAHE OF CAS_ BEING RUN C RAD
CB LOCAt.LY DEFINED VARIABLE L MULt.2
CC3 NOT ACTIVE L LINT2
CEP FPF.(uIENCJE,_ t.mi. 0,I,2,3,_,6,BeI0 LV MhF.RE IHE LOW FREQUENCY L MU
THEGRY OF BIUFRHAN AND h,ORHAN IS EVALUATED
COLFA C[IRRECTIGN COEFFICIENT _I.:FJHINPUT i, MU
COEFB CORRECTION C(]EFFICIENI' FROM INPUT I MU
CFIL TOTAl. DISTANCE IN FREQUENCY SPACE COVLRED BY LINES l FRE{_
(8UMHFD OVER LINE GR{_LIP)
TFIL TOTAL DISIANCE IN FRFQUENCY SPACE CDVFRED BY LINE8 L LINT
{bUMMED fIVER LINE GR(}UP)
CP _AHE AS CPF' C E@TC{JM
' CPE EI_UILIBkIUM SPECIFIC HEAT OF 8Y._TEM L EQUIL
, CPF FRUZEN P,'_.rIFIC HEAT FOk FACH SPECIE CAL/MOLF, DEG_K C _._}TCOM
/'i_-'_ CPG FR(_IEN SPECIFIC HEAT OF SYRTEH • PH PRODUCT C EOTCQM
';"I! CPP DERIV_'IvE {IF HOLAR CP DF EACh 8FZCIE WRT TEMPERATURE L EOUIL
_" CS CONTINUUM CR_,_$ SECTIONS FRL_H BIBERtIAN$ THE(JR', OHTAINED L MU
:)._ BY INTt'RP{]LATINg Br;TWE_N C,qS VALue3 WHICH _i_E INPUT
_' CS$ CONTINUUM CPUSS 8ECTIUNB*IO**t8 AT FIXED FREQUEN_.I£8 L MU
OBTAIHF'D FROM INPUT
Cl, CI =b. 2qE..20 k ,4U
r
CI m| t(IR UNIFt)RM CL)NDITIONS_ NOTx| Fr]R NrJNUNIFURM CONDITIONS C RAf)
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C_ : PLLT^ I:_ [_.'Zlf_$|,Y £ALCULA1]I)Ne : 2*DLLTA FGR FLUX C R_O
CALLULI.'/T J_
E2EgS N_'; .'.rT!V_ L IL|NI_
EZEO _ZOT AEIIV[ L LINT2
C2UD NOT JCIIV_ L LIt_T_
E3 :0 IF" A FULl 5! T UF UE_ DATA IS TO HE mEADe N(IT :Oe |F C RAD
ONLY 1HERHUDY_:AH|C AND PATH LEhGItl DATA IS TO UE t_LAD IN
Ctl =G KHEtJ A HEN CASL F(]LLUNSe "1 FOR LAST CASE C RAD
DANP DAHPING irACT.qR L EOUZL
DO" CONTRIIILIIIDP; TII Tilt" ARSORPTInN FROM THE R|OERMAN AND L HU
NORHA11 TRAtJSI T |[iI_S,
DEN £ONIRIRUTIOt_ TO THE AB$O_PTION El}EFFICIENT FRUH CN L IIU
DCO CONTRII)UTXON TU A_$LIRPTIOM CI_FFriCIENT FRUH CU L ._.U
DC_ £ONTRIBUTIOt_ 10 AUSL1RPIION CnEFFICIENT FROH C/> L 11U
DE3 £OMTRIHUT]LIM TO AtiSORPTION Ci}tFF|CIENT FROH C3 L HU
DEi. I_URt4AL]ZED FeF.f_UENCY U_KD AS ItJI)LPENDENT FREQuENcY L HULl:./>
VARIJgI.E Trl DEF]e;E HALHER ALPHA LZtIE
DELTA PATH LENGTH PARAMETER DESCRIBED IN THE INPUT SECTION C RAD
KILN LUI.ALLY DLI'XNEI) VAI_XABL_ L _,_;Lr/>
DH_ CONTRIHU]I[lta TO ABSi}_PIION CI'IEFFICTEI_T FROM It/> L MU ;
OItt THE DIrFERE_ICE UETiCEEN FITMT A.I) THE CORRESPONDING L LINT_ ,
CONT[NUUH FlUX (OR INTENSIIY)
DIP 1HE DIFFERENCE iIETwF.FN FIIPT AtJO THE CORRESPOND!_G L LINT/>
COMTINUUH FLUX (rlR IhlTENSITY)
DIS CON]RII1UTIflN TO THE ABSORPTION COEFFIGIrN; FRUN INDIVIDUAL L 11U
LEVELS (Pfl(IIOION| ZATTI]N)
DIV I_Uk NORHAL[ZING FACIOR IN GAUSS[AN LLIHINATION, L RERAY
D!VC PHODUC1 OF IDIVt AND ELEMENT OF RO_e L. RERAY
ONO CONTRII_UT]UN TO THE ABSORPTION _OEFFIC|ENT FROH NO L 11U
; ON(?. CONIRXI_UTION 1() THE ABSORPT_fJN C(IEFFIC_ENT FROH N_ L 11U
? .
DN_P CONIR|RUTION TI) l14E ABSI1RPT_ON COEFFICIENT FRL1H N_+ I. 11U
DOH LOG OF H(1LEF'RACTIUN OF EACH .qPECIE .L EOU;L
.#-o
DSIU CUNIRIt_UTIUN TO TH_ b,BBORPTION CObFFICIENT FROH 81U I. NU
DSK PART|AL DERIVATIVE ElF EOUAT_fIH _RT THE GRfJNTH FACTOR _, FREQ
Z (E(3 ;_ ZN AEI_f)1Hf:RH h_POHT 73"B_,),,,USF.0 _N NEWT(1N













FAHOB SECOND HALF r_F ALPH_tIHERIC _APE OF EOU[LIBR]UH SOEC]F.$ C EOPCOH i
i
FF F _UHHE_ Elf |t;C]VIDUAL L[NE |F AN UNLU_PFO LONER LEVEl. E RAD _!
IS USE_, 01HERw]SE [T = G(|)*FIGEE(L) _HERE GtT) IS THF j
S_AT_$TZCtL kT _r 1_E AHSORb|_G LEVEL AND GEL(L) I$ 1hE i
$TATZSTICkL kT OF THE EUt_BTNED LEVEL USED ]_ THE
CALCULATION • I
FHV WEAN FREGUENCY OF LINE GROUP C Rkb j
I
FHVC FREQUENCY OF A CONTINUdH SPECTRAL PO|NT C RAD I!
FHVH LOKER FREQUENCY LIPlT OF LINE GROUP C RAD !
FHVP UPPER FREgUEkCY L]_IT OF L]NE GROUP C RAO 1
IFHVS VALUES OF LINE FREQUENCIES WITHIN L[NE GROUPS L FREO
I
FHVS VALUES OF L]_E FREQUENCIES _ZTH[N LINE GROUPS L L]NT2 J
FHVSIN FHVSIN = ItlFHVS L |IULE2 II
FHVS_ FHV$2 = FHVS*FHV$ L NULE2 I
I
FIZH [NTEGRAL OVER THE SPECTRUH OF THE FLUX (OR INTENSITY) L CONTN2 I
D]RECTED A_AY FR,)H 1HE WALL i
f
i
FIIHT THE TOTAL (LINE AND CONTINUUN) FLUX (OR INTENSITY) L LINT2 !
ASSIGNED TO k PARTICULAR LINE GROUP AND O[RECTEO AWAY FROH
THE WALL t
!
FIIP INTEGR_,L OVF R THE 8PEC1HUN OF THE FLUX (OR INTENS[TY) L CONTN_ !
D]RECILD 1UdARD _HE N_LL !
FHPT THE TOTAL (LINE A_D CONTINUUN) FLUX (OR INTEt_S[TY) L LINTZ t
ASSIGNED 10 A PARTICULAR L[NE GROUP AND DIRECTED TOWARD
THE hALL
I
F[H D]FFERENCE BETWEEN THE CONTINUUH SPECIRAL FLUX L CONTN2 i
(OR |NTENSIIY) DIRECTED ANAY FROH THE WALL AND BEE
FIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CONT]NUUH 8FECTRAL FLUX L LINT2
(OR |NTEESITY) DIRECTED AWAY FROH TIlE HALL AND BEE
F_HI NOT ACTIVE C RAP
, F_HO THE SPECTRAL _NTEGRAL OF BEE FROH 0 TO THE CURRENT C BAD
i FREUUENCY (II$_D _N CONTN2)
_j.,._ FIP DIFFERENCE BETHEEN THE CONTINUUN 8PEGTRAL FLUX L CONTN2
-i. (OR INTENSITY) DIRECTED TOWARD THE HALL AND BEE
""/_! FZP O|FFERENCE BETHEEN THE CONT[NUIIH SPECTRAL _LUX b LINT_
(OR ]NTEN3ZTY) D_RECTED TOHARD THE WALL AND BEE
-_ FIPI NOT ACTIVE C RAO
,_;.; F|PO NOT ACTIVE L CONTN_ .
_. F_ 81 FOR |NTEN8]TY CALC., a_ FOR FLUX CALC C RAD
F_ SAHE A8 FL[ C RAD
f_G uO FOR NORMAL PR]NT-OUTe NDTIO FOR EXTENSIVE PRINT=OUT C RAD
110
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I. LG! "0 fqH l.',IFt,.,slIYr.%Ce rOT=C, fire FLUX Silo C RAt'
FHU C91_TItiliLnl _l.l._ll'_Pl ],_t. Cnl FFIC]| HI (|/CIJ,) I)R MAS_ L CL|_TN_.
AH.SO_Pr/(I_, C,'/_;'_.,,...l(-_.=(l _z_ GE $)
FHU (bNIINUWl Ah,'Hir-Pll',N CnfI-FIC![.I',T (I/CH) OH HASS L LiNT2
ABS(IRPTInk' Ct)!.Ff-lCILr, l(I,.P.(]_) t';,[, 3)
FR SPECIES FtI;Lt FR_C',!t'.,N C An
FRH THE SAH£ AS F|P L C_N'Ik
t
i FX GRC_Th FACI Z G]_,I-.); IN t-r_ 23 OF AEI_{}IIIERH RI..PIJRI 7_-65 L F'RLtl
FO FO= (I,Z'_RF-g)*(._:E**q6666666667)e _hEHE' NE = hi) DENSIIY L M&l|..#'2
OF ELEt;I _O,':S
FOINV FOINV=I, IF(! t HUL.E_
F2 LOCALLY DEFI,'_FI) _Ei_AY L HULE?
GAH ISEN'I'ROPIC EXFt|t.i.nTj L EOUIL
GAH Lf3RINTZ HALF _I[,IH AT ttALF INTENSIlY (CREATED IN HULL24,
BUT EQUIVAL[-..',:CEI) I_':Tfl1HE AH SCRAICH AI_I_AY)
' GAHJJI GAHJJI = GAH(JJ_%) L HOLE2i
i
i GAHP HALF LINE BRLr)TH PER E|.ECTRUt! AT 10_000 DEG K C .qAO
!
i GAHPS LINE HALH d]OTH VALUE USED 10 FSlAHLI_H FREQUEkCY GR]D L EREU
I GAR LINE _TREICI(I_JG PARAHETtk (DI'FII, E[_ BY |.0. 71e REF t) L FREDI
I G_E STATISIICAL t.;fIGHIS OF _BSIIRHING (Lt)_ER) LLVfLS C RADI
i GEG L HULE2
! Ge, NOT ACTIVE L E'DUIL
I
i GIL FUNCTION USED IN EvALUATIGN OF HALF t_IDIH OF SPECIAL H L FETED
* LINES
GHAX NU HAX AS DEFINED BY E_ _3 (iF AEROIHERH REPORT 7]'85 L FREO
GOR FREQUENCY INCREHENT BETWEEN LINE CENIER AND ADJACENT NODE L FRED
GUP A COEFFICIENT FOR RF.SONANCE 8ROADENII'JG FROH HUNT AND C LINE
; 8IRULKIN
.@,4
,.__ H IYSTEH ENTHALPY CAL/GH L EQUIL
HCH CN_NBE_ (OR 8T_,_NATIrIN| ENTHALPY L [GULL
. iT. HEAD ALPHANUNERIC HEADINGS FUR PRINT OUT PURPOSES L LINT2
HH _NTHALPY OF HIXTHRE (BTU/LB) C RA_CO, ;
_ HI _tOLAR ENTHALPY FOR EACH SPECIE C EQTCCHtt.
_' HOB PH* ENTHALPY (_qR ENTRIJPY) FOR EACH OPECIE L EQUIL '
_'_ H_ ENTHALPY UPSTREAF' OF SHOCK_AVE (UTt:/LO,) C RAOCOH[,
"I izz:z. (1
I II ............ , .......... ,.............
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HTH I_TII( ] )- 1,8, t,Tt_ (_.)-- t,, HT_ ( T3 =v.l e'.(I"?) t. EqL!IL
HV CUt.,IIhUUH FI_FOUt'_'CY POINT b I1U
HVD LOCALLY I_Ef'_'_fU _vAHiAbLL L _U
HVG TRAI_SIII[_N FRL(._tI_CY HETwEF_ fllBE_HktJ t, ND NORP&NS 11_ L HU
L(_ FHEOUEI_CY F(_,_Htll ASe FRUH II'JPUTt
HVt. FREOUENCY OF A_ It=I)IVIDUA_. LIt;F CEtJTER C t.|t_E
HVT PHOTI_IL1N|ZATIO,'_ 1HRESHOLD FREQI!ENCIES FRK_H INPUT L HU
HV3 HV3cHV*HV*HV L MU
I INDEX USED FI?R F;ANY AR@AYS
IA Like GRt)ilP It, DEX F(tR SPECIAL. H LINE,_ AS DESCRI.HED II_ "[HE C |.114.
INPUT SECTXU!J
IC(K) NEGATIVE ItJDEX (;r [LEHENT CKJRRESPONDIhG TO KTH UASE L INPU1
SPECIES
ICH 1CH IS THE ]_r_x OF THF SPECIE IN THE (.P,INISTRY ARRAY L HU
_HI_.it HAS AI',I I_;P[ X .11 IN Till AI_RAY OF RAI)IATING
SP_.CIF.S
ICON _HEN ]_ON=Ow CHE_]SIRY ITERAIIIJN IS C[I'qVERGEDe NHEN IC[IN L FQUIL
=IwCHf't'_.STRY I1i_,_ATI(3N 1.S IN PKIJGRESS
i IgX CORE PACKI?_C. ]NI')EX TO CONVERT -_-D ARRAI._f TO ?-'D ARRAY L LINTY.
i IE XNDLX [)N LIhL:5 htA_lNG v.X1H FIHS'I L[NI:. IN I_t.CK L I,.INT2
J IEND _OCkLLY DEFI_!ED IhPrX L MULE_
i IG ELIItINA_zON IHDEX IN BASE SPECIES-ELEH(:N1 COHtaESPONDEh,CE L INPUT
i LUGI(:,I
! |I LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE ALL
IIL _,NDEX ON THE GRCIU_qDSTATES OF THE LEVELS _ITH INDIV|DL,_L C C(]t_TH
; PH[I_OIt_NTZ/,_InN ct_rt$s SECTIONS ASSXGe:EC, FOR EXkHPLE_,
LET JJ=]IL(t? e _H[-'N THE At_Std_PING LEVEL FOR 1HF Flh_ST
; PH|JT(III._NIZATIr;N TRAt_SITIflF_ HAS AN ENERGY OF EPS(JJ), A[
j STATISTICtL aEIr;_T OF GEE'(JJ]s ETC_
!
i IIS INDEX qH HOLECLILAR SPECIES CflNTRIBUTIOt:. If" IISCt)=0 C (;ONTH
THE CO_.TRIBUIION F'(.IR THE FIRST qOI,.ECULAR SPECIES _3UILT
: INT(3 ttU (EtG= N_'_) IS N[IT INCLUDED_IF IIS(l)=iw IT IS
_""_'_ _ ;CLUDED_ IIS(_) APPLIES It) THE SECONp I'_L)LEEULAR SPFCIE_ETC,_l
'_;'.."/_ IJ INDEX ON THk. ST_RED VALUE8 OF Xl USED AS CORRECTItINS IN L HU
i'!"_ : THE BIDERHAN AND NORPAN FI1RHtJLA8
,_. IK INDEX Oh THI_ A_SORP,ING LEVEL FOR THE LINE TRANSITION 4. MULE2
_:,-.': ILK THE LINE TRANS|TIO_ I8 ASSIGNED TO THE ILK TH _PECIE L NULEZ i
_:., _ ' IN TIqL:. RADIATING UPECIES ARRAY i
IH(K) RON ANU COLUHN INUEX IN INVERSION OF CIJ TO UH L INPUT !






IMJ LUCAt. IP_PLX L l:JPul
IHL LOCAL I_D[X L INPU1
IND 8PACE INDEX L L','I'TL
INI)SHL INDEX [3._ THE SPECIAL H LINES REL_ITVE In THL 8lAST {JF TI4E C LIhE
DECK t f j J: I_,P_t_l.(l)e T_E FZRST ,_PE[I_L H LI_,E IS I*_L
JJ TH HE'iP.EI_ I_F 1,_| LI'-E,_ IN THE DATA t'_ECKq |NDSHL.(_}
REFERS 111 ThE 5E.I:OP;D ,'iPECIAL H LINEwE1C,
IOBN INDEX qN 1HE RADI&1I_G ,_PEC|ES _HICH ARE TO 8E ASS|SHED C CONTH
; E(.JtJIRIHL, TII.II:_ I-E ft_'= "I*4E [(I_,I-Rt'I;..IILNCVL_[BI:k.'_A'= ANI) I_i_R;4Ak
• F_I"ttlILAS_ It JJ=_tvt:N(I), THEh 1HE FIRST SPLCIL$ ASSIGNED A
_][JE|?I;AN &hl'_ l_f_l_'lA_; C(IPI)t.I_ENT HAS A Z VALUE IJF Z(Jj) o
Tilt, e,,(2) REf|;t5 1l "_ ll-,F SLClPJ.r) 5PtEIE Tfl BL AS,_IGNEr) A
BIiqERV, AN AND N{_.R,'.Ah CO:4P(]N_NTeETC t
." 1UPT IOPT=O FflR FIRST L_UI|. CALL SO 1HA1 ITEHATIVE VALUES _ILL E SAVE'
BE INIIIAL1LLD
IDSL NDT ACTIVE L LINT?.
IP L EOU]L
; I3 NUHRER Of BASE SPECIES IN CHEHISTRY _OLUTIilt_ ALL
" IS THIS IS THe- I-]RST ¢,LHhER I_F A FA._ILY I_,f)EX I_4 SUBRt3UII_E C CONTH
_' HLI, THtlR J.l=lS(1) It:r'ICATE$ 1HAT THE JJ TH :_._,'I_,|R UF THE
RADIATING 5PLCIES SI_RT5 THE FIHST FAMII.Y, 15(23 REFI.,_S
TO THE $PLCI[: t-i,}CH ST/,RT$ THE SE(_f}hD E'-MILYeklCo
ISDUM l SDLIM=I R L LINTY.
ISM 1S_=IS,.I ALL
IS_l! ISt_.l =IS-I L EOUIL
lSM2 15_2=1S-2 L EOUIL
: ISP ISP-'IS,_I ALL
ISPL IF I$Pt.=t_ M=/LE2 _]LL L.O_K THR(.1UGH THE LINES IN THE L HULE_
ADJACENT Llt,=.(;R,.hlpFOR A SPECIAL H LINF, IF THERE IS
" ONE THEREe IT ,.ILL I_¢CLUDE ITS CONTRIBL;IIUN iN THE LINE
: AB,_ORPTIDN C(_EP'FICIFtdT. IF ISPL=OeNO SEARCH wILL BE MADEo
:_ ISP2 ISPP.=I$+E ALL
,, ._, ISP3 I8P3=IS.3 L ERUIL
il. ISU THIS I_ THE AP= INDEX ON 1HE SPtCIER hHICH HAVE C CONTM
_ !, INDIVIhUAL PHOTOI¢]t_IZATION TRA'JSITIU,JS, IF" Jj=ISStI),THEN THE FIR!,1 ,_PELIF I,,]TH AN IND|VII)UAI. PI4r)TlllONIZATIUN" RA $1 Ii'Itl 18 _HE JJ T_w MEHtH'R (IF THE RAI)IATLNG 5PhCIE,_e
['[_)._[ ]SS(2) REFFRS IO THE 8F.Cf_ND $i'L'EIFS _ITH AN INDIVIDUAL
.:.i" PHDTLIIONIZATI(JN TkAN$1TION A$SIGNEDeLTC,
[:,, _ IATAR1; - LOt;ALLY _EFINEb INDEX L MULEe
[ ISX LOCALLY DEFINED INDEX L HULE?.
I '
i _ zz3i' 1| ! I I
]974026290-] 16
ISO ISO=I$ _LL
ITCR CUUN'ER FbR CHI_.IHIHY ITEPt.ll_k L E_blL
IX D{'f,UGFLtG, L RERAY
IY INDFX (iN SPAC_ t;tml)t"_HEPE" rlUTPI:T IS TL) _F PRI_{TELJ L. CUr,T_c_
IY IkDEX 61_J5PACE t.:,i)t _.*q-_Rt nUlPUl IS TO t:[" PRIhTED L LINT2
IZZ INDEX k,.HIEH (1EII-+.P|NI-S l{tL _:flthln US_L" TO HAh{DLE THE FAR C C(.tI_TH
k_II_G5 (iF H LI_L5
I2 I;>-'I S+P. L EOUIL
J LUCAt. INDEX L EqUIL
J LOCi[ IknEx L *.., bT
JDUM LINE INDEX L MUL_2
i
JHrJLD INDEX Oh; IHE SP_'CIAL H LI_'L ('tJT_IDL THE GROUP L HI,t.E2
JHV COUNTER t!5[o ZH CALEULAI][1K OF t_LAN (IPACIilES- ACIIV_" L HU
IJI_LY NHEI,I KR(|)=3
JI _NDLX [_N H_,IB|RS fJF 1HE RAr.,IAI'.:.,(; SPECIES ARKAY L P.U ;
{
JIS THIS I'JDLX f;Iv{s 1HI. Cr_l'ePt.,'_PF,,.,bAr:Cl:.bFlv.EEh 'THE SPLITIf'.'_ C CL1NT_ ,
IN THE RADIAIIr;G SPECILR t.RRAY t,_l) TH|. 5PECILS Ih ThE
CHEMISTRY ARUAY, IF JJ:,IlS(I)_ IHE FIkST SPECIE IN
TPF" RAi)I_II°_(,SPI[.I_5 ARI_Ay 15 I_E 5AHE A5 l+iE JJ 1h
SPECI6 IN 1._*FCH__KISIHY A_AY, JlS(_) RFI-[m,S IL) THE
SECIlt(D SPLCIL IN THE RA!)I_ilI"G SPLCIE8 A_RA'_,,
JJ7 JJ7"(JJ-J)*7_ _HI.RE JJ IS IHE Ikf)_.X ('_N THE SPLCIAL H LINES L HULE2
(t TrJ q)
' JLV LOCALLY nLFINE_ INDEX L. HULE_
JH J_|_ WItERF _,_! IS |_ASL SPECIES C()UNTm L _NF'UT
JHP VARIABLE STATF'_.E'N1 FIUHbER FOR FURTRAN TRANSFERS I. HULE2
JP LOCALLY DEFI_ED V_RIABLE L EOUIL
JS L EOUIL1i
JS LINE I;_DEX COUNIlNG FR[!H FIRST LINE IN GRUUP L t, INIE
"_'_ J$ LINE ._NDFX C()Ut_TING FROH FIRST LINE IN GROUP L MULE2
_.-°
,=;..../
;_- _ JT LOCAL INDEX L EgUIL
,_ _ JV LOCALLY DEFI_ED It_DEX L HOLE2
_._>._--" JVV LOCALLY DEFINFD |NDEX L HULE2
,,J K LINE GRUUP INDEX L LINI_
KK LOCAL INDEX L IHPUT






NPPL NU_F;ER (IF FRFf_tJEN(IYPlaINTS P|R t IRE (`SET I[_ IS) EXCEPT l LINT2
FOR FIRST Am[) tAG1 LINE IN FACH (;R(_JP WHICh. HAVE (l:JEE_]F'A.
NSl_PJ P_UHF}LR OF F_]P,ERt,AN A_D _,()R_IANSPECIt,_ ASSIGNEt) ]_I t)ATA C C(]NTM
nE C.l,,
N_HV t4lJI",I_ER _f fI;,hf)e_[14CY F'IJIh, T$ PEF,_LIN[ GRLIUP L LThllr2
NSL NUM_FR r]F Sl_l')r_(., t. lrJf$ It'J GRnllP (,SET Tf.1 NUMBER (.'IF LINES L LINT2
IN GROUP Ill li.l|_; vERSIC.Itl)
NSF'LC NU'_HER t_F SPLCIFS CEINFIDFRED _P CHEHISTRY CALCHLATII)N C EQPC(JH
NSP2 F:SP2"N+2 L EQUIL
NST| I'JLIHt:,ER r.'H-"AlrJH!C A_.ID Te'It',IC SPEI';I[S ASSTGNED Ti'] THE C CONTH
RA[JIATING ,_FI{IIS ARRAY-D(]E3 'J.I)TlhCLUDL t_QL[]CULES [.)R
ELLCTP.IINS,[,I,h!.6._,IIV_I()'_SIF T_4LIR C[)P'I'RIBU'rIf_;JSIT)
IHL AUSI.)RPTI(.)K_ F_ItFFICIFNI5 ARE BUILT INTLI SUbR()UTINE MU
NT T[)TAL NU_Ib_R C_F RADIATI_G SPFCI[@ IrJ THE RADIATING C CQNTM
SPECIES ARRAY
NU NUt_._[R OF LI:'_S IN EACH tI_'["GRUUP C RAD
NXI Nb_q_FR nF SPECIAL H LINES C LINE
NY _U_PER OF YIr)EL_A POI_.TS C RAD
NYM NYIt=Ny-! ALL
NYP NYP=I,'Y+! ALL
-,,,_ T,'}L.INL I;'RE(_U_.,_._ L L_I_.(OTV,. nPT }C,_,_,.LY_, Tit";,..It ....., ,,,_"'"G','LD ... .. . '
INCF;Et_ENT AS.';IG".I.t;Tn LIhF. (PART OF EI')UIVALEPII w]DIH L{IGIE)
OUTC NOT Af:T IVE ALL
OUTL NUT ACTIVE ALL
P 8YSTEM F'RESSUR[. C EQTCF)H
PC L EQUIL
PCP LOCALLY DEFI_IEI) V_RIABLE L ECiU1L
PH L EQUIL I
PHI LOCALLY DEFIN_[_ VARIABLt L EQUIL :i
; PEN LOG OF $YSTEI: PRt','_SURE t. EQUIL ,
v.J.(
* ( PLP LOG {IF PARTIAl PIZESBLJRE UF EACH ,'tP{,'TCIE L E(,IUIL
--.i:_')'/, PM PRF.BRURE HULECULAR H_.IGHT PRf)DUCT C E{_I'COlI
i
!
-_- PO LOCALLY Dt'FI6FD VARIABLE L E(,1LIIL
i POP PU|'_TEMPERATURE = KT(I:V) C RAt)
._ ' PP PARTIAL PRESSURE OF THE _qPI'CI[:'B C LI']IC()H








SVI VLLI1CITY UPSTRI_A;-1 (JP 5._llCK_sA'v (_ .,'_.'".2
$1 _' .',,_R'_Y USE[; FUR I.CCAL STfJ_I.C,E :',NY SUBR(IUIIt!E8
Sl THE I _"_I-. A_I;_PTI()"J C_)[FF-_FT,"- ' 'LLtIC;]N(; THE LCINTRI- L HULL -
BUTI(_?_S I_'.!_ (,vLRI.AP_IN_; : , _-JD ACCOUNTING FUR IN-
_2 AN ARRAY USFD fur L_CAt ' _I._:,,(.,L]h MANY ,SLII_ROLITIIiES
S3 BETA PARAMETER F(H,'ttJUI'VA:L_-1 "II[.,TH{)tIThED BY l-O qO OF L LINT2
ALN(.IIH[-RMREPL)RT 7;'_-P,5
T TEI';PLRAItiRE DLG,I', C EOPCUM
TA (HALF) HALF _,ID'IHf'OR CF)HM[1N H t INt.S = T,a* I13 L MULE_
TAL, C()NTIhLILIH(]PlICAL. r;EPIH ALnhC, THE RAY I.(IRIt,;IEt'S]TY C CONTN
CALCULAIIUN, AL.(.ih(;THE bO DEG PAY F()R FLUX CALCLILATI{)N
TAU L EI_UIL
TAU CUNIINLHM {mTICAL DEPTH Ai.IINGTHE RAY F(.)RIN'I|'I'.,_ITY r.,LINT _a
CAL.CULAT.'IO;,I,At l,i_G THI:.hO {_[-..r,RAY FUR fttlX CAt.CIILATIUN
TAU(KIKK) [NTFRHEDIATt. ,_I_RAv USE|) IN FIII_t-IlNGElM L INPLII"
TAUC f}PTI('AL DEPTH AT 1HF Lit,,{. CEt'_IFk FI'IRIt_IFNSITY CAI.CU- L FR['_
LATIO4, l,_l(.LTHAI F(If_A FLUX CALCUI.ATIIIN
TAUT TIITAL (I.INE AND Cf_NTINUUI.t) r_PTICAL DEPTH FnR It+Tt:NSITY L LINT
CALCULAIIt]Ne T_,ICt.THAT FflR A FLUX CALCULATI('IN
; TB (HALF) HALF _IDIH FIJR COMMON H LINE,9 : TA" IB t.MULE2
TC C EQTCOH
! TEE TEMPERATURE (DEG, K) C PAD
TERM[ FLUX ([')RINTENSITY) COtIP(.IF;ENTDUE 10 GAS PHASE EtIISSI('}N L LINT2
(PART L+F EQUIVAI.ENT WIDTH lOGIC),
'_ TERM2 CONTINUUM C_RREr.TIiIN (POSITIVL r,IRECTI[IN)e AB_fJRPTI('}N L LINT2
fJF THE Wall EMIStiIL1flBY G_S P,'ASE LINt.C| [NEGAIIVI.
' DIRECTION) ,,,,PART OF FQUIVALI:NT WIDTH LOGIC
.i
+,),, +! TERM3 C[1NTINLIUPt CIjRRECTII]N TO FLUX (tip INIF.NSITY) IN NEGATIVE L LINT ;)
• '= DIRECTIQN,,.PART OF EQUIVA ENT _TDTH Lt_GIC
*" _+ TERHg GAS pHASE ABStIRPTIOH OF LI_.l_" Cn_4PONENT R_':LECIED OFF WALL L LINTR ,
iI+'! TEST LQCAI.LY OFF|bED VARIAB_.E L EQUIL
-"'_'" THETA ANGLE t}l-"8HOCKv:AVE C RADC{IH i
>., TLCM LINE C{.)RRECTI(IN TO FLUX (OR INTENSITY) AWAY FRrlM WALL C LINE
i TLCP LINE CORRI-:CTI{IN TO FLUX (OR [NIE'N$1TY) Irl,wARb _AL|, C LINE
z
TMSW TRANSMITTANCE OF INAL_.AT CCINI]NUUM FREr4t'Jt,NC|E8 C RAD
_ 120
! ,v.
, , , _ '_,_,,,,,,,, ,,_,++,+_,,_+p_pethIf
1974026290-123

T,HN (IF j TH SPFCILS
V[ LFJCALLY DEFI),F._r' vAF'It.*tLF ALL
V2 LL;CALLY nFFIhEP, v_kI,_PLt ALL
V3 LUCtLLY _i ]'_Fn v_F.],_HLf ALL
Vq LOCALI.Y DLF INFh vA=-:]t.HLF ALL
VS-V|5 LOCALLY I_Ff I_k_ vA_It.ftLt.S ALL
h PA_AHI.T_P It_ LI_'JC S:'(-'PE OF :;Pf'EI. AI. H LZ+._ES L ttULE2 ,
WALLF LINF C_'-'P(m")[.';T (,|' 1,4f" .=;PECT,(:.| rL.UX AT _ALL. L LINT2
NALLk K]F.TH (|t; [v) Ilk 1HE I Ir, E C[;r't',_LU"l A1 _;AL! L LINI2
ND DC)PPLEI_ H'..Lt _II)t. AI HAlF !',!l.'.'51tY k HULE2
NDH NOkM_LJZEi_ VALIJL [)F CUkRLN: ;RI'_ZULNCY L NULFZ
WDHSQ _IOhS_=_l)ll,_t'.h_, L HULL2
NH MOLLCULAk rEICh41 DF 'tIXIURL C EDPCOH
NI" V.OLECULe._ _£IGHT AS SUHF;£D, L INPUT
t_TH(J) N_LECUI._R _EI(,HT (;t ,_PICIES ,1 C E_FCUtI
X E_|IIVAL LNT ,'_19TH '"P.,K'r_ET£R D__F.1.._IEDBY LO _q ()F AERf_Ti!ERH L LINI_.
PEPDRT 7 3"1_,
X L EP.UIL
XAPNU CfJt,wTINt_U- AU._._qPTIr.I_ EUEF'FICIL'_I URRECTED F_IH INDHCED L flU i
E_ I bS I fi:a =
XCH CONTRIBUTION ll) THF &HSURPTItI', C*iEFFICIENT FRr_H C- L MU
XD LOCALLY DEFI,'4ED vARI_itLE L SLOP_ t
XF GRONTH FAC_,flR FDR LI.'cE FREf_I'F:-CY kDOE8 (OEFINED BY L FRE_
LQUATIC_=3 h9 AND 70 ;Jr REr 1)
; XHq CONTRI_LIT|UN 10 THE a_,_{lRPTlr=\ I'[)EFFICIENI FROH H" L HU
X_ NORHALIZED FREOUE_CY USE'_ AS I_r_EPE_P.ENT FREQUENCY L HULE_
VARIEflI.E 1(.I DEFIt;E H_LHF.R BETA LINE" i)
XIN DIFFERE'NCE RETI,_EFI_ SPECTRAL. FI.HX (OR INTEN$ITY) A_&Y F-ROH L LINT2
!'_ THE _ALL A"D HEE
at XI'"; FLUX (OR INTC/_SITY) BI]UNbARY Ci):_DITIUN AT _ALL L LINT_i
t
; XIN T£HPER&TURE ]I;N-'PI..qDENT F'IIkCT]_)_ USED IN THE EVALU&IION L HU
" UF THE C(_ CilNTR_BUTIIJN T(! 1HE AR$ORPiI(IN CC)EFFICIENTz
XION IONIZATION ['@_ERGY01" THE _PECII(EV) FRUH |IiPUT C CUNTH ;
• ._ " .. .. ._, ',.
1 XIP DIFFERENCE B_T_EEN FLUX (OR INTF_SITY) 10_ARQ THE L L_NTZ
N&L|. _,NO BEE





XIS $TflPrD VALt:E r:F T_E _IBERMAt, A,NC t_I_XF_A_Xl CORRECTION C CDNTM
I; ACT_tR#F RUH |hPU1
XJw Ct;NTINUUM FL_IX ((_l: ]HlLttSIT¥} LLAVIkG hALL AND I,_;CL.UDING L C(INTN_
RLFLEf, TE_ AND E'I]TTLD CI)NPGNLNT5
XJwL LINE FLUX (('._ |NIErS]TY) t.E_V]_fi _^LL ANI) IKCLUD|NG |. CONTh2
REFLFCIEn kt-P. E't',IITED CO_.P(]kF_,TS
XLAM NAVE LENGIH (F'ICRI_5) L HU
XLANR LADEtJBURG-RE:ICqE FUNCTIItN L LZNT2%
: XMOL =1 M[ILECI.ILAR (.I'_,TR|_.UTIL't-I._ 1fl "[HE. ^P.sEIRPT_ON CUEFF ARE C I_AD
INCLUI)L.De =O Tl'.E'f A_F _;_'i II,'CLUDED
._ XNOL WE|C,=41 FACT(_P lrz I;l APPL]tI_ 1(-1 Tire CfIN1RIRUTI[J_: OF A LINE C LINE
:_- 10 ACC.OUh'I F'f;P THi C['=NTlalI_t,11(;F'5 OF OTPER L]'NES r,Z/TN
_. IDEkT)'CAt. PPt_.PL["1|I'.Se _,_H]CH &f_t" ALSO I,,]1H]N THE LINE GROUP
i
XNN HUkfi|'R DENS]rilE5 I1F RADYA1_._G SPECIES C LINE
_; XOH COh1Rt.I:,U1_UN TO 1ME AL_SCIRPT[[IN CI')EFFIC][ENT F_(IH U- L MU
, XOT LOCALLY OEFI_'EC VAItIABLE L 5LOPO
_ XOTT LOCALLY DEF]t_ED VAR]AELE L _LDPg ;
XP NUMb|X DFNSIIY OF _SOPP, ING rEVEL OF L|NE TRANS]TION L MULE2
xg ELECTRrlt, IC PA_'1|llflt; FIINCTI()N C AM I
i
XTO LOCALLY OEFZ_ED VARIA{;.tE L SLOP(]
: XTT LOCALLY DEF|HED V/,RIAP.LE L SL[IPQ
L XX H*NU/KT I, HU
L XXN NUHEF_ _ENSIIIE$ UF RADIA'[]NG SPECIES (DUPLICATE HEANING) C L.|NE
Y NOT ACT|VE (" £QPC(JH _.
YC |N|1IAL VALUE fJF" Y(J) L INPUT -
YtNT ALOE;(VINT) L INPUT ,-
Y$ LOCALLY DEFINED VAP,IABLE L 8LOPQ !
yl_ NOT ACTIVE E EgPC(JM
VY VAL.UE,_ OF Y/OEt.TA POYNTS C RAD -:
Z CHARGE ON 1HE Rt.'S|DUAL. _t)N_IEC)M INPUT C CONTM _
Z_ Z_Z L HU
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108 FORMAT (2x,FiO,.,_, 1.3[_._.)
109 Ft'SR_AT (2X,FIOt_,uX, 13_qt2)
110 FORHAT (_.X4,1-IO_,b(EtOt2e E9$2))
111 FURHAT(IHteqlX,U._HC{INT;NUUH CONIRII3UTION TO THE SPECTRAL FLUXe/e CONTN08
"_ | e_SXeSHY/DEL1"'- Egt2) CU
||Z FL)Rl4kT(|H01aue_iXp hHIHIt|U,'_#(lX_ tbHPARTIAL SPLCTRALe/4Xe
117rII_ONMALIZED I;tINU._,'$X,SHIPLUS,OXetSHPARTIaL SPECrRALw_Xe CONTN09





_:_ 11_ FI)RMAT (FB_le _10t3_ Etb,_e E;_t, _, Elq_3_ Etl=_e E20,_) CONT
t ||q FORI_AT (1HOe A_.e3XebH_MINUSehXe I6HPt, RTIAL SPECIRALeLIXe CONTNO9
*, $ITHNURMAI.IZED (}H|_,USe_X_StCQPLUSebXe|bHPARTIAL 5P[CTRALt_Xe CUNIN09
2$6HNURMALIZED UPLLJS,/e|H e_be 9H (t_ATT$/_SXe
:- CONIMIO
3tBMIN_Et;RAL L_F QHI_IJ,_ebXetP.HCONTRIfHJTIONetlXe7H(t_ATTS/eSXe
:- _|THINTEGHAt. UF _PLUS_,SX, IZHCONTRIHt)TION_/e IOX,SHCM2ek_e tH)_7X,
:'- 511H(__AITS/CM_) _BXe |'_It(PLRCENT TIJTAL.)_X_ItCM2eA_ IH) _TX_
::1 61 t H(WATT_IC_:_ } _7X, t': H (FERCLNT TOTAL))
F', _25 I'ORMAT(IHIe-|_:e'6H_(1NTI_UUtt [ONTRIHUTIOq TO THI. SPECTRAL INTENSITYRADCL0_5
"1 |ttlI_IX, I|H'_UR_'ALIZED t/|X#t2HPATH LENGTH=_E|3_SeSLIgtS) RADCLO_b
_l 225 FORttAT(tX_/e 5XeZHHVe RADCLO_I
* I 25 $ X_I _.H| H.I NtIS/ I PLUS _/ eqX eI_H( E V) e_ 7 Xe t 9H ( e_ATT -':-,'C M2,,E V,,BTE R ) RADCLO]8
; 2e/e l;_X=,I15HI ................... I.................. I-_'_....... =''.... RADCLO]9
_:_i ]''I .... "............. I.................. I.................. I _) RAOCLOqO
:_ 126 F[IRMAT(tHIeaIX,UBHCnNTI _IUU'_" C(_NT_(IHUIII]N TO IH[. SPECTRAL INTENSITYRADCLOqI
*1 ir///_ IX_ 1 _H"_U_::L_.L!ZE9 ; ./!Y; !_P._T_I LENGTH= t iX; t.xLq;Z} RADCLO_P.
"' 5Xe2HHV_, RADCLO_]
._ 226 F(1RI_AT ( tX_ / e
i:. _51 Me | _.HI HINU$/I PLUSe/e t4Xe qH (LV) _ QTX, 19H ( _AT TS/CH_-EV,,STER) e/3 RAD_L O/.Iq
_' 130 FORHAT(//_StX_P7HFREQUENCY INTLGRAILD VALUESe/I_i2XIb(EIO=2e Equ2
:_ |3| fORMAT (IleStX_27HFREOUENC.Y INTEGRATED VALUE_ellet_.X_ |_Eg_) RADCLO
:°; |]2 FCRMAT (IbX=, 13L9,_)
.:! _5 FL)RMAT(|HI_IW_q_ItC(}NTINUUH C.ONTRIIIHTII)N TO THE SPECTRAL FLUX RADCLOLI8
_, Ie///eIXettHNORMALIZEO t/iX eI2MPATH LENGTH=eEt3_3eSLIge3) RADCLOq9
.2' 235 FORMAT(tX_/_ 5Xe_HHV_ RADCLO50
_" 25|Xe |2HQMZNUS/OPLU|e/e _X_, aM (EV) eqgXe lU,M(HATT$/Ct_2_'EV) RADCL(,5 t ':
_i 2e/_ 12Xe IlSHI .................. I .................. I ................ RAOCLOSZ !
_-, _,..,i ...... ,,,,,,,.,......,..| ........ ., ....... .,.,|,... ..... Q---"_-.','""I t ) RAgGL053
_ _6 FORMA1(IHIeQIX,_ISMEONIINUUM CONTRIBUIIUN TU THE @PECIR&L FLUX RADEL094 :IeIIteIXeI|HNORHAL|ZED elLX_I2MPATH LLNGTH#eIXeIsEq_ RAOCL055
!_ 23b FORMAT( tXete 5X_ZHHV_ RADCLOSb
•_, 25tX_I_HQMINUStUPLUS_I_qXeI_H(EV)et_qX_R(WATTS/CMZ'EV)e/) RADCL057
_;: 12_5 FoRttAT(tX_/_ 5Xe2MWL_ RADCLOb8 :
;i_i _51Xet2HIMINUSIIPLUS_IeqX_H( A)eLITXetgH(HATT$ICMP.- A_'STER) RADCLOSg *
2e/e t2Xe 115M] .................. I ,' ................. I ............ -.---RAOCLO_O
3,,',,I,,................. I........ -......... I.................. I e) RADCLObl ;
5Xe P.MWLe RAOCLOb2 i1=?.26 FDRMA¥(IXele • i
_StXeI_HIMINUS/IPLUSe/e_Xe_H( A)e,TXetgH(WATT$/CM_,_ AwSTER)e/) RAOC&.Ob$ '
_ t_35 FDRMAT(IXe/_ 5XeZMWLe RADCLObq _
251Xet2HOMINU$/QPLUSe/eQXeqH( k)eQgXe|_H (_ATT$/CM_'' A) RAOCL065 .
2 _/e 12X e 115tiI,"--', ........... ",-I- .... " ...... " .... "X _'" ..... " .... ---.,RADCL06_ *_ _'
.... ................ x........... -...... x,)
t_36 FORMAT( tX_/e 5X_ZH_L_ RAOCL068 -:
251X_|2tIQMINLISlQPLUSe/_qX_IH( A)t_qx_t_H(NATTBtCHZ,, A)_/) RADCLObq ;
t333 FORMAT(ZW_IH ) '_
_}_q FORMAT( 1PriEr2,5) :_
t336 FORMAT (3X_ |P6F.15,6)









27q3 FIP(NY_ = dEE(NY)








IF (I,EQ,LOEX(t))OUTC (1 eK)=f IP(I) _EE(%)
' IF(I,EQ,LDLX(P)) (]_ITC(2pK) = FIP(I) + BEE(I)
IF'(I,EOoLDEX_3)) OUTC(3,K) a FIH(I) + BEE(I)
V = ATT(I,I)
DO 300 J=|f_SP
_ Inx = 8*(J-|) + t
]00 ATT(I,J) = V * AIN(IDX,I)
IFC_R(tT)_E_,2) GO TO 89
IF(NLGoEQt|) (;0 TO 5289
IF(KR(8)-_) hOe6|,60





IF(NICoGT_6) GO 10 68
_R_TE(NetIO) Vtw(S(LL)e_I(LL)wLL=IeNIC)
GO TO 89











IF (NIC,GTtb) GO TO 88
WRITE (NetlO) FHVC(K)e( 8(LL]e $i(Lt)e_L=teNIC)
_ GO TO 8_








NYP = NYIF(K_t) 13_6t1326_1327
|3_6 Vt = FHVCCK+I) = FHVC(K)
- GO TU t3_
13_7 IFCK_NIHVC) |32B_t3]Oti330
1330 Vt # FHVC(K) - FHVC(K_I)
GO TO L3Z9






I II I I I In I III I - =l ii .............. = ....
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FIIM(t.L) = FIIH(LL) + VI*FIM(LL)






ql NYM = NY - I
C38 = t86hS_CC3/RFACT






MPJ = MPJ I_70 AtIT(IeM ) = AMTCIwMPJ) WIM(I_J)*V|
MPJ = 0
DO 1325 KK=IaISO











C SUHHARY OUTPUT PACKAGE
c I:IF(KH(17I,EQ,2) Gn TO 123
Y3=O,
V_=O,
IF(NLG,EQtl) GO _n 5123
DO 9b LL=IeN|_
IY=NICN(LL)
@(LL) = FIIM(IY)*FIMO{I Y)
@I(LL) = FIIP(IY)_FItIU(IY)





IF (NIC,GTe6) GO TU 122
WRITE (Ne130) ( $(lL}e @I(LL),LL.aleNIC)
GO TO 123
}'i _22 WRITE (N_I31) ( S(LL)wLL=I_NIC)
i-]., WNITE (Ne|32) ( BI(LL)wLL=IeNIC)
i-. GO TO i23
('"'/ 5123 ZYsNICt_(I)
'_ YDELT:YY(IY)I" _ IF(N GI,NEtO) GO TO 560
_ NR_TE(Np5110) YOELT
_!'_ IFIKRtB)) 920#q20ee26_ _._ ,. g20 NRITE(NeII2) HEAD(I_tHEAD(3)oMEAD(5}eHEAD(5)GOTOs61











C REAb HAS8 FRACTIONS OF BASE SPECIES
C DADINO9
IF(KR(7)-I) 3_5z32[P3?2
_2| Rt.A_(H,2_) (SP(lp|pI)pI=ltISM[} DADINO9
: (;_ TO 340 DADIN09







]Q5 GO TO 301 DADIN_O
_0 IF(KQ[I)eEQvO) TI(I) : I_A*TEE(I)
IF(KQ(t),E(_,2} HH(I)_TL_([) DADIN[O
IF(KR(5)-3) b3b,_37,_'_7
b57 _ = TEL[I)
TD[t = TEE(NY)
b3b C(_NTIIJUE
IF(KR(2),EQ,2) PHE$([) = P
_L DD _11_I_NY DADINIO










C CHECK FREQLJ_NCY GRID
IF(KR(9},F.O,t) _O Tr] _b5 DADINII







C JTANDOFF DISTANCE CALCULATION
C
Cq = KR([_)
IF(KR(13),GT,2) KR(I3):KR(13) • ]
IF(KR(I]),EO_O} GO 1U 86 DADINIt iSDR = SRt/P*T/VMH(t)*I,31qb DADINI_
"i IF(ABS(8_OPE),LI, l,k-8) SL_PE=i_/(tm+8QRT(Sm/3_=$DR)] i
]"', _ DELTA = SDR*SL.(JPE*DLLTA
_ ' IP(KR(t3)eEOe_) DELTA = _O_8*DELTA DADINt2
;--r : GO TO 86 DADINOS ;
_, C OAPINOS ,
_r C NONUNIFORM CONDITIONS INPUT DADIN05
_-_ . C DADIN05
_' i ¢ ******************************************************************C -" INPUI DELTA DADIN05 ,
_ C DADIN05
80 READ(Mt|O_} DELTA OADZNOb _ ,
C DADINOb :
C READ PRESSURES DAD_NOb
C DADINOb







C READ TE_PEATURE DADINOb
C
HEADCHt226)(TEEC_)pI=IrNY) DADINOb
IF(KR(7),_E,2,C]RqKR(t3),LEe2) GO TO 68g
READCHp2_b) (RHO(|)rI=IwNY)
b_9 CONTINUE
_, RE6D(Me226) TWeTUB DADINt2
C DADINOb
_, C DADINt2
_ C READ HASS FRACTIONS OF BA_E SPECIES
" C DADINI2
_- |F(KR(7)-I) Bbtb21,5_2 DADIN12
521 DO 325 I:I,_Y DADIN12
325 REAI_(M,225) (SP(teI,J)eJmt,I_Mt) DADIN[2











5Q| IF(KR(5) - 3) 638eh3';w635
o3_ lk_ = TEE(|)
T_6 _ TEE(NY)
03B C()NTINUE
C END OF DATA CHECK
C DADIN07
C IF Cq=Oo AN ADDITIONAL CASE FOLLOHS DADIN07
86 READ(M_2_6) C_ DADIN07





















j Dn }5 J=IP,12
35 A(IP_IslSF3) = A(IP=IelSP]) • A(IPti,J) * A(JtlSP3)
t _C1 TO 38




_l Dn 3_ L=I,I_P3
_I 37 AIJ,LI=ACJeLI_UM*AII*I,L]38 C(JNI|P_U_
i! DD 320 _=IflSP2
320 RH$(1) = ACI,!SP3]
DO 308 |=]_P_,NSP2
RHS(I) = _|I'_) = TC(I=_) * HHS(I)
'l O_ ,08 J=3,iS;'2
308 RHS[I) = RHS(|I • VNU(_-ZpJ*E) t RHS(J)








13 Cf_NTINUE --.19 DAMP=AHINI (DJt_P w(DtlH-DOH)/RH$(I+2) )
15 COnTINuE
DA_P=A_INI[D&_P,O_,IA_AXI(AB$iRHS[I))eABS(RHS(2)]e=4)) - I











IF(_TER_LT,50} GD TO 66aE
• NRIIE(6_0680) .





i 6_2 CON(INUE i














i FR(I_IND) : X(Z)
17 CONTINUE - -.
HIH/PM
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RM_G=It INPUTOo|r (KR(2)) 33_e_S_w3ZI INPUTOb
_2| _F_(_IN,3Ot) !P,I_eFCARehU;;_,DU_3w:)t;BqeDUBSeDU_6sDUHTtOU_
]F (TO,NL,O) _(3):6
|f (OU_eGToO.) F[T_UL:DU_2 INPUTOb
; IF (DtI_3tG|,O,) !;_5_(1L=DUH1 INPUTOb
;F (_UPq_GT_O.) 5]C_'A=_UHq I_PUTOb
• ]i (PUi_%tGT,O,) EPOV_K=_UB5 INPU_Ob
• IF (DUUb_TeO,) Gf;A =OUbb |NPUTOb
1F (_!_7._1.0+) FIT_:PUB7 INPUTO6
IF(F:L_) 3_13r_;lZ.3211 |NPUT07
3213 vV_=o_ INPUT07
rio Tll _12 INPUT07
32J | FFA=FFAR INPUT07
• 32|2 COI:TI_:U[ INPUTO7
JAT(8):O INPUTO7
IX=3 INPUT07
IF (1S'10) 31|_lle39q INPUT07
3[1RFAO(KI_e30¢) (KATCJ)e ATA(J)# ATB(J)e ATC(J)e _(T(J)e (TK(Je])e ]NPU_O7
1=1_7)_J=1_1S) INPUT07
DO 327 K=tt7 ]NPUT08
VA=Oe INPUT08
DO _2_ J=l,IS INPUT0_
XF(KA|(.I)-99) _111_&25_3111 INPUTO8
3111 IF(TK(JeK)) 32_32_25 _NPUTO0
3Zq VA=VA-TK(JeK) |_PU]O_
TK(J;K):-TK(J_K)/NA;(J) INPUT08
















3q_o IF(JAT(t)) sqq.3_21e34q ;NPUTIO
30_i t_FF=AHS(ALPT(I)) ]NPUTIO
_EAD_KINe302t)(_FIA(I)eNFIB(I)eFFIN([)e]=[eNFF) INPUT[1
GO TU 3q2 INPUTI|
"'_ 3qq O[) 345 K=l_15 INPUTII
3q5 C(K)=O, INPUT|!
" OU 3_lq 1=1_7 . INPUT|I
_ IF(JAT(I)) 3_6e3qqe3_b INPUTII3qk DO 3q7 K:lel5 ]NPUT|IIF(JAT(I)-KAT(K)) 3_7_3_8_3_7 INPUTII
":_ _ 3q7 CONTINUE INPUTI|
•_ ; REA_(KIN,303) INPUT11 I:
GO TO 3_2 ZNPUT|2
_'-_, _8 _(K)=ALPT(I) ZNPUT|_ ii !
I 3_q CONTINUE INPUT[_ it







: [ AHKK=0 INPUT[Z '
Ol) 368 I:ZwIS INPUT|2
If (C(I)) $87,38R13_7 1NPUTI_
307 LA_KK=LAMK_$L ]NPU_12
t_=_T  <_AT(I} %NPUTIZJ





L,yi(j) = LA_IKK [NPUTt3
IF (JH) 3_0_320#313 INPUT|3





353 OO 393 I=IeL INPUT|4
39_ tm(IwJ)=UH(I,J)-UH(IeL)_UGH INPUTIa
D_ 3_a I:[HLoIS ;NPUT|_
39a C(I)=C(I)-TAU(IeL)*UGH INPI)TI_
31q tl'_(JtL)=Ge INPUTIq
J_O I)rl 316 I=t,IS 1NPUTI_
1F(ABS (C(I)1-,001)31h,310,317 INPUTI_
316 T_iJ(IrJ):O_ INPUTId
D_ 396 I=I,JH INPUTI5
396 V_:U(tIwI)=-U_1(IoJ) INPU1t5




G. TO 370 INPU115
3_7 tH(J)=I INPUTI5
tJH(J_J)=t. INFUTt5
l_! _98 L:I_J INPUTI5
3_8 U,(L,J)=UH(L_J)/C(I) |NPUTE6
D(I 328 L=IeI5 INPUTtb
: 3_8 TAUCL.eJ}=C(L)/C(I) INPUTt6YC=YINT
KK:J .. _NPUTI6
: J=J*l INPUT|6INPUT[6
, IF(J_IS) 37_372_329 INPUTt6
3_9 Dfl 3_0 L=_IS INPUTt6
J_=ZSI'-L INPUT16
Z_J=IH(J_I) [NPUTt6
D(I 330 K=IeJH INPUT[7tlUH=TAU(IHJ_K)
i D_ 330 I=1.15 |NPUT|7INPUT1/
"J'_" } 330UN(IeKl=UM(IeKl_UGtI_UNlleJH#I)" _' , O0 333 I=telS lfiPg117
_"__ 337 I_tl=INCI) |NPUTt7
_, ,x -_F(ZHI-I) 336_333_336 [NPUTt7
":" _ 33e DO 338 K=I_I$ |NPUTI/
_' V=UM(KeIH]) INPUTt7 :
-;._ ! UH(KeIH|):IIH(K,I) INPUT[7 :i'_,; ' 338 ( l}IV | 11 t_
.... IH(1)=IN(IHI) INPUTI8 ;_
_ !I IH(ZNI)=ZN I INPU11SINPUIISG_ _0 33?
i 333 CONTINUE INPUTI8





.. C I_,ITIt. L|Z[ PI).', t,:,O CflLUH'I 5i,tH$ )NPUTI8
" F.::; % |NPLII' 18
';'. :."1 I=l,TF, I_PUTi_
): ([)-'1 ]NPUTIR
'_ _I "f (1)=-1 INPUII8
'_ C f x.'_L,J:.lt IhlTIJl $U'"5 1NPUTIq
l._"5= 1 INPUllq
(,r-: 4:? l=14, I:; INPUTIq
I. lt'{ ], J)="HII' _L [.'_! (.i)/LAlqlt _) INPUI 1_7
_.C(J? -" ]C(,}) • l Jr(I,J) INPUII9
" _'_" '10_ Lt_",'-I t,_r)aLat_, It,lPOTl'9
C (.tt[.('._ FOR Z['i'li,_ ]NPU!19
• _2t., IT"'G INPUII9
> LI(i/, l)(j lil2 l=l_,IIi
IF (ir.(l)-lZ) a,lt, i, rise 40lt INPUT20
It (L:t:(JeI)) _bT,,_56e_07 INPUTE:0
a l',/_ C!_';T ; mIF INPUTS0
_07 iC ( I)"',J INPUIZ0
l"(J)=.,I |NPUlc_0
rio _P..;, K--lelS INPUTZO
, L Iris, j, I )=0 INPUTZ0
It fi. li'(J,K)) ti,_.5,ii,'7_25 INPU]_O
lP.5 1C (V):'IC(K)-I INPUIZ0
I-Ill(J, K)='o iNPLIi_. 1 I
t,l__7 IFILI"(,_,I). ,I;,Tl, ll<l/lllti_. INPUT21
t2d Llilfl:l, I ) :0 INPI;_ P 1
lti (l() : l i_(K),',I INPUI?t
_12fi C.ilhT !':!11 INPU f_. 1 _
b[I lli ql_ ]NPIiI?I '
/_08 li (li'(il,,IZ} ql2_'lG_t,li2 INPU7_I !
I_Oq i_ri _10 J=I,IS INPLITP.] _t
It'(tli:(l _J)) qll,_lO,_ll I llPUl;# 1 I
qli IC (J)"-I INPUI,'I
lllll )--J INPU 1_,.t. i
LIHiI,J)=O 1NPUT2_ _
GIi Tii llOl INPUI?i_
_10 Cll.'ll ltiUt INPUT2_ s
_lOl IJri qlr_ _al_,IS JNPUI?_
' _12_ IR(I<)-" ik(K)-t INPUT_P. i
_. LIMIK,J)=0 %NPUT_._ _'
q_l L(ti(l,K):O INPUT_2 I
I! IC(K)"IC(K)=| INPUTS] :
,3._. _30 CllI_I 1NIJE INPUI?3
:_.'_i, Gfi TII ql.l INPUTS5
i', t. - _ _12 C(ItlTltiiJt INPU_¢_,_
i;i_ I#=I 7,_I INPU12_ i! GII IIi liOil | IP5 ;_
•.'._ It (Ir,) liill,lll_,_l;.b _- INPUT_ l
_.: lllii IF IK_(3)-3) 37P.,._12_,qlb INPUT?_ I
@ ll|_ i" AHIIA ( | [i ) ll&HiiA INPUTPq
' FAHIJlI { Z_t) ilAtlllll | NPUT P./4
; rill g16 i:ItI$ INPUIV/.I
K=-IR[I) INPUI_.a
' 1I ,i!,
q ' lij #: , l'li
ill
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I_ {])=Fa_InA (K] |NPUTE4
Iltb I_I(1)'tAHIIIi(K) INPUTP.q
_t7 I-I_._t:l T (///% XgHF I [-.HI:NT p lllAq') ;NPUT2q
qi11 I-|}!<HAT(5XgFiI_ASE SP b(qX_A4)) INPUT2_I
(,_,"rfl _7_ INPUT2(8
3b9 I}C1 3bt L=IeIS INPUT2q
VI_U(_1_|.)=0, INPUT2S
Pl) 361 I:ielS INPUT25
3hi v"o (IIpL }-"V_U(IIeL ]_C (I)*Uf4(Le I) INPUT2b
L6t_l(II)=L AHKK INPUT25
370 KK:ll INPUI25
I I : I I  LI NPU'r 2_
YC= (lo INPU12b ,
372 Ri. AD(KIN_302) (RA(K)eWtJ(_KoK)e RC(KKrK) e RD(KKeK)w RE(KKeK)e INPU125
IRI- (KKeK)e ZII;[P_(K)e 1;J(W_K_K)eKPHA(I')eK=te_,) INPUT25
If (_PHA(|)-KPW_.(?)) 3733e313b;3/3q INPUTZ _.
3733 IF CKPP.A(I)'I'KPH_(?)-,%) 373_,3737e3738 INPUI2E
373q WRIIE(KOUT#3735) AtC.liAeAt_C_il INPUT2b
3735 FII,_=:/,I(IIII_SH fiLD PilASL NUMBERING FUR _q) ]NPUT2b
_T(I! ) INPUT?6
373_ 1F (KPHA(I)-!) 373_r3727e3726 INPU1_8
3737 TU(KK_t)=-TU[KKr 1) ZNPUI _b
372R FF(KK) = t,E_(_ INPUT2b
i GC,(KK) = I,L € INPUT2b
GO "I'U 37_9 INPUT_b
i 3727 FF(KK):(v_T/FITMDL) **FFA INPUT;)b
'. IFt_E1 (KK)=2 |NPUT2?
Gfi(KK) = ",1, INPUT2?
3729 II'(NIF) 37P.(,_3U_:q_3730 INPUTS7
37S(_ D(; _7,;_ i=i,;;;; INPUT-_7
IF(tdf IA(I)-AM|_) 3723_37;_37_3 INPUTS7
372q I! (t,,FIr_(I)-^F_i_B) 377.3,3770e37_3 INPUTS7
3"/20 IF(FIIN(I)-ZO0,) 37_._37Jte373[ INPUTS7
_7_'_ IF (FFIN(I)) 3_180_3_80_q81 INPUTZ7
3_IBO G(;(KK) : -FFIN(1) INPUT;_7
I(;WEI(KK)-I INPUTS7
GU TL] 3723 INPUT2_
3q61 FF(KK) = FFIN(I) |NPUTP.8
I i IFMI'T(_K)=[ INPUT_8GO TD 37;_3 INPUT28
! 3731 TF(KX):FFIH(1) INPUIZe
? 3723 CtIN1!NUE INPUT 2.8
'
l IF" (GG(KK)) 3qqqe3_qe3tlbS INPUTS8
3tl_lg IF (ZIGEPS(I)',,}O0_,) 3qb3e3'4S_e3tlSi_ |NPUT28
_' 3q53 It' (LIGEP._(I)) 3_lS?_3qSPe3qqt INPUT_.B
3q_1 IF (/IG_P$(2)) 3457. p3(15Z_34q3 ZNPUT28
I " t 3q_43 (aG(KK} -" ZlGLPS(I)/BIGMA * (ZIGEPS(_)/EPI)VRK)**oO?95 k INPUT;_O
_":/', I IGMF', (1_)=3 INPUT29
!_._: G[I TO "$"55 INPUT2% i
i" " "i 3_152 IF (KPHk(t)-|)3_bbe3q57e3qsb INPUTS9 ,
. i ;_ 3_58 GGCKK) = I,E )˜„ INPUT29
_ ! GO TO 3g_5 INPUT29
3_7 (KK} = (_WT/FITGMW)**GGA I NPUT;a9 t,,
I GMET (KK) :_ _[NPU_9
_!_ 3455 CONIItIUE INPUTS?
372b IF(KR(3)-b) 37_2_37_|_,3722 INPUT30
. 372t WRIT[_{KOUIe3Oh)(ALP1(K)tJkT(K)e Km|tT)e BORCLeAMOAeAMOB INPUT30 i,_
i. WRITE(KOUT_._OaO)(Rk(K)e RB(KKeK)_ RC(KKeK)_ HD(KK_K)e RE(KK_K)e _NPUT30




: 3722 FAH_A(xK)=AHOA INPUT30
F_O_(KK)=AHOB INPUT30
Wf_t(VK)=_T INPUt30
RB(KK_[)= RB(KKe[) T _A([) INPUT30
RB(KKe2) : RB(KK,2) ¢ RA(2) INPUT31
i N=tJ+l IhPUT&I
; IF(KPHA(1)-I)373ne362e_64 -- INPUT3|
r 364 IFC(KK)=-[ - INPUT3|
! VN(KK)=O. INPUTS1
r , Y(KK)=YC INPUT3!
IF(TF(KK)-_FHAX) 3_2e342w37| INPUTS|
371TFHAX=TF(KK) INPUT31




GO TO 34Z INPUT32
399 C()tJTINUL
C NRIT_ (KfJUTw_-|6) (IC(I)e|H(I),1=lsIS) INPUT32
5001CONTIN_
DO 375 L=le8 IhPUT3b
DO 375 1=1,I$ INPUT35
TQ(I,L)=O, XNPUT35
DO 375 K:I_IS 1NPU135
! 375 TO(|eL):TQ(IeL)eU_(IeK)_TK|KeL) |NPUT35











$1fid_OLITIN|. TSL.I_V (N_.XeYtS.RpRpN(I) ISLDVO0
DI;_E;_SIPN xCI),Y(I),5_(I)e_(L) ISLDVO0
DI _F 1_,91ON Y't (5_ ISLDVO0
DI'_F._,.SION XX (_ _, ::,LH(25) e YL (25) ISLDVO0
Df_ 1 f:l,N ISLDVO0
I VI. (I) ---'aLOe;(Y t I ) ) ISLUVO0
CALL SLI}PI_ ( N, ;, YI., 5LR _R) ISLDVO0
DL! 2 I=I,N ISLDVO0
2 SR( I)=Y(I )',_t.K(I ) ISLDVOI
D[) 3 I'-2eN ISLDVOt
X]=] ]$LIlVO
XO=Xft )q,X(I-l) ISLDVOt
YS=¥ (]) _'Y(I','1) ISLDVOI
_D=SR', I)-5R(I-I) ISLDVOI
YD=Y(I)-Y( I-1 ) ISLDVOI
YDL.R_-YD/XD ISLDVO 1
y2r}Er_=SD/XD ISLDVO 1
Tp=Al._S( XD*YDF t; ) I SLDVO 1
T3 = AL_5(Y2DLt_xr)/2.*XD) I6LDVO0
T3 = APS(Y(I-I)) * 1?. ZSLDV02
If (1'3,0t Ib*TS) n,_eb ISLDV02
Q R(I) = R',I-I)+Xl)/2,*(YS-XD/6,*SD) ISLDV02




DO _ J:2,5 ISLPVO_
8 XX(J)=XX(J-t)'_XD/4, ISLDV02
CaLL [)GLE{SpXXeYY,I_oXeYLeSL R ) |SLI.)VO_
IF (NO.', 1) 9w9,10 ISLDV03
10 YI_t,X=YY (t) ISLDV03
YHIN=YY (5) [$LDV03
If" (YY(5)-YY(!)) ll,llel? I SI.DV03
11 YHAX=YY(5) ISLDV03
_,IN=YY(t) !SLOV03
12 DO 13 J=le5 ISLDV03
IF (YY(J)-YH&X) I_,1_, 15 I SI,DV05
tq IF(Yy(J)-YHIN) 1b,13,1_ ISLDV03
13 CONTINUE IS! ')YOn
GO TO 9 I[ )VOLI
15 SSR=(yy,_5),"YY(| ))/xD ISt ,VOq '
Tq=A_iS(2.,SSRtxr_/(yy (5) _yy (1))) ISLJVOq
I 11"(T_,00001) tqw IP,, 18 I$L.DVOq
i ,,,.J._ 19 RR=OeS*XO*(LXP(YY(5))'I,('.XP(YY(t))) ISLDVOq
":_ G[3 TO 17 ISL.DV,,_
_'" # 18 NH=(EXP(YY(5))/,SSH)*(Io'EXP('S$R*XD)) ]SLDVOq
:."., "_ 17 R(I) : R(I-I)+P_ lStbVOt4
_, GO TO 3 I_LOVOq
_'r' q Or1 6 J=2,5 ISLDVO5
':":_f: ,q_R= (YY(J)-YY [O-1 )) I( XDI_ o) ISLDV05
"i:_° 6 RR:RR+ (EXP (YY { J ) )/SSR )* (1 o'EXP ("65R_XD//4 o) ) ISLDVO5
' R(I):R(],,| )*RI_ I SI.DV05































2DIH(_O) eXIHO(20 ) eXll'[)(20) e IUSL (20) eXIH(20) eXIP(20) R_DCL_O
DIH_NSION S_O(_)
DItIEN_ION HEAD(I7)







• [ DSL(123_[) , OA£t23et) _ DWD(IZ3et) _ _B(I23_t) ,
Z _IH(123, l) , _i(123,1) e wO(l_3_t) e GAH(l_]_t) ,
: ] OLXg(t_3et) e AFI(IE],I) , k_t(IZ_el) _ BFT(123_I) e
8L(|2_et) e BRG(IZ_el) e AIG(I2_el) e ATT(t2]et) e
5 TCN(I_3oI) e AIN(12_I) e AC(l_3el) e AhT(12_eI) e
6 XNN(I_3et) e XO(i_et) eAZGC(t_eI)
C
] EaUIVALENCE
' 1 (08L(I)_AH(t)) e (DA(I)_AH(tOq)) , (D_O(I)_AH(2tI61))
_J._ ) _ (AB(I)eAH(2687)) e (WIH(I)eAH(_92t)) e (AT(t)eAH(_gqI)) e
_" _ _ (HD(t)pAH(_961)) e ((;AH(I)eAH(q98[)) e (OLX(I(I)eAH(5OOI))e
_: . _ (AFT(L),_H(bO2q)) , (ABE(1),_H(bZ?O)) , CBFTCl),A_(7)81)),
, /_ " S (SL(I)_AH(7_OI)) , (BRG(I)_AH(7q6I)) _ (_IG(i)_AH(SbTI))
-_,4 _ 5 (AIT(I)eAH(B_g[)) e (TCN(I)pAH(tOtqT))e(AIN(|)eAH(I_TO})e





NSL = NLI(K) RADCL33
I_PEC=O





_F(IZZ,N£,I) GO TO 3lOt










210_ 11 = TW * POP
kO = FHV(K) / TI
BEE_ = 50_0,* FHV(K)**3/(EXt'(AO)-t=)
IF(NLGI,NE_O) BEEW = 3,1=lb*hEEk
XJW : AHVL(K) * _EEW
200 IF(TUB) 600ebOOe6_O8
6_08 Tt = T[)B*B.62E-05
! ! kO = FHV(K) / T|
BEEOB = 50_O,*FHV(K)**3/(EXP(AQ)-|e)
I I IF(NLG|.NE.O) BEEOB = 3,1qlb*BEEOB
bOO IF(KR(5)eGT.5) FIP(NY) = BLEOB
I _ FIM(1) = AHVL(K)*HEEW; _0 O(1 10 I IoNY RADCL33
DO _2 J_ISO
22 AIGC(I,J) = AIG(IFJ)
, Tt=TEE(I)*PnP




I Vt = V - 1_BEE(I) = 50_0,* FHV(K]**3/V[
t kTT(Irt) m BEE(1)/Vt*V*AQ
'i IFINLGI} I6,10,lb
_: 16 BEE(I)=3mt_I6*BE_(I)
', ATT(Iel) = 3=1_16 * ATT(|#I _
tO CONTINUE
$(|) = I_=AHVL(K) =TMBWL(K)
; 8(2) = AHVL(K)
XIMW = FIM(1)
,j_J,_I' XIPOB = FIP(NY)
_,;_l ¢A_L TR,N83(NY,DY,NIC,NICN,ALFeBEE,F,,U,S,$IeBZ,TAU,FIM,FIP'" ' IF(KR(6)mEQtI)FIP(t)=TMBWL(K)*FIP(1)-BF_(_)*(I_-TMSWL(K))
_,_ DO 300 I=,,NY
-_] XIMtl)uS(I)
_ ; V = ATT(Ie|)
,, _',, DO 300 J=teZSP
:i IDX = 8*(J=t) _ t
:, _ 300 ATT(I_J) = V * AIN(IDXeI)
i CA_b MU_L_(FHVSetel)
IF(I$PEC=EQ_[) GO TO 60
[. IF(KR(_}_) 60eh5_60
60 CA_L FREQ(K_NSHV_FHVS_CF_)GOTO 7000
65 CF_L = FHVP(K)_FHVM(K)
', 164
1974026290-154
i" V = O,
_. 00 1500 I=iwNSL
'_ 5(I) _ 8_RT(SLCIftJI)tSL(IBNI)*GAH{I_NI)/GAH{IeNI)}
_. 1500 V = V+8{l}
8H0(1} = CFILIV
; ON 1505 I:I_NSL



























V = BFT(IpJ} * AIG(JpKK)+AT(IwJ}*ATT(JeKK]















LC=LC „)IF(N GI_EO,O) Gr] TO I_5 i
bO/| IF(KR(B)} 4575ta575_11576
• GO TO 1022 i
_576 DO _574 IeIeNY
5 _574 SZCI) = BEE(I)/I,_ * FHV(K}*FHV{K)
II
i IZ5 IF(KR{8)) _6tO_6lO_lqq9QOtO WRITE(N#LO@t) HEAD(|)t(BCE(I)eI=IeNY)GO TO IO_Z
%9_9 00 _810 ImI_NY
i 165
1974026290-155






IFCKR(8)mEOe2) 00 TO _719
V3=FIP(IY)+BEEC1Y)
V2 = FIMCIY)+BEL(IY)
IF(KR(6),EQ,I) nO TO _771
















IF(NLGt,EO.O ) GO TO 307b











DO 6500 JS = IeNSL RAOCL3_
.- IDSLCJS) = J8 RADCL3_
_E _ KI = I t ]O3L(,I$} RADCL3q
Vq = XNUL(IE)*,4_O25,CCI/_FACT
IF(IBPEC,Eg,t) GO TO 80
ZF(KR(4)-3) 80e8_,80
C
C FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION
C









_:: _ " CALL MULE_(FHVS(L),_J$)
O0 501 ]uI_HY RADCL35
L i PO Z3 JuleISO
_;'_ Z3 AlG(leJ) = AIG(I,J)+AIGC(IeJ)
501TMU(%)=@I(I) + FMU(I) RADCL]5













P324 AFT(_PMPJ) = AFT(I_HPJ) + V * Vt
232_ CUNTIHUI'
DUH=(FHVS(L+I) - FHVS(L))/2o
IF(LK,LlwNPPL) GO TD b_Ot
GO TO 70
C




SMZ = $;4D(JS)/XNUt (I,._





SL(JS, t) : _L(J$,t)+l,L-35























FIPT(NY) = =BEE(NY) *SHZ
V3 = Oo
_'_'_' _ C POSXTIVE FLUX
DO _b5 II=@_NY
V5 m O,
_ i VqmV5V5 = Z,*SQRT(S(J)=_(I=t))*SS(J)
_' .a365 V3=V3+(VS-V_)*St(J) j
_,_, $LI=V3tSMZtSa(I-t)
,.,,1 VZ = VZ_St(I),(Sg(X)-89(I-I))
OT_=(V_+SQtXut)*82(I_t))/SMZ/88(I'I) i
' )SO l'I-I





.... ...,............. ........ ; . .._.......:......
..... .....
1974026290-158
" XF'X.GE, 4.0)GU 10 M_i
:_ ]F($3.GF,_.aI_) GU 10 361]r(×,l.L, 0,_0'.)) 5(.) TO ._oZ
. |F'CSSt(;'I', ltO) _l) It) ._bZ
-" C ISOLATED LINE
: C NOTE.,=XLANR I._ L_.DLNBURG-qEIf.HE FUNCT|ON
E XLAt;R = X I(l, lOl_*X )*,1,23)**,q
• V = S._*SHZ*XLA._d_£
•c Gt) _U .',6C.
C STRUNG LI_E _i SA,':SE_ _,'_D _I1DEL
::':. 361 Vii = 53 _,S_TC X /Z_)
;_ V=LRt {V_) *_HZ
GfJ TO $60
C alAK LINE KrIDLL (tfflT L|qLAI-:)--&FTLK PLA$S
E 3b_ V= ( I t -EXia (-S._ X) ),S._Z
_i. 3bO ILRHI=BEL(N])=V
_o TER_t2:FIp (] } _.3..Z
"' 499{, FI1RH&T( 5Xe lP71; 1.S.5)
365 Cll,"J1]NUE
._ 525 FORtlAT(2XeZ]3.Ir"/L[_.q)
_. C )YrJe'_J(t:ACw)Yt_eSJ(LSe)Yr4(IP]F e)|(TH|i- e)t(LEB )885,6(ETIRN
• Vq= l _,,,AHVL(K) .'I -_3.',L(K)
_ t_ALI,d = O_
_" N_LLF = O,
; |F(AU_(F_P(I)),_ 1,1,E-33) I;n TI] ?.6
_, NALLh=.,1LRP.I / (X/( 1, +x) _f IP(I))
- _ALLW = ArINt(=--_I.I.i_,SHZ)
:_ I_ALLF = Tt Rlll/,:,t, LL_
2b V3 = O=
VS : SI_RT(GAMC.I.e.-eI)_iSL(3$_|) *YY(t))
:'7=C,
_-_ Vll=O m
" Vlq = l_
_. V[5 = O_
;:. FIHT(t):vg*(FTPT(_ ) 0[ ) *5N/.) ¼À„(_)*BEEk,,BEE (|))
"e,gqq FOP._IAT(IOX,3%_,IPb_I2_q)
C _EG/.TI VE FLUX





_- V5 = 2,*SQRT(,_(II)-S(JJ-I))/SB(JJ-I)
; Vt = Vt_St(JJ)*(VSoVa_ i
;: C ) t-JJ(SSe ) l-JJ(S,, ) I I (8e iV_SV_JJI, J, I I )9493eb(ETIRN :
2)75 JJ:JJ-t i
SLI = Vl*$B(II)l_]HZ i
_..t. SL ] =$8 ( 1Z)/_HZ* ( V| -$5 { | ) * $7 ( I I ) t NALLF* ( I_ALLW,_AHINI ( HALLNe87 ( I I ) ) ) *
! Vg)
""'/ vq = VI¢I
.L
llI8_(ii)
!_' ._ V8 = v_+st(ZI)*(vtq,,Va)
._ ._ Va = V|5V7 = Sg(ll)*Vl_4
_'_'_ .
, VIS = VT_Vt_l
"'" _ V$ = V.J+SI(II),(VI5-V_I)¢
t UTI = 88(ZI)/S.Z*(V3,,,V7*VB)
! X - t6$6e_*(UI[15L_)**Z
; V_I = NALI,,N * _6(II)
O_I =0T1.0($5 (t) =SO(I I)..vq*W_LLF* (Vqo_HIN [ (Vd_ S9(I Z) )) ) ISHZ
V_. = REE(II)-Vg*w,_LLF_,$5(t)
l V5 u 88(lI)ISHZ*NkLLF*NALL_*Vg
_ 169





IF(37(II) ,nT, *_L[._] G(] TO 700




X = 1636&2*(V /V10)*'2













X = ,b_6_?*(v /SLI*V61V2),*2





775 X s eb3be)2*(OTl/5i.I)_*2
S3 = DTI/(V2,SB(II)*X)
qO0 Cf}_TINUE t
IF(X,GE, Qe_ GO TU 371
IF(S$,GE_ a,/X] GO TQ 371 i
_F(X,I.Et Oq05) GU Tn 372|
]' II(S3,GT, loO) GO T_ 37_
C ISflLATED L;NE
XLANR = X /(|,e(|a57079* X )**|e25)**ea
; V2: S3*$HZ*XLAN_
I GO TO 370e
! C STRUNG L|NE ELSASSER BAND HUDEL
, 37| V4 = $3 aS:RT( X /21)
: V_ : 8MZ*ERF(V_ i
; ' GO TO 370
: C N[&K LINE MODFL (NGT LINEAR)-oAFTEH PLA$$
I ! 372 V2u(I,_EXP(aS3*X))*SMZ370 CONTIeJUE
" i I_70 TEe.! = Va,eEg[II),S8(IZ}
TLRMZ u mSS(|]*V2*88(II)
i.J.e" TERM3 u FIR(II)*BHZ
;'--' TERHq • VR*NALLF*SB(IZ)_(WALLN-AM|Nt_NALLWeVZ))
!_ FIHT(I|} m TERHI*1ERH2 _TERMq
_ _ 375 CONTINU_• C END OF LgUI,ALLNT WIDTH CALCULATION
' ?0 Dn 500 LLzleNY _.
FIIMTILL) = FIIMTILL] * XNOLI_E) • FIMT(LL) RADC_36 "
FIZPT[LL) : FIIPT(LL] + XNUL(IE] * FIPT(LL) RADCL_b
RADCL36
_" FIHT(LL) z Oe RADCLS6
' _ 500 FIPT(LL) • Ot
i. _1 6500 CONTINU_ RADCL3b
_i O0 303 LLuI,NY
' DZP(LL) • F_IPT(LL) - FIPCLL) * CFZL RADCLS6
170
1974026290-160
J_ OII4(LL) = FI;.r'_TCLL.) ,, F]_4(LL) * CFIL RADCL373,"
FIIPT(LL) = OI RADCL37
"_, I-IIMTCLL) = O, HADCL37
_ TLCP (EL) ;.TL.CPCLt ) *O_PCLL) RADCL37C-
r 303 1LCH(LI.)=ILC:_(LL) +D I:'(LL) RAUCL37
VI " FHVP(K)-FttVH(K).,-CFI[,
C(.} 250 I=t,_Y
•-"* IF(l,EOei,[)EX(t)) OUTL(K,,I) "- DIP(I}
IF(Z,FQ,IL_-EX(L')) UUTI.(K_2) : DIP(1)
[: IF(I,EO_LULX{'_)_ OuILC_t3) : DIH(I)
IF(_JLGtEGtt) G(] 'TO ':-_,0
lFCKR(I7)oE_._.) GO TO 50





_F.I T[ (Ne 1090)_4, FHV(K) r ( $(LL)eLL=IeI)
;; IF'CNICsGT_|0) _I_t (zJ4,t091)( 5(LL.)j, LL=IIeNIC)
i _RXTE(ltet0qit) C SICLL)eLI,.=IeNIC)
WRITE (tJw1095)
50 CONIINUE RADCL37t C





52 $1 (LL)=_LCe'_{ IY)
i _k 111E(N wi Gg:,') ( S(LL)eLL=IeNIC)
! NRITE (_, t Oq'3) ( 31 (LL) _LL:I _NIC)
: GO 10 7OIl
.." 7020 _RI_ECN_050:
NRITE(Ne 10')1)
WRITE (N_ 10_3)HE_O (LLO) _HE AI) (LL_) eHL_D(15) el4F&D (LLLL) eHEAD(15)





|F(Kf_(8)eNE_[) GO _'O 70tO• V.%=I _qlF HVP(| )
V6=1 t_q/PHVH (I)
•_, GO TO 7019
P 7018 VS=FHVH(_)
V6=FHVP(])
• 7019 V3=OUTL (I _ t) / (V6,,VS)
,.., V_IsOUTL ,'I e3 ) t ( V6.,V5)
i V=V+OUTL(I_ t)
•-'., VI=VI'I'OUT_ (I, 3)
'_ 7017 _¢RITE (N_ 1052) I pVS_ V6eV3eOUTL (I e 1) e VtleOUTl.(le_)
WRITE(Ne 105_1) V=,Vt




PNL1Gh';.twii':AiN( |N;:UT eI_:iTt.'LiT,Te.PES=INPUTe TAPEb--CIUTPUT)
CIIM ;II I:!/t'U P_t:l.)Hl A" ( ] _ .4_ 123 )
(_rl_$!tl'),':/ll_ TCfitl/Kt+ ((;1,) e P;(,i( ] 0 ) eF,F(tO) etleN
I,iiIMHflt;/L ]:JEIHVL.(2'_n),KI,K;.,1LCt4(P.5),TLCP(25)e NXIeIA(9) RADINO
leI,i1,X.l.qLtJ(lO),r;,._v(;,_.O),(Xi'eJ(_O0)eXR(ZO)
Cf'iHtltl:l/l(Itl)/A_,V (_b), :,i'Vl.(@.b) ,E 1 ,C? _C3,CiI,CS,I)ELTA,I'.PS(160) tFF (;300) e HAD
II"HV (2'_) _1 ,iVC (',_) ,t t,_ "'(25) ,|'ttVP(,PS) el i IHi (25} wFIP] (PS) eli LI ,FL2eFI.Ge RliD
ZFL,';1,i',t-.'_P(200),I;tI_ (lc, O)e NALSrI_iIL.Pet,ID(2OO)eNICeNICN(Z RA{)
_5)_,NIilV( e;JHVeI:LI(_-_)e:.YrPriF$(_.O)elI'i" (ciO)tk, l.)l (P.5)eAHOLe
b _DLLlwYY('_'O),[.;,SF (|'._)eIMSv_(50)eTtlSVlL(25)eTWeTOIi e
_tl','lltiD eT'I IC'I ipliP
[Ol'{):{]t:l/l:l.,!)C(illi IT ( ;"('l) eVt'i ..,(_.0) I,Hit (20) tSP( i l_Oe8)
i t llIEl^,SVI eSPI w_Rl ells
CllHIIO,_I/t I_PCI]I4 / SP7 #'( _ _,l ), I,S, 5P77 (7_) eP eSPL_ (llSO) eI wSPZll (2t18) e VN (bO)
r, " fI 4,t,._'_( ",0, _t) ecP 7.J ( 1_7 ), [ UP2 wF Ai4tiA ( 60 ) eli AHC)B(60) ,, IUP 1
_. tH_ei',_:.(_(.I) eK INeKIIIIT iKKR('_O ) eli'SC7 ih_I)
C(Jl<ll'O:l/t"kl'Cfi;t/t",'i(;'l ),_CHLI(_'O)eSC(;O)/CaPCiPO)eIIR(20) eXHU](_,O)






2_7 I- [)R'.4^T (tq. 1 ,h, 0 );
226 tO.RMAI(_IZIF. ILliSe3FIOt_eIOXeAb)
K I I,i=5









5000 F'R(I_,J) = ,021))3))?,3)
_. T= 3000,
'. CaLL RADIN1
i _ 77 CALL CABIN
i
I C2 r. FLI_Iil_LTA
J NOP-2
_ CALL NOIiLN (NUP);, LL C NTN_
i " _ {)0 2 ]:IeNY
i l TLCI4[I )=0.
"i _')'¶- _ TLCP(|)=0_
/:/" ._l IF(KR(tl),NF.,2) CAlL LINT2
J_:/t C EVALUATE NET FLUX (LiR INTENSITIES) IN OTUIFT_-SEC (-SI['R)
" I on I I=li, NV
" I OR( I)=,8aOb* (VIPI (I)-I-IMl (I)+ILCP (1),,itCi4(l))
!_ Ir(c_) ie,77, 16
• I 6 CON"I I NUE
_TOP
,: ,,_- END i
!" i
'. ,172
m,l, ll:_ll,lill!_,_mt, li4F.,,-,ml_;.,,'-:_--,t_, ._, -.r-.._zl_l_,i._,,l,_zq_._llll,%%" ,
1974026290-162
SL!B_OUT |t_E HU(HV_ XAPNU)
_. XNTLGt:R _ETAeRET_
_ C(]N_UN/CONT_INC_C(;_O)eNSBNfZ(_OI_IIVG(3OIFK=;(2Olr|Z$(tbleNILtl tlVT(30) eCSS[Ea0)plIL(30)tlSS(30] w|UBN[Z0)_
] _ 2 XIn_(30)wBETA(JO)eBE.1B[30),N_TIe_TpXIS(Z_O)eJIS{30]w
i _ 3 TIH;IE_(SO)eC_LFA(30_eC(]LPD(30)e%ZZ
"i COHHOu/LOPCOH/SPZZ(?8)) r l SDLIHw5PZ2(701 ePDUtte 5PZ_14801 eTDUHe

























| DSL(123_|] e DA[tEJ#I) _ D_D[IE3et) e AB[123#1) ,
E _H[|E3,t) e kT(t23et] e _O(123et) e GAH(12_el) e '"
_ OLXO(t23et) , AFT(123eI) e ABE(I_el) e _FT(|23,1) e " :
$L(tE3et) _ RR[;(123_1) e A]G(t_3et) e ATT(123et)-e
5 TCN(t2_,t) e A_N(|_3et) e AC(|23et) _ AHT(LE_t|_ e
! 6 XNN(tE_e|) _ XO(tEJet) - .:C
EgUIVALENCL _
| (DSLCt)eA_(I)) _ (D&(t)_AH(|O_)] e (DND(|)eAH(2_&_/- _
2 (AB(t)eAM(2687]) e (H_H(t)eAH(_q2t)) e CAT(t)eAM(_9_I]) #
3 (VD[t)eAH(qget)) e (GAH(t)eAe(_q_t)) e (OLXg(l);k_5OO|))e
I_." _ 4 (AFT(t)eAH(5OZ_)) _ (ABECt)eAM(5270)) e (BFT(i)eAM(738|))_
_._ 5 (5_(t)_AH(7_01)) e (H_G(t)tkH(Tq(_l)) e (AIG(I)eAH(Sb7t)) eb (ATT(I)eAH[R69|)) e (_CN(t)eAH(tOIqT_]e(A|N(L)eAM(IRbTO))e
























ISP = I_O + 1
ISP_ : 180 + 2
DO _00 I=Iet_Y
380 XAPNU(I,L) = O_
CI : beZg_L'2C
JHV : t
3_0 MV_ : HV*HV*HV
! PI : 3,1_1_
: SgA=7,25E-t_?
XLA_=tw2q/HV
; XIN = O.
V : XV/,_31
IF(V,GT,84_) GO Tt_ 3520
V : LIP(V)





C LOw FREOUFNCY [_-F AND F-F ,UNTRIBLITION5 FOR ATOMS AND IONS-'-
C ....... FRnM UIBEHHAH AND NORMAN
C









i " Xl(II} = XIS(IJ+K)
' GO TO 773
.._.,. 774 XI{XI):XIS(IJ+K.t}+(X_S(IJtK)-XIS(IJ+K=I))/(CEP(K)'CEP(K't))
i." _ 1 *(EP'CEP(K=t))
i_,'/. 773 IJ:tJ*8
,_ 6_ CONTINUE935 I
_ ' C
_r_- C SET UP FUR CONTRIBUTION8 FRnM INOIVIOUAL LEVEL8
_..' C IJ = 0
'_'. IF(NILtEQzO) GO TO 835
, DO 35 IN-LeNIL
VsHVeHVT(IN)
;. IF(V] qt95e37,37
: ( 9J95 CS(IN) • Oe
I' _ GO TO 73
174 )
mm _ I , . _-m,_,_ _r.:_.._,..,,_,_.,,.;_,_. r,,
1974026290-164
_L
_" 37 D(} 77 K=Ze8
_ IF (V_L.L (K)) 7u,7_e77
=.
_- 77 C()qTINUE









C START SPATIAL LOOP
: C
C
• DO 36 I=IeNY
i _O 680 J=te_SP2
| 880 BRGCI_J) = 0 e
I T(L) = lEE(I)
I XKT(L)=IEEII)*POPT! = XK1[L)
I XX=HV/XKT(L)
V = EXP(_XX)
II |'PC = If" V
i DLEPC = _V*XX/LPC
J DBN = Oo
i JK = !






IF(I(L) =GE, TTHRES(II)) VZ=COEFA(II)+COEFB(II)*I(L)
7260 CONIINUE
V5 = (V-XION(I2))/T|
IF(12,EO,IS(JK) ) Gq TO 700
V4 = XNN(12sI)*2t*XQ(12-teI)IXO(12sl} *TEL(I)IHV3*Z2*XI(II)*
1 (EXP(VS)*Et) *V2
BRG[Ipt) = BRG(IwI) - Vq*( V5 * OLXQ(IZel) - DLXQ(12"twI) )
GO 19 qooq
700 vq = XNN(I2wl) * TEL(1)IHVJ*Z2*XI(II)*(EXP(V5)*CI) *rE
BRG(Iet) = BRG(Ie%) = Va * V5
, JK = JK * 1
_00_ OBN : DBN + V_
[ IF(ICH,(;T,ISO) GO TO qOOl
i ¢ BA_E SPECIES CUNTRIf_UTION._- DRG(I_ICH H P =RRG(I_ICH*2) _ V_
il! GD TO bO
C NUN BASE SPECIES
_OOt O_ qO05 I_B = l_ISO
_005 BRG(I_IAB D H =BRG(|_IkB*Z) _ VQ*VNU(ICHeIAB)
BRG(Ie[) = BRG(IeI) e VI*TCN(ICH-ISO_I]
• 60 CONTINUE
C
': i 825 CONTINUFC _ R|BUTIONS FRQM INDIVIDUAL LEVELS
C
i , DiS = O_[F(NIL,EU_O) GO TO 8Q5
I DO =qO IN=I_NIL
; _ JJJ = IS$(IN)
ti '! ,
!







.' |XKT(L) ))*( f,HV-_ ',',)IO,805)**_)t2_b87E+|9
il Gn To l_
'i Cr,_,,,,SHUHAhI..RUNGE RAIJDS FR()II BZBP_MAN AND tINATSAKYN
'_: 130), [)L)2,(AI3?*I_F'IF)*IO_+*("Z3tZJl".$fO,aOSO_L"O?*T[L)"OeEqS4%E'O6*1(t,) **
I t ;:+HV_m(M, 2 | 02"0, t 0 r_%£[-" fl'-'* T ( 1. ) + (P, {:"1 q_E_O/'* T [L) *'2) + ('HV*_k2) * "_"0 e Li_b
' 253+0e 7 t 4(;01" -0_* T (L)-e, q71 151- ..0_*I (l-} *,2 ) )
C NI Tn(J(;(: N MI)LLCLIL.AP f-rlhTR ] BUT I[.)I,,,
1H I.)t,'2=O. 0
IF(llS(q)) 20$0,2010_7007
7007 AN2 = XNh(,IleI)
dI = Jl + t
bt(l IFCHV-b,5) ?5_,'le£Oge20q
20q IF (HV'12,771210,21 O, 2010
_I0 IF(HV=10mS)Ptt,P. It,t3,'.
Ce;,,oN2 I'IIRGI:14UI'FIFLO !)^TA FRFIH APPI.[i( _D SI+INBFR(; FUR HV LARGER
C 1HAN I0,b EV ,' ^NP _I:6):IALLF'N El, ALt F6_R HV IFSS 'tHAN 10,5 Eg
211 DN2= (AN2/E_,52E + I 9) *!. XP ( 2,'S076" ("1 z,¢,87 I"C, 5",1586E'03" l (L) + O, 86911E'O
IT*T[L)**2+HV*I'O,9',_?F.:t,F-OI+Oe6I I_..F_i.',0)*l_t.)'0,a i2b0i "07*T (L)**2}




2' ("0 _5_70 tL"O 1+0,16??U,L"oq*T (L)'0,1 _/b tE"Ot_* 1(L)**23) ]
GO I(3 20t0






C;.,.,CO F115 CHECKFD AGAINST v,OOD_ARDS D^lA JAN,-b8
20tO DCO=O,O
IF(IIS(5)) _|P,, I t8,7009
7009 ACt) = XNN(JI_I)
Jl = Jl + I
hi5 IF(HV',q,273 118,270,270
) _20 |F(HV':'|O_,b) _21e2_1,)18 ..
'_.21 IF(HV_'7_75) 2000,2000_,2001
: 2000 XIG:ItU, g2F+OS*(),-EXP('HVtXKT(L)))/((XLAH**_)*(EXP(HV/XKI(L))'t_,))
; kRG=,, 17, Oq+ 1 _,_75E " 03 ,*T [ L ) ,"e 05 ),['.t"0b ,;l (L) * * 2+ XLAM* ( .,6b v9/4+ 11 e7bE _03*
J,T(t.)-O _7b7L"O(_* T (L) A,_)
; DCO= ACLI*E XP ( 2 m30 ;>-':;q*ARG)/X |G
. GO TO tie •
;3001 DC[)=A'..O*E XP ( "2 e30259' (. l _7 e;t" l/43b _* XLAM+/'16_-0 t* (,XLAM**_)) )/X XN
C HYDROGEN MOLECULAR Cr/NIRIBUTII)N
Ce_..:H2 L,YF'AN AND _ILRNER CI')NIRIHUTIUN,_ FROM NEIBNERt
•:_,J'_" _ 118 DH?.=O,O
; IF (115(6)) 2538_253B,7Ot!
-{_"_(,,- i 7011 AHZ=XNN(JI_,I)
! " ICH=JISIJI)
( l( JI = JI + l
¢_t6 IF(MY-S,85) 2538_)P. p222
• , 2_Z IIr ( H V"_b t ) 223 _,2 P.3 _,2'-',3F)
,_'_,- _.P.3ZFCHV,',ISt50) 1023,12t.l_lt,2q
i"_. _ .|025 IF(HV,,_O_) 2530e2531_,253%:. 25_1 IF ('I[L)mGE,3000_) GO _0 q125
OH2= [AMP,,*1 +F "11 _,) * | 0 • ** t "! 20,73+0,175t 5£"01 *T (L)'O t 8707(+E =Oh* i (L) **
12+HV* ( 17m526"O,P446541.'O_*T [1.)+0,12097F"Ob*T(L)**2)e(HV**23*(_OIF'25
. 227'I'¢ _,_6 t 5qF_O_*l' (L ] ,"0 o qt 00_!F.- 06" T (L) **it) )
DDDL T= DH?,', ( T (L) * [ 0,17315F - 01 "[, 7 _ 15 P..E.,,0O* T (L) +HV* ( ,,0,2/.16 b t.lE.,',02






: IF (J{.H,GT,IS,_)(,0 "[0 1310 I
Br_G(l,ICH+2)"'!!P.C,(I,ICH_'Z)+DC?.*XMOL I
_' GU TU 1303












12+HV_.(br bS/1-e., !0t_._L-OR*T(L)*01 b(}761E'.O7*T(L)**2}  (MY**2)*(,_21909
27+0,117_u12t-03.1 (L)-O, 26q33L-OT*T (L)*'2})
IF(HV".2e) L21, IpL)[_,1220
|P..28 DCN:DCN6ACN* 10 r _* (,_S It/Jb+ 13,7b*HV.,I t 9_6.HV*.2)
; 121 DC=O,
l 70011 C[)'4T)ht,EI
' C NEGATIVE 10bJCLIrJIRIE_.UIIDNS MU Ob
! C....,C- CB)_I_IBUTID_ FRLm ._EHAN AND BRANSCDHB THIN
_ XCM = O,
I IF (II:;(_)) b_OS_6e.oS,_TQl
3701 ACH= XU:.'(Jl,l)
i { ICH=JIS(JI)_ Jl : Jl+l
i 6@,01 _I-'(HV-}:pK) G/_._.h:_.hp:_.,/._O_ THIN: &hOE XCH r- XCM  ACM* l,qt:',17
I BRG(I, I)-I_RG(I,t)',.XCH
i , IF (ICH,GT,ISO) t,r] TO a603: BRG (I_ICH+2]=L_RG( T,ICH+_} ¸ @ (GO 1'0 660b
I (}003 DD 6bOrl IAb't,ISO
I 6bOq BRG (I_,IAB*2) =Bi_(;[I,IAB ÈŒ*VNU(ICH_IAB)
; BRG(I tI)=BRGCIe I)*XCH* TEN {ICH-I@O_,I) ,.
= bOO5 C_NTINUE
" bbO0 CONTI_JUE THIN
Ce_,gqH- CONTRIBUTI()N F" .ICHANDRASEKM._R ANO ELBERT HU Ob
; ]700 XHM = Ol
IF (IIS(lO)) (_SObeb_OSe3703
I _ 3703 AHM = XNN(JZel)ICHfJIS(JI}
I • _ JI --Jl )i! ,u
_,_ ESO0 IF(ttV-O,75) 2502,Esr;l_2501
2501 IF(HV-I,3) 6500,bSOO_abOl
6500 Xt_M = (AHM*I_t"IF)*(-4_51+7,15*HV) MU 17
GO T(} 6508
.. _ 650_ IF(HV-b,) bSO2ebbOE,65P3 MU 07
_;l 6bOZ XI4M = (AitM*ImE-I/)a(_765.,IfT*HV+Oe|258*MV**2,} HU 07GO TO (_508650_ XHM : (AHM*tmE._tT)*(3eS-0m53b*HV+OeO2._5*HVtA2_) MU 07
_':' --6506 CONTINUE ',:
'_:"_' BRG (I_l)=RRG (I_t)"XHH
'_" IF (ICH_GT,180) GO TO 650q li
BRG (I_,ICH+2 )=BRG(1_ICH+2)+XHM "_
Gn To _506
650_ On 6505 I_,_l,ISO +i
6505 BRG( IwIkBt_)=BRG( I,IAB+E)+XIIM*VNU(ICH_IAB) ,j






?_(HV,_*2) *(3,,30549_g-0,161,30663E=,O2*T (I.) è,„ iSgb8678Em06,T_l=)*,2} )
DI.)Dt.T=|::51fl, ( %"(t.) * ( -0,0 q') (_:)! 75a+0,7/_-_qOg4E-05* T(L) t
tttV*. _0 _O1Tqt_2372-.0,2(_t_/2'2%?i -05*T (L)) +
2(HV**P.}*(,'n, 16(;30_53E-O2+Ot27917]IS(.,F,.O8*T{I.) })'2,30_b85093,,! IO}
G(1 TO _7bO
[724 D_I{}=A$IU*IOeOA*(-6_2eg'_23beoeI5277203*T(L,),'O,IlQO757SE"Oq*T(I,)**P •
I :tiV* (_30_ 38067_,_ _Obt 035S2_:*T (L)vfl_ 378bOOq3E,,Ob*T (t.)**2)'t
2 (HV**?)* (,,l _, (-,O_tiOi +O,,'12bObI tXa_.-02* T(t.).,O, 313084qOE,,Ob* T(L)**2))
DD_)LT---DSIO* (I (L)* (0,152 l'120]t-O, 22R, _!50['._'0_*T (L)•
tHV', (*O,ObtO35522+O o75720086E,'O5*T (L))4'
', _ (IIV,*_ _* (0, q2505 _qqF-,.02"O _b2b lbaSO_._'O6'tT(L })) ^_., 30258509_-'I eO)
!, C DDI)t.T=-D$1(.)IF .U IS tIELL)C(_NSTANI tWITH RESPECT TO TEMPERATURE
_750 IF(IT_:,SI.8000,O) DDDLT=-DSIO
Z" t_F(;(I_}.)=HEr;(I,1)+I)DI)LI*XI_UL
_ If'CICH,(;T,l_())GO I"(]1770 ._
:: LIRG(I,ICH+2 )=qi_C,(I,ICH+2)+D810_ XM[JL. "J
GO TO 1"9_
1770 DO I?/5 IAB'-'I_I:_O%
_ 1775 BRG (I_I^8 €˜, x (I_IAB+_) +DSIL}*VNU(ICH,I_B)*XMOI. o7i
BR(;(1_I_'-"BRG(]_I) CN( lr,.H_I$O_I)*XMOL. ._i17W9 CIH_fIt;Ul
_', C:.._,O.. CONTRIRdlI()N FR_ CH|_RCHILLfAR_i,SIRONGAND MUI:LLLR %!
lF(lIC,{t_))_SlO_P51Oe7017 "_
I, 70[7 AO'I-'X_I_(JIe ) )!
,... ICH=JI$(JI) ._
K_. dl=JI  l .._
b05 IFCHV..II,) 2bO$,PbO3_P510 ._
_, 250]£ ]{F(hV,,'I,5)2516,2%0_td500 ./4,
._ 2bOq IF(HV-3,5) 2bOb_250be250b _:i
_:. 2b05 X(l'1"-bf}H_b.21-=}8 _._
_. GO TO 70_.5
¢
_. 2.506 I;"(HV-b,7) 2%07,2'_07,2508 _'• 507 XC)'%=AOM*},el.'.,_1(_ (1b_1b"0, !B*IIV) ...
_ _bO8 XF)H=AOM_|IIf.-%F*(I'5,58-0,q_HV)
£(,,.,WITH NO TFMPF_t.IUNE DCpEND[NC.E_ D(XDM}IO_.NII-XOM _.
_. 7025 8RG(I_)aBRG(],|) XI.}M
IF (ICH,G7,I@()) GO TO 70_9
OR(;(IeICH (=l_R{;(I,ICH )  X(IM_:
_'_ GO TO _510 _i7019 DD 7021 I_8-'l,lSO
_. 7021 URG(IelABt_)-bF_G(I_IAP,+_.)+XOH_VNU(ICHeIAB)BRG( IeI)_8RG(I e%)4'X()i'I*TCN(ICH-IBO_ I)
IF(KR(IlmEQe_) GO Tn _60 ._
XAPNU(Iel.)=FPC;,(_,BN• I)I_i _, XCM 4.XMM 4.XOM :_
| • XMOL_(DC(_ DiiP+DC24.D(:N +DNOtDN2P_DC3_DSIO})
DO 70_0 J_J:X,ISP_
i 70_0 ORG(IeJIJ) : t.PC*_RG(X_JIJ)
BRGtl_I) a Bl,lC,(I,l) • DLLPC*XAPNU(_eL) "_ i
IF(KR(|3|tEOt_) XAPNU(IeL} = XAPNU(IeL) / RHO(|} i
GO TU 38
__ _0 V = O,
|F(XX.t.Te85_) V = 50¢10t_HVS/(EXP(XX)q_}
" " V m V/LPC*XX/'fEE(1) _ :
V| = V/( tPC _ (ORN • 015 _ XCM t XHM 4' XOM
| eXMf_* (DL:{.) +DC2+DCN•DO2•DN2_DNLItDN_P¢'DC3•DS_O) )
II-'(JIW.FQ.i) GIZ)TU ,_25






_J6 JHV = jHV _tt
.J HVD = FHVI:(JHV),.FHVC(JHV,,t)
.i llV = FHVC(JHV)
G(1 TL) _50
.I 3147DO 382 I=_oNY
V ._TEF(I)*TEE(I)* TEF(1)
V = V * 7t21BqE-t2






AiG(I,[) = AIq(l,t) * BRS(I,JJ} * AIN(JJ_I)












IDX! = _*(J'-l)  2
If)X2 = B*(J,'t) + I















SUfil.zOUl INE _ULt Z(FHVS, IPXeJS)
le,tTeGLX AF TAoF Ah{IA
E
C
CU'_|H(_N/CONTH/NC :_C¢20) 0_lsqNe Z (2G) eHVC(30) eKA (_-.('t) e ] |$(|b) eNILe
| X._n'd (_0), k/ i t. (_0) e BETfi (JO) rNST[ ,NT; X]S(2qO) ej|S(30) #
: 3 111tf:E$(30)wCI::I'A(30)eCOLFB(30)e]ZZ
' C
, COMHUNIE(_PCOM/$P?'/(EB|)e|geSPZ_(7|) eSFZ3(_8[) eSPZqe, 308) ¢
! V:zO(hOt P) e5P/S ([87) _ ] qP_.d,FAMOA(60) eFkMOB (bO) i I9|_,
2 r,v]C_
C
C[1MMONIEO]COFI/EPZ7(6)e&AeS! /F (37) eA( toe Iq_ e|PZ9 (Z_7) e 1C (bO)
C




[et;[e XNCJL(200) e!..l!;' (ZOa) eFXPh(_.O0) IXR(ZO) tKGPe ZNDSHL([2)
2eS(2OO),Sl (20" ],:;L(2_)





: lrt_v(_5)eFNVC(_O)ef HV;4(25)eFHVP(25),F[I_I(25)tFIP[(25)_FLI,FL2eFLGe RAD
I ,21"L_ eGI.I4P (_00) eC_.I-.(|l:O) e NALSeNBLPe_D(_O0) eNICINlCN(_ _AD
I 35) eI_IHVCeNHVet,_J.(._.';) eHVeP_.$(20) eTF| (20) e_}L (_5) e XHDLe
q Yp_L1_YY(;--O) c_' 15- .ot ( )rT._5_(bO),Tt_5_L(25)e1_eTOD
; 5et:RA:)ei'F'kCTei- "_"
C
' D,I_C _$IIP" ALF.(_),IiFTt,(R),OEI.(t4)eXI(8)eSLA(8)_$LB(8)e_HA(8)eSHB(8)MULE 01
|_SL;',.5,d.',SIfiSCH)_St_S(8)e|HB,S(_)
U)l_i: N.'iI(_,NGEG(7) ,,rFF(7)
O] HEI-_S]ON DR(ZO,2) w[_Wt2Oe2)
Dltt_,_It3N NHYDt_( [ )
DTMZNS!I_.NNF ".20), _(20)_ R(ZO) _V| (ZO)
D]I_N$10N F 0INV(_O), F'_(_O)
C
OIHFPSION
l DSL(I23el] e DA(IZ3el) e D_O(123el) e AB(|_3el) e
lelM(123eL) e kT(123el) e ND(I_],I) e GAM(I2J_,|) e
: 3 DLX_(123el) e AFT(IZ3el) , ADE(|Z3e|) e _FT(|23_[) e
SLCl2_el) e t)RG(123.:: _ AIGC|23_[) , ATTC[@3e[) e
b TCN(_.Z_el] e Altl(l_3_[) e AC(:25,_) p AMT(X_Jel) et
_ ' .: b XNN([23el) , XQ(|2_|)
• %
• z EQUIVALENCE
._: .-, [ (DSL(L).AH(t)) _, (Dk{l)tkM(|O_)) e el)ND($)eAM(2'_6|)) e
"-" _ 2 {_H(;],M:(2(:b/)) e (V_IM(I)eAP.(q921)) , (AT(l)eAe_(ngqt)) ,
;_' 3 (_D(I)_A_(q_;_[)) e (GAtI(I)_AM(_gel)) e (DLXU([)_,tM(5OOI))e
" _ (AFT(l)e/dl(502a)) e (ABF(I)tAH(b270)) e (OFT(l)ekH(7381))e
_._. 5 (SL(L)_tt(7aOl)l , (BR(;(I)eAM(7q61)) _ (AIG(I)eAM(8671)) , .,
•" ,,? , (kTT(_)el_t(Obq_.)) e (TCN(t)eAH(IOIq7)),(AIN([)eAM(12670))e
? (AC(|)eAh(|_6|O)_ e(AM1(I)eAM(I2b'$O)) e (XNN(I),.AM(qgbq))a
, (_Q(I)eAH([OOOq))
DATAtALPH(J) r J: I eft)/0, _ l,E'_e 2,E"_, qzE"q ef,E'q, l,Zrq3e 1,6E=3e _,BE"MULE O["_ ',at 14ULE l
_'
• DATA(BETACJ)eJ_ct_6)/O_,_,E-qe|,E-3,2tE'3_$eEw_#SeE"-$:leE"$o|eE'q'_/ MULE O| _
183 "
. , ii l i












1.602E+Ie_6_E_I_-._<I.E*I/ - MULE 0_
D_TA(SHBS(.I)rJ=I,8)I.I_Ol. _3E_OOe..O26E_Ie-e762E+Ie-ebI5E+_e_HULEO_
l_E*le=e353E+;e=.35_e_]l HULL 03
C DATA (XR(J)eJ=|_7)IZ3.Z')I_i-ZQ,_h._¶;(_QL-_qetq.9370E_Zq,I.b7338E.ZqHUL_ 03
C |_25.25|8E-_q_2b,558_l:_elg.g370L-2q/ HULL O&
DATA _tH_DR/_hH /
1_9 rUR_^T_//e|_H _aD "ULE [_LL //}
_77 fO_ATf//ebEH THEkE A_E 100 MANY F;'EC]AL HYDROGEN LZNES _N ONE OF
ITHE LINE GROUP,.I/)
_7B FORHA]_IlebX.bbH_HE 1_ It.OEX INO|CA|E$ A SPECIAL HYDROG[N LINE ZN
tG_OUP _I3e|%H,h[)qE dAS F'UUt=D/I)
C
C CYCLE TIME T!o_OLiGH FIRST ENTRY = ._a7b SIC FO_ NY:|5 AND _0 H LINES
C CYCLE T|HL THI¢[ILJGH 5EC(Y_O LNTRY: eO06]_ FOUNT=|5 AN0 NO H LZNE_ OR
C D{IPPLLR EFFECT





ISP = I$0 _ l
18X=l
ISXP=2
' C _TART L()OP (IN INU|VIOUAL LINE8 XULE O_ : _
• IF(IDX-t) 12b,127el?6





C ENTRY A_ THIS POINT CALCULATES L|/tE STRENGTHS AN0 PORT|ON_ OF THE ;
i C ]_FLUENC_ CUEFFICIENT$ _H_CH ARE t:l)T FUNCTIONS OF FREQUENCY i
j 1_7 JJ = 0
_ ."/' KS:K [
KF=Kd!_ 5479 CUNT|NU._
PO qq_Ol=ieit2
'_'_" DSL(I,J) = O.
'" qqZO P_O (I_J) : O,
lOPE : 0
IF(IZZ_L&_ ) _0 TO 2960
IF(NX|) _ghO_gb_,L'k|






/.i._ 2963 ISPL = i
:. KI- = _r_|
,i C2ggO Cn'_T I_,OL
C
_-L, D(] 251) JDUM:K_w_F
_:- j:jr, Lm
= IF(J-K_) 2qbSp2')b'J,Zqh5
, .% Z06_ IF(ISI'L-I) P.ghSe_.q_)q_ePq65
,' 2qh6 IL'O):;:i_Mt(KGI'141)-t
•, DO 2157 Jv:K!,IE;:D
"' ILK : (_:P(JV)+7}/8





_- WRITE (_JeZTB) KGPT
; STOP
_; Eqb5 CO._1It:U[
_.:_i JJ : Jd • 1IF (IDXe!._e"3) ,;=I'dI)SHL(JJ)
" DO 3_aO l:I,hY
_= DO 38_0 Jv:lelSP2
_; 38q0 BRG(I_JV) : O,
--_ NF(JJ) = 0
! :- C RULE 08
' ::- C STATLtff-hT h Cn_PLt.TLS THE lqDEXING OPtRArION. CALCULATE THE MULE OB
- C LEVLL Pt_PULATIU','5, MULE 08
C MULE 08 ,
|0 II K : (._'D(,II,,71/R
:_ IK = Np(J)
_: ICN : J/$(]LK)
;- IF(ILK) bb6_ 6o_;, 667
;,- _6 t<RITL(.tIe_b6)
'r: -- 7 ()6 F(.)P..HAT(//¢_Xe tOH._4UL[-2 STOP/J)
+ STOP
.-:._ b67 DO 50 I:$eNY
c
.: T2=.TEE { I )* t, 380qTE.tb MULE 0_1
TI:_EE(I )*POP
_'_ T3 = TEL(I]/tOOOOt MULE oq
.'_ Xp : XI;N(ILKeI)*EXp(,,Ep3(IK)/Tt)/XO(|LKeI)_qEFtIK)
.: S2(I) : XP
C MULE 08
_; C CALCULATE LINE STRENGTHS USING INPUTTED F-VALUES HULk Oil
;. C MULE 09
"_.,. VO : .,HVL(J)/T[
_:_:';f V : LXP(VO)
"_" V3 = t,-V
_+_+_ tzl St rJj_I) = 3_Iqt6*P.tSte_E.,IS*FF(J)*XP*V._
-," _ Ui_G[I,I):BRG(I+I)-SL,(Jj+I)*(t,+DLXU(ILK_I),,EPS(IK)/TI-V/V3*VO)
IF(I;tl,bI,l,_O} GU TO _OIO
:'_,. BRGCI+IC,i+2) : SL'JJ,I)
" G9 Ttl _0
¢" .-,F,. _OtO POaOt$ IAB . t,ISt,
i_- :'_; _OLL BRG(I_XAb_)=URG(I_IAB+2)+SL(JJ_I)*VNU(ICMeIAB)
_ BRG(I,_) = BRG[IeI)*SL(JJeI)*TCN(ICM-ISO#I}
'_ q/to CONT I'_UF
?" IF (_R(|3) ,EQ,3)SL(JJ_ I):SL(JJe I]/RHU(I)
_+ C CREATL THE ;NFLtlEN{,E COEFFICIENTS FIIR LINE 5TRENGTIt NRT PRIMARY VART=ABLE8
_,i, DO @bOO JVV=$_ISP





t JLV=,tVV, [JJ"t) *7
i ZST:,_',-8*(JVV-tS_I








C SPt'£!_.I 1RE_.I"_":] FI1;_ HYPf_.HGENLINES --LI_E HIDIHS
C GO TO _l IF HY_;_{_GENL|H_
C
IF (LI;1A(I$.K}.._L._-'HYD_(i)) GO TO 30
21 ClaN1lt:UE
C
C HYDRU{._'N LINE5 6kE DIVI!)ED I_lTO TwO GP,_)UPS, THE ['OUR SPECIAL L:NES
f. LYM_N &LI'I+A At_l_ _.-IT,_ JND i_at.l'.kR ALPHA AND 8ETA _RE CALLLLD SPEC1At. LINES
C ALL U1HsZ_ HYDRt},SI.P LINES AI;F CONSIDERED COHMONLINES
C
ViCI) = Xh_(_'1111)*Ae66bbb67
f O=V1( I ) * i, _'3;__L"_
SkRTFC.,(I }=SQP,l (f 0)
FOi.._V( I )" ; ,o/rn
Vi(_)=9_bclbE+l_/Vl(I)
EiO = en3u_9_aS_3
IF (LX_'N{J)=LI,Oe[) GO TO 32
C















I AS = ,0n107_57
= Et = ,'AI.OG(Vit)+AO+_i*VtI+_._*_Z_A$*V3tA_*V_+AS*Vb
DEiDX:-t_/Vt 1_A i +_..*A2*Vt 1"3 e*A_*V?_= : AAq*V3+b,*AS*Vq
i GG TO 6b
8_ At = P;33_73_
, " i k3 = 3,330657
_, Aq : t.6eJ153q
•_'_ Yh = EXP(-VI|)/VIt
'; V7 = V?+At*Vit _ A_
VI_ = V?. + A3 * Vli + aa
_'_" t't = vb * V7 / V_
[_EtOX = ,,Et*(I,_t,IVIt)*VG*(?.t*VIi+At,,V7*(Z,*Vtt+A3)/VS)/V8
85 TO:k_,lt4_bOSi6









C BLGIt,I 5PLCI^L HYD;_OGfN LZP,IE LUGIC
_:_ TSQ=TF_f.(I)* T_;..(!)
7: X| O=_Lt](;t 0 _XNN (_'l p I ) }
_L _:19 = tCO0, * (HVL(J) 0,0001)
T C
':_: £ L 1HAN ALPHa
: C
_, IF(NIl-tOt96) P.3a2?e2-_ HULl'. 09
,._. 22 I;F(JJ) = I
;":_ C_.I.L (;F (t.:.P_,SL/,,SL^5,(:,LStEFF)
;.. _¢,"7,6qt'5, t t;.E-'J* T! [ ( I ) + t, 34b£" 8_.],_r,,
_t- TI_="P, v,l ¢_7_"_. _O?L'..5_1[ E ( I)-7, bSE'l (',".T50
"'_ I{( Y) =1 XtX$ e,=.T_]
_' 1()=I P,E" t 0
DIt (I, I )=1 l-7, (_974Xt C" (TP.'*0.4127) ,-TD
_ DI_(I,2)=TDc:-
"_ Cb=3f £,k.6
_:'. GO TU 50
•;: C t.YH&N _.ETA
_. 2_, ]F INID.,IP.O6u) :_l_'_Ow3t RULE tO
::: 30 Ni'(JJ) : 2
-<
¸lx (';,LLGF (BETA,SLB_SI.BS_[.;I'C,_,I.FF)
:_ TA: 12,95,_R, (,7_.-a'11 L ( I" +?.. OhE,.8*TS9
TB=_O. 7175,a _7_,75(-b* l I:F ( ! ) -1, P.]t: ,,"2" T,_q J';_.
7- a(l)=T&+XlO_15
;,_. TD=T,_'E 10 i
_. O_,(l _ l)=lAet _,95*Xl O* (T[_+Oe 7175) -lt)
:': O_(i,2)=TI_
".. CB:l.TBE'5
, [;() Tf) .50
;' C
- C BALHER ALPHA
_- 31 IF(NID-1866) q7eObeq7 RULE 1,
:.- q6 HF(JJ) : 3
" CALL GF (DEf. eSHA_.SHASeGLC.EFF)
TA:I _570;_*(;"0tl00,/TEE (I) }**0,52
:: TB=O_1t8 _,(IOUOO_/Tt:E (1))**0_578
: _ R(I):IA_XLO*I_
i :.. PR(le t ):-0:5_*Th+TS_ (O,578*X_O_EtO)
-. DRf,I _2):'TB*L 10
": Cfl=i,3E-3
: GO TO 50
C
,_ C BALHER OETA
•: '-:" : C
"" ,_ _17 lF(HID_Zb6tg) dg_lS_aQ MULE 1_5
: , _ 48 NFIJJ) = q
"_ :: (;;;ALLGF (XI ,$I4B_HB$_GF'.C,_FFF)
,_ >:; TAr,u2, 17, ( i 0000,/li.]f: ( I ) )'=*0,, 33g
; TO=O, t 15'( IO000,/TEL (1 _} *=0_333
.'._'.. :" OW(] # I ):.0, _;$¢),fk+TH, (0 t 3:33,X10+L 1O)
'" : ON(%_2):,,IP-*_ 10
• GO TO ':0
_19 CI3,"#T l NUF
_,: 20 CONllNUrr. MULE !q
,; C
"-'_ C GAMh& (LINE _IIDTt4: C/_LCULAT|Uh FISH ALL NdN HYDROGENLINE3"
C
' 187
I . . -.






I DO _oOt Jv-!wISi'2
i LlbOl BRG(I,JV) = Oe
, GA_(J J t 1) =G,,..Hp{ j),X.:N {t,ITe7}, T3, ,FXPN [J ]
8{ I ) =G!,'_( J,1 e I )




C LINE i_I_,IH I¢_FLUE_]C[ C(_[FFICILhT5 FOR ALL LINES _XCt-.PT SPECIAL HYDRUGEN








D_3[JLVw I }::D;_L'.(JLVwI } _BRG( I eJAY5 t.',,IN{JVe |)jAV=JAV_ I_P
9_00 CUqll _UF.
IF(GUP{J},LT,I} GUT{} P.O0 MULEIO0
AIR = O,17t;*[,_F.[ It')*FF{J]/HVL(J)*_r._RT(GLE{ IK)/GUP(J}} HULEI




IF[KR(13),_F,_} G(} TO _(}60
DO _b_5 ]:IeNY
JAV=7*(JJ-I)











C TI_ FI1LLU_ING BLOCK CALCULAIE$ THE ABSOPRTI[IN _.OEFFICIENTS AND ITS
C DLRIVATIVES WRT IHE PRIMARY VARIABLES BY ADDING THE FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE
C TERMS Ttl THE LINL STt_LNGTH AND INFLUENCE CULFFICIENT TERMS CALCULATED IN
C 1HE FIRST CALL OF MULL2
C
D[) 3079 _(80=1 _ISP
' DO 3079 I=I_,NY
_079 AIG(IeK80) : Ot
FHV$2-'FHVS_.FHV,_
" "_'_ FHVSIN=t _O/FHVS
_i .',/ VT=l _5_T/FHVS2
• - DO 350 I=I_NY
._ F2(; )=VT*FOINV( I)
i_ 3_0 81(1}=0,0
JJ=O




IF ( ISPL_ t95e tc_Se196 !19b IF[J-K_ )195e tg7_ 195
!97 J=JHULO





JJ = JJ (' 1
IF{IP, X,FQ,3) J.-.]NnS_L(JJ)
.'. J,]7-- (JJ" 1)*7
=_. V_ = (_V,S - tlVL {J})**Z
P_Dt4 = ALt,_(FHV$IN-I=O/HVL(J))
:" ASSI(J_ 551 TO Jt_P
NilL I!iL"hF (JJ)
_; II- {_HLINF,,F.._,0) a.SSI_N b5 TO jHP
-,. C LOOP UN ,SPACE
=* C
_.: DO 5'.:,O I=trtqY
• SI.JJ l =,':.L (JJ ¢ I )
'_ GO 1(.: JMl'e(65s'$51)
E
C SPECIAL HYI)ROL[.N I..[r.t$
C CL3RE P.[{: ],(1N
• C
_. 351 WI)H = _I(1 _, * FWDH
;- GI] TO {t30e132,1_ 13b)eNHLIN[
_' C
C LYMAN ALPHA
•_ I_0 IF (,'nHo0,(_028] l_(_,lqlsl_1
140 V_'E=_:I_H..AI I'H(IRY.)
15q IF (V_L) 15o,151,151
_, 151 IF (_;DP-ALPH(ISXP)) 152,152t153
_; |50 |$)'P=I $X
ISX-ISX-t
:- GO IO lqO
153 ISX=ISXP
I ._XP- !::xP+ 4
GU TO l_O
..- 152 __'H.-,({:_[ {ISX )* (xOH-AL,PH (ISXP) )tGEG (ISX})-VEE
V3=ACV+SLA,';(13X)
- DSt)A:.(,',Ctlev34EFF(ISY}*VEE*VEL]




- C LYMAN BETA
C
132 IF (t,CDH-0,0|) t_J2elOt,,_91
' l/A2 VEE=wi)H-i]LTA { I SX)
_' lbq IP (VL['.)160,I(,1_161
." _61 IF (_DH-fiETA(ISXP)) lb:'ela2e163
lbO ISXP-'ISX
:, ISX=ISX"I




?. GO TO t_,
...,/_,_ 16P. &CH=CLF_(ISX),(WDI4,-BETA(ISXP))+(;LG(IBX))*VEE
|-_ i/ V_=ICHISLR$(IgX)OS,)A=(/,CH+v_;+EFr [ISX)*VEE*VEg}
• " B=V_*VL['kBLB(ISX)
: GO TO 1_7
:'" , C BALMER ALPHA
' 13/4 IF (HDH-O,P,_} ltl_el_lelql
• I_4q VEE=_PM,,DEL (ISX]
_Tq IF {VEE) 170_,171_t71
' 171 _[F CWDH,, DELtlI_XP_,) 172et72e173




















}0_ If- (VEE) i[_O,ll_Irtat


















, C 51'ECIAL HYDROGEN LINES
C _IN(;RLGION
C






: V6 = DR(To2)
192 W,)_'ISO:_DH*_OH$QR_DH'-.SOR_(_OM)
: B" (C[_* ( 1,. O+ V ,.gQR_OH*SORTF 0(I))I(_DH5(_*5QRWDH} }*F_(1)





t: CALEULAIIUN L)F ABSqRPTION COEFf' AND DERIVATIVE WRT PRIMARY VARIABLES FOR





IEND:ISTART' DI_I)X =D_,DLNT*AIN(I_TART, t)+t)BDLNP*AIN{IEND_ l)
i 66 AIG(I _JVV)=B*_)SL(JLV_ I)+BLJJ! ,DDDX +_IG(I_JVV)S2(I} = SLJJI * B
= GU TO 67
i
H
mNmmml _ ,_,,, i_ • .
1974026290-180
'I
i]_ b5 CONTI,:UE;" C
C CALCUL..,ILDN(IF ARSF_RPTION C(IEFF AND DERIVATIVE NRT PRIMARY VARIABLE8 FOR








_' DO 5_9 JV=lwI3P
JLV=JLV+I
AIG(I rJV)= (DSL (JLVw I),,,$LJJI*OWD (JLVw I)* {vs/(Vb*GAMJJI)))*B
:_,- l +AIG(I_,JV)
ii_, 5q_ CONTINUE82(I) = SLJJI * B
i:.:' 57 CDNTIt;|IE81(I) _.St(I) +$2(I)









Iailmiliaml _N ///t/I ,......... , ....
1974026290-181
I$1JBI_[IUT|hF _(][)F_;(h:(IP)
C ottOL_TI&N$ SPE('I[.S tJtJHBER I)INSITIF,$ FOR EriCH SPATIAl. STATION NIIDENO0__
C DIMENSlPt,'Et_ F[1R c(O SPfCIES
_Nl E(.i_i' FAHOA efLt'Ll,n,e fiLTAeHEIB
£ NL)DENOIZ
COttM(J)J,/CPNTH/NCrtC{ ?0) eNSBNeZ (?0) t HVG{ 30) eKS(20) e [ _S ( |b ) eNIL e
1 HVT(50) ,CSS(2_O), IIL(50], IS$(..iO) ,IrIBN(20),
2 XIOh(_O) wBLIA(30),[)ETB(:_O),I_STI,NT,XlS{P.gO), IN(-_O)
C
COHM(}_:/.".{JPCOMISPZZ(7.'_| )eI,_SPZ2(70 )wP;,5PZ_(qBO )eIeSPZ/_(._08,te
1 VNU (60,_)j,.SPZ'.-i(IET), ISPE,I-A'iUI,(60),F_.M{Jl_(t,O)wI$Pe
NSP6.C,iSCu (3)eKIN_KOU 1wKKR(20)ePSt7(bB)
C






1rt_I eXNOL[200) eOUFt200) et"XPN(200}
t
COt4M{]N/PRPCOM/PR [ ? 0 ) t RHO ( 20 ) t St ( 20 ) e C6,PC (20 ], OR ( 20 ) e XHU I ( 20 )
C
tOHHON/RAD/AHV (_._(_)e _,HVL(_5) eC| ,('.2eC_#C_eCSeDEIL TAeFl'-';(IbO} _,FF(200)_, RAD
IFHV(,25)eFHVC(50]_IIwv!:(2S)eFHVP(,_5)eFIMIi_5)eFIPI(r-"'._)eFI.IeFL2eFLGe RAD
ZFLGI,[,AF:P(EOO)_GIi.{II,O)_ NA|I|eNHLPeN{](_!OO)eNICeNICN(2 RAD
AS} eNIHVC eKHVe_JU(ZS),I'IYeP;I[S(P.O),]FE (ZO)_,V(IL(25)eXMOLe
YDELl,YY(P.O)_CA|E(IS)_THSH{SO)tTM@WL(25)elWeI(JB
C NODEN002
_._HHI'IN/R6`D{'.01_/ TT (20),VHW (20),_4h(?.(',],5P(I,20,8) DAI)INOO





1 DSL(tE_e_) , DA(t2_,I) , I)wr)c123et) e AP,(123_1)
2 _,IM(IZ_,I) , AT(IZSel) , WlJ(l_eI) e GaM(tZ_wt) e
] DLXGI(t_S,I) e AFI(12-_el) _ ABI'(12-_wt) _ BI'I(I?3,|) e
_l 8L(1_-_,1) , BRG(12_,,1) e AIG(IP.Jtl) e ATT(12-_,I} e
5 ICN(123el) e aIN(123el) t AC(I_._el) e AMT(123e$) e




$ (DSL(I),AM(1)) , (DA(t),_M(tOQ)) t (DwD(t)eAM(;_/.Ibl)) e
_ (ABCI)ekM(_b87)) e (WIM(|)e6`M(_'9_I)) e (klCt)ekM(qg41)) w
...,._ _I (WDCI)_AM(qqbI)) # (GAH(1),AH(QgBt)) _ (OLX(_(1)eAM(5OO_})e
L.. _ (AFT(I)tAH(50;:_)) _,(ABE.(t)_AtI(._270))e (BFT(I}eAM(7_81))_,
'_:-': 5 ($L(I]eAH(7,_31)) e (BRG(1)_AMC?n6t)) e (AIG(I}_AM(Bb71)] #
-_ 6 (ATT(1),6`H(,,691,))_ (TttJ(I)_AM(IOI_7))e(AIN(1)eAM(12670))_ 2
[_v ? (AC(I)_AM(IP.610)I e(AMT(1)eAM(l_6-10)) e (XNN(1)rAM(990_))_ ..
8 (XQ(1) tAM( 1('_00_ '
":i_ i EQUIVALENCE (F'R(I,,AM(_." 1050 FORM T(2X,'_Atl,2XeIPI_Eq,_./(IZX_IPISC..qm2)) i&e
1060 FORMAT(IIi /618XrlbHNUHHER DENSITIEL;/) i
._ tOT0 FORMAT(tMIe//t_SXeBHDELTA : _IPEt_,6_I)
I_%b FOR_AT(IHteI,'tOXe_._BtiTHERMUDYNAMIC SIAIE_ ACROSS THE I.AYL'R-START(
tNG WITH _ALLt/} .I
t "





[FCNOP,CT,I) CO l(l IEO
CALL E_UIL(KQ_NY ,PRCS( NY))
HHr'J(Ny) = AA/{|m_I_b*T )









C DO THER_L_DYNaMIC $Tt, T_ CALCULATIUN
C
C
IF (KR' 17) eNEm2) v_RITFCNp 1216)
NFa 1
L)(] 87 I:_tNY
|F'(KQ(I)_e:C,O) T][I) = |,B*TEE(I)
ZF(KUCl),LO,2 tANO. t:P |[(_| O) HH(I] = TEE(1)
CALL Er.)UIL(KIJ,I,PRI.5(1)]
C SET UP "tCtl AND ACN ARRAYS @'OR CORR£CIION CO_FFICIENT_
NNiIS I= I, GPF.C - 15
_HO(I) : AA/(I,_|_&*T)
D() _25 J=I_NNhS
b25 ICN(J_I) : -TC(J+I,%)
D{l 650 II=X,ISP2
DO 630 JJ=t,ISP
IDX = B*(JJ-I) + II
030 AIN(IDXtX] = A(IX,JJ)
IEE(X) = TT(Z]/I.8
_IF(KRf.!. li) ,CT_ O) CAU. GO(KCNTeTrPRER{]))
07 CD_T INU_
C
C CALCULAT! ELECTRONIC PARTITION FUNCTIONS FO_ ATOMS AND IONS
C












XQCIRKel) = X(J(IRKeI)  V|
OLXQ(IRKwl) a DLXQ(IRK_I}  V%* V
IF(NCLS tEQ, NAE$) r:',TO 7500
(155 IF(NIC[: ,EQ, B) GO TO Y_50
_?6 GO TO L175
7q50 DLXO(IRK_I) = DLXQ(IRK,.I)IXQ(IRKel)
' GO TO /450 -.
7500 DLXOCIRKeI) = DLXQ(IRKeI_ '_(IRKel)
500 CON1 INUE
C
¢ STAR1 LIIOP ON SPATIAL GRT.D POINI_
C NODEN025
DO P.O I=teNY NUDENO_6
PRESS=PRLR(I ) NODEN0_7
' DC) t9 J=ItNT






i IF _IJ,Er3pO] GO TO 18 NODEN020
i XNN[J e I _=7 : 3398E.21 ,f:PRESS*FP [ I J e I ]/11; t: ( I ) NUDENO _0
; (,,('1 T(1 |q NODEN021
! 18 XN4(j,I)=O,. NODEN022
t9 COHT INLet NODEN031
2_ r ,fJNTINUL NODLNO_2
IF(KR_IT),EO,E) G[] TO 75
HRITE[Nt I_TO)I)ELTt,















!'._;.. $II_ROItTINE UGL.E(P_,XAM_,PRHj, e_UMX,X,P,EH) OGLE NOt :_*' DTt".i. HSION XAH([),X(I)eP(I)pEM{I}wPRH(t) OGLE 00
i '.
{ _. X{_IP =X(NUHX},"_(I) fJGLE 00
i t'_=l OGLE 00
_':._; P i,FI 600 J:I,N OGLE O0
I XA:XAH(JI OGLE O0
_,, lfl=Z nGLE O0
_'" IT=I
_i If(Xi)IF) 7_.vbOe71 OGLE 01bt
, 71 If (X_,-X(IS)) 87_63,8_ OGLE 01
,;_'- 72 II-(y(IS)-XA) _w_,3e6t_ OGLE Ol
. b2 IPC.'(S-l]b71,671,68 OGLE 0I
i_ b8 15=18-1 OGLE 01IT:2 UGLE 01
G_ TO (61e6h)eI{') F'J_._" O|
_ b72 I5-t,'UHX ,.'" - 0l
b71 I=x_ UGL[ O|
_;' H=o. OGLE 01 _,
DPDi'-.CM(I) OGLE 02.
._, G(} T{l 67 UGLL 02 ,
b3 PR:P(IS) O{;I,.E O_
:_': DPD] :L'_{IS) OGLE 02 _ ._
_: CO TO _O[ UGL['. 02
_-' b/_ IS=Y,_ |OE
_:- IF(IS-NO_ZX)69_S9 wb7; _ OGLE OP-
t, 69 1(.1=2 OGLF 02 •
_, GO TU (81_'5)_1T OGLE O_ !
_" 65 !S'IS-[ OGLE O_ i
:_- 6_'. I:.;_ OGLE 03
_: G= (((P(I_I),,.P(I) )/(X (I Œ )-x(I)))-LM(1) )/(X (I (I),OGLE 0;_ :
.'. F= (((EM{ It [)-i r:CI) )I (X( I._t),,,X(I) )]-2, _'G)/(X(11,i)-X(I) ) OGLE 0.3 ;*
_._ II'_(F*[XA,,X(I_,I.))_.!;)*(XA-X(1)) OGLE 03 !
:_ OPDI= (H+H+EIi(I) _.F• (X_,-X(I) )* (XA,,'X(I)}) UGLF 03 ,
67 PR=(t_+FM(I))*(XA,',X(Z)) "Œt€ OGLEO_ '_
:,_" 601 Cr_NTINUL OGLE 03
,_: PRH(,))=PR OGLE 03
_; 600 CI_NTIHUF. OGLE O_ -
" 30 CC)NTINU_ OGLE 03
RETURN OGLE O_ _









D_ HENSION ttL ]'JE (% O), JL INIC (10)
c
CF,3MMO_ICONIHI_CRC (20 ) wN$ItNeZ (20 } wHVG('_O} eKS(20 ) eII$( tb ) eNILo
! HVT(30) ,CSS{P_C') eIIL (30), ISS(30) ,IO_N[20),
2 XI[IN(3O)_i]| IA(30),E'FT6(30)_NSI|eN]'wXIS(ELIO_;Kq(]O)p
3 11HRE$(30) r(;OEFA { 30) eCPEFB (.30) eI ZZ
r.. .--
COMMON/DIFCDM/I NDX1 (6h5, IND> 2(bb), OA] (bb], OA2 (68) pOA3 (bb), OBI (b6) e
t f.'tB2(bh) I O._ . J_) _OC1 (bh) oOC2(bb) eOC3(bb) wACt (bb) w
2 AC2(h6_ oAE3(b6) _,ADt (bb], ADZ (hh) _,AP3 (bb,'l eAt" 1 (bb? ,,




COHMON/INTCOM/_.R(20) wKO($O) eKF'.10) _MrN
C
CDMM_}N/EQFCUM/,SPZZ (2B !),ISeSPZZ (70) _P_,SPL_ (480) _Ie5PZO (30P,)e
$ VNU[ bOe 8 )e.SpXX (7), u_:.;(bO) e5PZ5 (120) _,IBPZ_,PAH:_A(uO)
e_AH{JBtbO}elSPeNSPECwFSCB(3)eKINeK(JUT
£
COMMONILINEIHVL {200)_KI_KP_TLCM(26)_TLCP(_5)_ NX_IA(g) MAD%NO
I_NI eXNL}L(200), (;HP(PO0) _LXPN (ZOO) eXk (ZO} eMUGw INI_SHL(_2)
C




_OMMONtPRPCOH/PR (20) eRHO(20] _BC (20),_APC (20) eOR(P-O) _XMUI (20)
G
C[IMMON/RAD/AHV (50) _AHVL.(25) _,C|eC2,C_eC41,C_DLLTAeEPS(It ")eFF (ZOO) _ MAD
SFHV(_5)_FHVC(SO)_FHVM(<!b)eFHVP(2b)e_'IHI[P.5)_t IPI(25)_FL_P'L2eFLG_ WAD
2FLGt eGAMP(200) eGLL ( IbO] _ NA[.B,NL_t.P_ND(2001 _,NIC,,NICN(2 RAD I
}5) _,NIHVC _HMVeNU (25) _NY ePRt'.S (,_0 ] eTt I'. (20) _VQI_L( 25 ) _XMFJL,_
Q YDELT _,YY (20) _EASE (15), lt15w_(40) eTl_SV;L(25) e TWe'fOR
c
C
COMMON IRADCUMI TT(_O) #VMVw_20) eMMa20) eSP(t e2OeB) DADINO0
I _THE'I _ SVIe SPI eSR_; eH8 EQUILO0(;
CDP.MUN/TI_P1tXN( t 1) _,XM( 1}, ),UH{"G(_. 1 _11, l ] eDOMEG(t le it, t)




:: ' DIMENSION qUIC C123e $) fOUTL( 123_ 1)
a( ' "







! DSI.(IZ_,I_ r DJfI_],I) t P_D(12]rl) , A8(12311)
_I_;(I_3,1) , AT(123ol) e _.[)(12_eI) e GAH(123el) e
3 Dlx_(1_3r|) _ AF1(12_,1) w AIDE(123,1) w BFT(123sl) e
5L(125,1) Pfl_(t_$el) .. eI(;(IZ3t]} e ATT(IZ_tl) e
b IC_(i_3,1) e ^I_(123,1) , AC(12_el) e AMT(123el) e
6 XN_123,1) , Xnf125el)
C
EOUIVAL_CE
; (D:_I. II),AHf.)) , (DAfl),_Hf1On)} , (DkD(I)eAH(Zabl)) e
2 (Al_Cl)eaMCZ(.87)) e (WlH(l)e_'(_921)) f CATCI)eAH(q_ql)) e
(eqnCJ),Ae|(d'_bl)) , CG_tt(l),aM(qg_]|)) e (DLXU(J)eA_(SOO|))e
(_tl(t)eaH(50_}) e (eUF(I)eAH(52703) e (HFT(1)eAx(7381))e
"_L(I)_H(7_01)) , (_RGCl),_14(Tnbl)) e (AIG(I)eAH(Bb71)) e
'_;T(]),_H(_ql)) _ (TCN(l)eAH(]O]_7))_(kltt(|)_H(]_b7O))s







DATA NELCT/_IH_ - ,_H I
DATA NHYDR/_HH I
C
100 F(]RMAT (b_]_. 1)
|01 r_RHAT(_OI2)
10_ i'ORHAT (ZA_I2,FIOc_,_El_.I,3K1_,_)
105 FO,,_.A. (513) D_DIN022
115 Ff;_AT(_I3)
1_0 F_fl_ATfIHI,6OX,_H DEC_ 4 ,/) I
121 _(IRHAT(bH GRUUPeBXe_HHV_I2X_HHV_e|lXe_HHV_eIOXe|HNe







$97 FORHAT(//|OqH _ITH ]_7:1, YOUR F_VC VALUES MUST RESULVE (_|TH_N .1






[ ]2X#7HCASE - ,15A_el/eBXeESHRAD|ATION _ONTROL NUHHERS | 2DADINO2q
: _ I 3 0 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 IZ 13 1_ 15 16 17 18 19 _Oe//_33Xe20131)ADIN025
, 2/e35Xe20I_) DADINO_6
! - 1085 F(1RHAT(//OXeS%fiCHEHIST_Y CUNTRQL NUMBERS 1 _ _ _ S 6 7 B DADINO_7
19 IOeOX_SOHFL(|H CONTROL NUI_RL_$ 1 Z 3 _ S b 7 8 9 lO/3]Xe
.,., 1101_28XelOI_)
1090 FORH_T(//50Xe29H_ADIATIVE BOUNDARY CDNDITI()NS//e!30H ---- ...... DADZNO_9
_ 2_--- ........ LIN_ G_()tlP_ ....................... e/,130H DAD]NO_I
_,_ 3 NAVE EHITTA_C_ TRANSMITTANCE NDADINO_
"_ _kVE EHITTANCE TRANSHITTANCE t/_t30h DADIN033
._._. 5 FRE_, LENGIH _ALL /OUTK_ BOUNI), _ALL /UUTE_ BOUND, FHEDADINO_
,'*_: 6_, LENGTH HALL f(]UTE_ ROtIND_ MALL /UUTEK BOUND, _/t$30DADIN035
:_" 7H (EV) (A) , DADINOJ6
8 (EV) (A) eOADIhO_7
9 ) DAD_N038






|O?q FCP,H_T (_ " r F 10_ 3eE 10.3wFE.,X,,F 10 t._,F 11 =3eF 10.3) DADINO_2
1967 FURHAT (_HI)
ZCO0 Fil,;i'_ATC//%:.,eS_K(i(S} r,_UST [O I ','"'".,- K!!C2) MUST Er_ 2 NHEN KF(IJ Ells
Ill/)
•"10g0 fli:_.i',AT(231-'.***l TNE C_-_4TF.R FREQ AT ,Fgt'_p23_, !S OuT OF SFRUENCE***e)RADIN00
8;001 Ffl;_tt._'f(2:H**A_C(3"dTINt:: FHEQ AT ,L?t3eZ._H IS _IUT OF SEQUENCE****) RADIN01
riO0;| Ft_;-:U.AT(2(J;[_,I._A_I) DADIN020
tiOlO "lhP, eqAT(j.%lvt,[,r, aLXlf.t;O CONTINUUM F_O:_ RANGE*,*._*) DADINO22
; 4ZZ" fl;_AT (IOl !._L Ifv.3)
5001 FP,i_SAT(tJAtle3XeIIeoEIOo3)
i 5002 [OHHAT(2OXw(.. t )0,3}5003 FU_I'AT(tZ)_7'_ ELECIRONS ,_LRE N()'[ INCLUDED IN THE DIFFUSIVE TRANSP
i II.iI_T PROPS "- _t,D/)500_ t( P,H/,1fBLIO,3J
50_0 FD_:HAT(/SX,IO._: y(]l.J HaVE e|3e7|H $PkC]E5 IN YOUR DIFFUSIVE TRNSPRT
I tlOL, PGtl IS DIHEhSIONLD _OR lleeit,Xe//)
8500 FI'_RHAT(59_I_,5,13)
8501 FU._PI_T(2XeZ]3elPqEI_:6)
P,503 F (IR'_AT (SXe _.A_, 2_(e I $)
8505 FO_t;AT(/15Xelt.thrJ,',TA DLCK HAS tZ]e_OH RADIATING SPECIES-DIMENSION L
IIH." OF 30]
8500 P[;_ _AT(//Sx,I_HD_,TA DECK HAS eI3e_OH INDIVIDUAL LEVELS,,DIHE_SIUN L
I!I:IT OF 30)
8520 F(1Rt<AT(bXe_I._,IPqf_I{4,6|
9500 FI';W,_T (17X, 7E_, Z)
9bOO F[IRHA'f(II_.X,_b_.;YOU ARE TkYI_G _0 CfJN._ID[ReI3e2YeTIH NONNDLECULAReR
IADIATING SPfEILS. THIS EXCEEDS TH_ DIHENSION LI_-_ITOF 201)
9610 FDRH_1(//ZXeo'.,_Y[)IvR PECK i DATA I_ Ig, CU.qSISTENT, LINES WERE A$$IG
INF.D TO SPECI[.S,?.X,{_,LX_Z_H BUT N(IT CUNTINUUH O_T&//)
9b11 FORP.AT(//2X,17HYOII ,%_VE 5!:LECTED,_XF2A_Ie2X#SbHAS RADIATING SPECIE
|OUT D]D NUT ]HPUT lhF_H.q DATA FOR IT/i)
C
C










IF(NOUT_GI_,,) GO TO 800
DO 900 I=l.,t..
"J". ._EAD(Heb )) _AT_NN eNgN eZ(IZ)_XIUN(IZ)eBETA(_Z_eBETB(IZ)
• J
,,__,.,/ IF(IATeEOeC_ .GO TO 200
'"v' _. NSi_N =, NS_N _ NBN
i,_ 7115 IF(NON_E(_t} IL]BN(N$BN) = I
,j. READ(Hp6tO) (GEE(I I+JdJ) eJJJ=I e8)
._. REkD(N_ hi-O) (_.P8(I IeJJJ) _JJJ_t _8); '" IF(NSN_ED.tO) GO TD 525
- . . R_.AD(Ne610_ HVG(N$I]N)eTTHRES(N_BN)eC[3EFA(NSBN)eCOEFB(NSBN)




I TEHP=8* t NSO;,_-I )
_, REkD (Hr 610) ( XL_( I TF.HPeJJJ),JJJ= 1_8)
! 198
197,40?R?.q-I RQ
3Z5 It(r_,[r_,O) GO IU 3tl$
DLI 3bO hl=leNN
NIL = hlL 'I
IS5(NII.) = I
REAr_(H, bt_O0) HVT (_:It.) pLEV
IIL[t_IL) : II*LFV
R_'._DCI_.,9500) [ ESS(III 2=lw8)
3¢JO II%'-III * 8
3_5 CI)"TI_:UE
IF(IA_,[Q,IATO) GO TO 50
J=J KS(J) = I
50 IAIU = IAT





:. NSTI = 1Z_1








IF(L_ACI)tt.QtHELCT(L'.)) _,O TO 133
Dr} 65 ll=l,_b
|F(BACI)t:_E,BBtII)} GO TU C5 !
IISfl) : I





133 !IS(1) : 0
:- T5 CONT It,'UE
• NT = NT !BETA[NT) = NELCT(|}
BETB(NT) : NELCT(_-)




IFCNIL ,bE, 30) _.0 TO Z30
c _RIT[ (Nt 8506)NIL
,: STOP
,,.._ _$0 CONTINUE
-. : READ(Me226) {FHVM(I]_I=I,NHV)
i READ(Hp226) (FHVP( I ) e l:t eNltV)
i _ %F(NXI) SO,SOtS!
i! 8t REAOCMeIOt) (IA(l],I:|eNXl):, 80 READ(M_ 101) ( NU(I), I=IeNHV)IS=O
"'_ DO t I=ttNMV
l IFCNU(I) 12) GO TO 1
"',. IF[NU(I) _EU, 13) _0 TO 8'I
" Kx13
_' 89 WRITE(Ne9_|]) IeNO(l)eK
STOP







IF(I,FQ,IDUH) GO TO I19
88 CONTINUf
1 I$=IS+_U(I]






Rfe_O (tleI0?.) BL fUM eNI)(I) tEXF:_(I) flWL (I) ;I_F(I) eGAMP {I)_
I XN()L{i}e(;UP(I}
!. IF(HL ,NL, NHYDR ,fIR, EXPN(I] tGE, OIl) GU TO I122 !
: INDSHL{IC|) = I
ICI = ICl  1
_22 CONTI NU{
* DO _20 KK=IeKLINE
K = KK
-' IF (BL,E(_eBLINE(K)) GO TO 490
: (120 CONI INLIE. I
BL IHL (i_)-',r.,l.
'-" KLINE:KL INI:.+ 1
_25 CON1 Im, JE
, DO _30 JJ=le30
-_ J=JJ
: I_ (RLINE(K),NE,I_ETA(.J)) GO TO _30
: GN TO a35
G_O CONTINUE
_:RITE (r',',061 O} 9LIKE(K)
; S'l UP
t135 JLINE(K):J
_190 ND(I )=(jLINE(K)-I }*8_,ND(I ]
_50 CONTINUE
C
IF{18.EQ,%) GO TO b13
c DO at3 l=leI$
NDL = XNi/L(I) + .001
, IF(NOI., ,EQ e O) XNOL(1) = 1,
/
_13 CDNTINU_
,. DO 5i3 1=2eI8
-;: ;F(HVL(IJ..HVL(I-t)) 5ii1,51_1f513
5t(l HR=TE:N#4000) HVL(I}
z _ STOP513 CDNT INUi:
'- (=13 CONTINUE
• ! ' -:' RF&D(Me115) NIHVC
,
..j._ READ(Me|O0) (FHVC(I),I-'IeNIHVC)
w; . _ DO 580 I=2,NIHVC
. :../ , IF(FHVC(1)"FHVC(I"I)) 582eSB2w580
",." "_;. 582 _RITE{Ne4OOt) FHVC(1)
f ._'_ STL)P
.- 580 CNNTINU_
.'"-_,. I_(IZZ,NL,t) GO 1{} 590
"_h"- IFiNXI_EQ,O) GO TO 590
_' DO 591 I=I,NXI .
'K=IA(1)
IFCI,EQ,I) GO TO 595 ".
KK=IA(I'I)
V=FHVM (K)-FHVP(KK)
IF(V ,LT, O,I.) GO TO b?O ,_
_95 CONTINUE .+ 1








( IH(V,I! ,0,) CFI T(I59?






If(VoLL,O.) 60 I0 5qq




b70 IF(l,lh',l':Xl)GO TO b55
KK=IA tI+I)
V_,.FHVP{K)+FHVH (KK)




IF(VtLE,O ,) GU TO bqP.






IF(V,LL,OI,) Gi') TO _C5
IF(V,LT, ,I) G{] TO 595
b85 CONTINUE









) It2 = IC1 + NU(1)
IC1= I(Jl+l
NAtlX = (ND(ICI)+7)/8
WRITE {H4,122) I_,FHV(I)wFHVP(I)j,FHVM( I)_NU(I) _




J NAMX = (ND(J)+7)/8







_'"_ 800 READ(Met¢OOL¢) KR,CASE DADINO_6










IF (KR(1),'_I .0) GUT[' _180
STOP
B180 CF_NTI_Jt_
I;[/_l; (_', 1_227) (KQ(I } j, I: | o tO) eDLIHo IHE TAt SVt rSPl pSR! #M,S
f_F = 0
hlJG = 0





IF(_F(I)-i) ISO, 157, Ibm,
157 IFCKQ(5),NL.I) GO T[) 15_
IF(KR(2),_'E,2] GO TI) !5(_
GI) TO |bh
158 i'JL)I TE (.N, _OOO)
S'_OP
156 CONT !t_UE
,r_q 181 DADINOSgIf(KR(7)-I) 1(,It ._ r
159 IF(K;:(12)-I) le.O_i,lr160 DADINO50
1o0 CALL INPUT DADIN051
C NODFN01_




I D() 6_C,2 ]:I,._SPEC
IF'(FAM[)A(I)m).:t.,BETA(J),(IR,FAMOB(I),NE,BLTB(J))G(J YO 8802
Ktl(J)=I
• G(_ 10 6800
i 680;' C(;_I ItJllE





_'919 ×R(J) = UMA_5 * WTH{IJ)
IF(KRI@.,EQ.Q} {;_ T{] I(}I
IF'(KR[I_),EQ,O) GO TO 161
C
C READ AND MAKE SENSE (IF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTY DATA
C
C
C READ TRAN,_ITIO_J TEMPERAIURE8
READ(KIN,SQOq) (TRN_(1)t I-1_b)
DO Q950 I:Z_5
1 |F(TRNS(1) ,LE, 0,) TRNS(1) = 1000001
_950 CONTINUE
, C
•i _._z,v C MAKE ICLMB=I FOR COLLISIONS OF THE TYPE'''A,_-E" AND A,I,,,A,I'
'" s C MAKE ICLMB=P FUR COLLISIONS OF 1HI. TYPE---A'_t .'-[ H =3 O (1 S U 8 T F +_ - A++
i_ _ IESPV " ISNUR u 0
'"-', l] : 0
.,:_..._. Dr] 5100 I:l ,6b
_._. RFAD(KIN_bO0$ ) i'E 50 1) MnA_ MOB_ MOC_ MOD_ ICLHB _UAI (Z),tOBl it) #0C1 (I) #
1 ACt(1)_ADI(1)_AEI(1)
:'" |FtHf)A,EO_NELCT(2)) G(I TU 5_00
IFtICKMB)EQ,I} OAI (I)=-ggo) !






READ(_tI_,500_) {)A_(1),(](_2(I)eOC2( I),ACZ(I )wADZ(1) _AE2(1)
Lf.(ICL.::_,.F(;,I)i,,'_Ci)=-990,
RFAU (K.I._,5002)r_A_CI),UB_(I ),{IC3(I)_AC3(1) eXD3(1) eAE3(X}
XFCiCL _;I_tEQ, X ) CtA3(I)_tggO,
JJ=O
5000 J J'JJ+ 1
IF (f_{ll,,tO+MINIA(J,|) mANDe_It)[ItEOtMINTB(JJ)GO TO 5010
IF(J,ItLT,NUP) G() TO 5000




5010 INDXI(1) = Jj
JJ= 0
5020 JJ = JJ + |
_F(_;L'C,iTQ,HINTA(Jj),AND,HOD,EQ,MINTB(JJ))GO TO 5030
IF(JJ,LT,NUP) {.;O I0 5020




: 5030 INDX2(1) = JJ
" 5LO0 COrJTl.":O_
5200 IF(NUP,LI,I) GO Ill5280
DO 5250 J=_eNUP















5@.90 XMM( ] ) =,S(_RI(2m*XMM(l)/3e 1_ lbO)
IESPF=O
DO 52.$0 I'-I_OJP
, IF(MIN,A (I) ,EQ,NLLCT [i)) IE,_PF=I
52)0 Cf)NTlhuI:





a_ ../ _ %F(NUP eLE,Ii) GD ?O 522q






151 IF(KR[Z)-t) tb2,ib3e|b_ DADIN052
,-' 162 Ct = O_ DAD/NO5_
, GO TO lb_ DADINOSf4
• , |6_ CI : |, DADINOb5
16_ IF(KH(tO)-|) |5%el(',6e|b5 DAOIN05b
) _ 106 C_ = O_ DADINOb7







Ilb5 C) " l, DADIt.JO59
lb7 IF(KR(I) "1) 169elhStlb9 DADI(_060
Jb6 Fi.l = _, DAPINO61
FL,_ = _, DAI)INO(_2
{;_) TO 190 DADINOb._
169 FLI = 1, DADINObQ
|12 = le DADINOb5
)gO IF( KR(I?; -1) 170etTIe'.70 DADINObb
171 FLG = [_ DADINOb7
G_ 10 17_ DADINOb8
170 FLG = O, DADIN069
17_ FI_GI : FL[,'t DADI_'O70
If (F,_.{_)-[) 17_el13pIT_ DADINOII
,t73 XP_OL = Ot DADINO7P.
GO TO 17b DADIN073
_TZl XtlOL = t e DADINOlq
176 cr]NTINUE DADIN075
I':-_!= IS - t DADIN077
7e IF (C3) 85t77,_.;', DADIN029
C INPUT INDICEG FIIR y VALUE CALCULATIONS DADIN030
C DADINO3L
77 IF(KR(IO),EQ,2) GO TO 180
READC_Ie [t5) NIC
READ (_'.r115) (_IC_(1), I=[,NIC) DADIN033
READ(FIe 103) NY, t.'I,LPFX (1)rL.DEX(2) FLDEX(3]




C INPUT TRAPSHI$S]ON FACTURS FOR CONTM AND LINE CALCULATIONS DADINO.57
r DA.DI"IO3_
IF(KR(5),EQ,3,0q,_(5),_Q,b)GO TO qgt
IFCKR(5),t-Q,_,O_?,KR(5),I_,7] GO TO qLlO
IF(KR(5),E[_,SeL_tKR(5),LQ,8} GO Tn llq2
IF(KR(5),,I) (_zlOe_ROp(l_1 DA.DIN07?
qq[ READ(HetOO) (AHV(1)_,I:|_,NIHVC) D!,DINOB0
READ (MelOO} (AHVt.(1)_,I=$_NHV) DAD_HOQO
READ(M, 100) (IMSI_(1),I=IeNIHVC) DADINOb[
READ(M_ [00) (TH,'_L(I )_lit wNHV} DADINOB2
GOTO 85 DADI NOB._
qQO DO 3'}5 I=[fNIHVC DADINO_Jq
TMSN[I) = 0 t D_DIN085
_55 AHVCI) := [e DAD]NOBh
DO _56 I=[_,NHV DADIN087
TMSWL(I] = Ot DADIN068
Q56 AHVL[I) m te DADINO89i
G[) 10 85
i _q2 Dg _q3 IuteNlHVC
THSW(1) = tt
"i "-'v _Q3 AHV(I} = Ot
• _ DO /.1_1_ I=[,NHV
.
_'"'/ TMSWI,[I) = 1,
li 85 CONTINUE
'_' 5/4[ IF(KR(q)_EQ,t) GO TO 565 DADINXq5
*;._i.,;- Vt = FHVC(NIHVC)/(_,*B_6ZE,,5) DADIN_4
i_-. DO 5bO I=t_NY DADINIq5
IF(Vt-TEF(I) ) 559eSbOeS60 DADINIqh
" 559 NRITE(N_qO_O) DAI.)I I'J_,q7
8TOP OADINIQ8
560 C{INTINUE DADIN_9
: IF(Vt,'TW) 1559e569_Sb9 DADINOOI
569 IFCVt_TOB) 15_9eSbSeSb5 DADINO0_.




565 CONT I_,"JE DADIN157
505 N,_:P_AXC'CN_V, NIHVC ) DADIN098
C _RITE ['UT IRANSMI._SION I-ACT[IR$
_RITECN, I0_0) CASE w_:R
_RITE Ct;,,I085} (K_(I],I=IeIO)eKF
IF(CQ,GI.2.01) KR(I.I) = 3
_RIT[.(N_,1090) DADIN155
• DO 750 l=l,Nw
IF(NHVtGE.I) GF) TO 51 DADINI57
VI = 12400./FHVC(I} DADINI58
IF (KR{5)-.5) 15201 IS;0e1521
1520 EMSB = O,
THSB = 1= DADINIO0
GO TO 157.5
1521 EM,SH = I,
, IM,3B = Ow
1525 [ONTI'JIIL
wRITt(Ne IO')B) FHVC CI), Vt rEMSW(1) rEHSB eTMSW(1) eTMSB DADINIbl
GO TO 750
51 IF(NIHVC,GF,I) [;0 TO 52 DADINt63
' V2 = 1_z:OO./FHV(1) DADINIb4
IFCKR[5),-5) 152Z, 15_2,15P3
1522 EHSt_L. - 0 m
TV,SI_L = I, DADINIBb
{;0 TL) 1576




_RITLINr I01)9) FHV (I)_,V2e E_6WL (I)ei-M$_l. ,TM_WL(I )d,TMSBL DADINIb7
; GEl T() 750
52 VI : 12400,_/FHVC(1) DADINIbq
V2 : 12_O0./F_V(1) DADIN170
IF(KR(5)-5) $52Q, 152_,1527
, 1520 LH,SB = O,
1HSB = 1, DAD]NIl2
, [tISBL = Ct DAI)INI73
TMSBL : l e
GO TO 1529
1527 Et4SB = 1,
i THSB = 0,
i EMSBL = 1,
i TItSBL = 0 o
= t529 CONTINLIE
I WRITE (Ne IO95)FHVC [I), VL,EMSW(| )eI-.M.SB eTM.SW[I) wTMSB tFHVtI),, DADIN175
I V2_EMS_,L(I)p,",MSBL eTMSWL{'T)eTMSBL DADINIIb
_ 750 CONTINUE DADIN117
•' "'"" '- RETURN DADlNt4B





SUhRUUT ]h't .SLC_PQCNrXr Y,5r Z) SLI2P_O 0
DII'LN._]_]N XCt)_YCI),.gCI),Z[I) 3LOPQO0
IF C_J..l) g,9,8 SLOPQO0
(_.gC?)-(Y (?)-Y CI) )/(X(?)-X (I)) SL(_P{_O0
S(I}=S(_) SLIIPC_O0
f;C-.S(2) SLUP{_O 0
D{_ ? I=I_N $LI}P@O0
IF(l )2,l,b SLOPOUO




XT(,=X(I+2 )-X (I) SLOPQO t
AAsy (I) / (X[IT_XT;I) SLL)PQO !
X{)lT""XOl *XT T 8LL_P["._01
AF,=Y(I._t)/X{;TT SL()PF%01
AC=Y (I_2) / (XT T*XTO) SLOPQO I






b (])=AA* (XTD-X[IT )+AHi_-ACC 8LUPQU2
_(1 + t ._:f,I_i (YfII=YT'F._ +_-C{',,,AAA R_ IIPf,INP
,S(I+2).'.^C,(Xl'r=×T())+AA'-AUB _LOPq02




YS=Y[ I)+Y (I-1 ) 8LtlPG03
SDRS (I)'3 (I-I) 5LOPQ03
SS:S (I) SLOP(_ Oi_






















1 DS|.(t23ol) e D^(12315) p D_D(123e|) , AB(I23pI) e
" 2 WIM(tZJp$) # AT(IZ3#I) t HD(I_3eI) r GAMCt23e ) i
3 OLXQ(123,1) _ AFT(t2_) w At_L{L23,t) e BFTC_23wt) w
q SL(IZ3w$) , Br_G(Ig3_1) e AIG(IZ3wt) _ ATT(tZ3el) e
5 TCN(tZ3rl) e AIN(I23et) e _C(123et) e AMT(123e|) e
6 XNN(I23el) _ XQ(12_1)
C
'l £OUIVALENCEt CDBL(t),AM(t)) , (DACt),AM(%0,)) , (DHO(t)eAM(2_t)_ ,
Z (AB(t)_AM(2_67]] e (WIM(|;,A_(_gZI)) e (AT(t)#AM(_9_I]) e
(WD(|),AM(_q61)) _ (GAH(t)_AH(_981)) e (DLXQ(t],AM(500t))_
a (AFT(1)#AM(502_]) e (AHLCI),AK(5270)) e (_FT(t)eAH(73B%))e
5 ($L(1)#AM(?QOt}) _ (BRG(I),A_.:(T_bt)) t (AIG(1)_AM(B571))
b (AITCI)_AM(B691)) e (TCN(_),AM(IOI_7))e(AIN(|)_AM(12670))_







NOTE TI4AT _HE.PARTIAL D_RIVATIVE5 (t_{_THE FLUX) ARE CORRECT ONLY
C WiiL;;1ilLFLUX ....TT'- r"&'" ;i"' ,,-_. ..... E_ THE










25 WIM(IeJ) = O,
NYP = NY e t DERS
NYM = NY • t
C CALCULATE OPTICAL DEPTHS
EX(t) = I,
TAUT(t) = O,
' DO t I=2eNY
"'"_ V = TMU(I]/TMU(I_t)
_C.',/' VI=V_I,
•
•_ _ • DYAL=DY(I-t)*ALF
, ._ IF(_BS(VI).GI,O,Ot) GO TO 2
'_ TAUT(I)=(te+Vt*(O.5 .*(Vt_2_)))*DYAL*TMU(I_t)
.:,_.j. _M(I)=DYAL*(O,5-VIIB.*(t.3333_3_-Vt))
_.', ' DPCI-t)=DYAL*(O,5_VIt_,*(_,'Vt))O0 TO !
_ V3mALOG(V)


















FIP(I-I) =F ]P (I),*[)C.(I) "-vUM,DIIM
FPI AU (I,,,!)="F IP (I,,.!)(-(1)IIH*BLE(I-_,)-VUM*ELN(1) )/DEN
FPE (I,'I)= (DLIH-TAUT (1)/UFE CI,-t)*VtlH)/Df.N
FPEZ(I'_|)=(VUHIBEF II)*1AUT(I),,FX(I)*DUM}/DEN
3t I"I'1
F IM(t )" (FIP (1) +BEE (1))*V_ALLR+FIH(1)-BEE(%)
DLI 30 I=2,NY
DEN"LI,N _l)+TAll l (I)
DUIi:-ELN (I)
VU_: (BFE (I)-BI-r (I- I)*LX (I))/DEN
F )'_I(I)_.FIM (I-I)*F x (]) +VUM*DUM












VB_I(NYP) =VISH(NyP) '_E×(!) +FPTAU (I-t)/ALF*TAUT (I)
VBhi(I)-VB+._(I)+FI'IAtI(]-! )*(}M(I)
VBH (I,,,|)=VBI4(I-i ),_FPTI.U(l,,ml)*DP (I,_},)









_,¢? V = ,,WALLR*WIM(I_I)WIM( |PIt I)=,,kMTAU(IPl) IDY(I )*TAUT (IPI)
_._ DO "6 IZ"t,IPI, V=V*EX[IZ}
_ _6 k_IH(I/tl) -" _NIH(17.,I) + V
" IF(IPamC, T,NY) GO TO 140
'-':b'+ DO t,,17II=IPZpNY
'"_;_ 47 WIM(IIpl) = _IIM(IZ-I_I)*EX(IZ)
i_ ! 4@, BFT(I,N_P)=VBM{NYP) ',
) Oil 37 J=I._,Ny
, BFT( l, J)=VBl'i(J) :
37 AT(I,J)=VAM{J) -_
• ', DO 35 J=IpNYP _.
VBM (J) =VBM (J)*_IALLR I
i [ 3S VAMIJ)=VAM (JI*WlkLLR
' : VAM( I)=VAM (l)+I_ALLE-t, +WALLR _l
1974026290-199
DO 34 I:I,NY
IF(I_LQ.I) GO TO 335
IH'NY




: VI_hl(NYP) =VHM (NYP) __X(! )+FMTAIJ [I)IALF*IAUT (I)
VB+.I(I-I)_VBH(I _,!)+F_ITAkI(I)_,DP(I-I)
VBH (I) :VBM (I)+F fITAUfI)*D+i(I)
VAH (I,,l)r.VA'_(I,,!)+f )i[.Z(I)
VAil(I):VAM( ))+FHF.(I)
BFT ()#NYP) :,,vBr'_(K'YP)+F4FT(I, NYP)
3)5 on _ I=I,NY
BFT CI_J)r.-VFIM(J) *qFl (I_ I)
3_; AT( 1 pJ)=_VAH(J)+AT (l, J)
RETURN
ENU
!
i
>
)
I
I
!
I }
, _
)
i:
4 20_
i
1974026290-200
